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SECTIUNEA I 

What is a chemical technician? 

The chemical technician is a professional in eNery sense of the ords. He should 

look, think, and act as professionals are expected to do. He is entitJed to all prMleges of a 

professional and of the same times is expected to shoulder the responsabillties of a 

professional. ln tact, the best definition -of a technician can be obtained from a analysisof 

what thetechnician must know, what special abilities he must po~, and what he must 

be able to do. 

The chemîcal technician is a mature individual with seriousness of a purpose and 

adequate technical knowledge. He is strongty motivated, possessing the requisite 

mechanical aptitude, curiosity, and abillty to reason. He should be accurate in his work, 

objective in his approach to his work, patient, and persistent He should have the 

physical stamina to stand at worktables for long periods of time to perform manipulation. 

He should have good or corrected eyesigth in order to use precision equipment and 

have color vision to perform the many color tests whlch are used to determine chemical 

properties and analyze substances. Manipulative skills such as hand-eye cordination and 

finger dexterity are extremely importante when using delicate equipment and when 

handling dangerous and toxic materials. 

A professional technician is, when working, always serious and businesslike in 

the laboratory. There is a time to work and a time to play, and the two do not mix when 

there is a job to be done. Since he is a professional, his dress should be professional. He 

does not engage in horseplay, practicai jokes, or frivolity whffe on the job. always 

observing the rules of good laboratory practice and safety. Those rules are 

commonsense rules. He is aware of the hazards that are involved in laboratory work, he 

recognizes their causes, and he follows directions for standardized laboratory 

procedures. 
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The professional technician has the important traits of good scientists. He has the 

ability to plan and perform precise experiments are neat and accomplish the objectives of 

the experiment. This ablllty can be attained even by those who feel they are clumsy and 

not mechanically inclined. 

What should a technician lmow? 

A scientist systematically accumulates many facts and organizes his knowledge 

so that he many effectively use it to predici future events. The chemical technician is an 

Important part of the technlcal team comprlsing the scientist, the englneer, and the other 

members having expertise in their fields. 

The chemical technician must: 

1. Define the particular problem and know the goal of what he is doing. 

2. Gather facts and verify them for accuracy under controUed condition in order to 

determine the relationship between the variables. 

3. Classify the accumulated data and observe the reletionship that exist between 

the data. 

4. Formulate hypotheses, or reason why things behave as they doina particular 

system. 

5. Confirm his hypotheses by experimentation to formulate theories. 

This is the scientific method of scientists who carefully carry out scientific experiments to 

coUect all the pertinent facts, obectively recording data obtained by unbiased observetion, 

who generalize from those coUected facts, and who check generalizations by further 

ebservatipn and experimentation. 

1. The chemical techician must use the disciplined and objectlve sclentific method 

and inquiry and observations in the application of the basic principles, concepts, and 

laws of physics, chemistry, and/or biologica! science pertinent to the indMdual fteld of 

technology. 
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2. The chemical technician must have competence in mathematics because 

matemathics is the tool of scientist. His levei of proficiency should cover those areas of 

mathematlcs in whlch he needs to be knowledgeable. 

3. The chemical technicîan should thoroughly understand, know howto use, and 

be capable of using expert1yaff the materials, apparatus, processes, procedures, 

methods, and technîques commonly performed în the laboratory. 

· ,, 4. The chemical technician should have knowtedge of the physical and biologica! 

science în hîs field and how it relates to the engineering, health, industrial processing. or 

research actMtles that distinguish the technology of his fiefd of specialization. 

5.The chemical technician should have the individual judgment, initiative, and 

resourcefulness to use the techniques and procedures and to perform the detaUed or 

technîcal woek outlined in general procedures and instructions. 

6. The chemical technician should have communication skills, including the ability 

to record, analyze, interpret, and transmit ideas orally and especially in writing with 

complete obiectivity. He should know how to tocate and master new information pertinent 

to the technology. T echnicîans should be able to communicate easily with all persons, 

regardless of the technlcal level involved ln their work. 

7. The chemical technician should, as a professional, generally undersţand the 

broad aspects of social and economic factors, know the organlzation of the society în 

which he lives and works, and in particular „ know his employer's organization. He 

should be aware of acceptable personal attitudes based on understanding of person-to

person relationshîp. 

Information retrieval 

Much of the information a technîcian needs to complete many 

laboratoryprocedures can be found in reference handbooks, encyclopedias, and 

manuals in his laboratory or library. Three of the mast useful follow: 

Dean, " Lange's Handbook of Chemistry", 11th ed., Mcgraw-Hill Book Company, New 

York, 1973. Abbreviated Table of Conten1s: Life and Fire Hazards, Chemical and 

Physical Properties of Elements, Minerals, lnorganic Compounds, Organic Compounds, 

Industrial Materials, Chemîcal Analysis, Tabfes of Specific Properies, Solubilities of 
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Gases, Solubility Product, Density, Electrica! Properties, RefractMty, Crystallography, X

ray Tables, Hygrometry, Vapor Pressure, Thermal Properties, Surface Tension, 

Viscosity, Chemical Equations, Definltion, Laboratory Arts, Conversion Factors. 

"Handbook of Chemistry and Phisics", The Chemical Rubber Co. Abbreviated Table of 

Contents:Mathematical tables of every conceivable kind, Elements and lnorganic 

Compounds { Periodic Table, lsotopes, Nomenclature, Gravimetric Factors, Solubility 

Constants, X-ray Data). Organic Compounds ( Nomenclature, Physical Constants, 

Melting Point, Boiling Point, Miscibility, Amino Acids, Carbohydrates, Waxes, Plastics), 

General Chemlcal (Azeotropes, Thermodynamlc Constants, Reagents, Buffers, 
' lndicators, Flame Tests, Dissociation and lonization Constants, Conductance, Specific 

Heats, Boiling Point and Melting Point Data, Thermometers, Vapore Pressure„ Thermal 

Conductivity, Relative Humidity, Dielectric Constants, Permeability, Magnetism, X-ray 

Difraction, RefractMty, Optica! Rotation), Densities, Surface Tensions, Viscosities, 

Conversion Tables, Wire Data, Electrica! Data, Earth Composition and Analysis, 

Molecular and Crystal Data. Abbreviatlons. 

"Merck Index", Merck & Company, an encyclopedia of chemicals and drugs. Abbreviated 

Table of Contents: Nomenclature, lsotopes, Measurements, Densities, Conversion 

Tables, Solutions, Buffers, Mathematleal Tables, Aclds, Medical lsotopes, Monograph of 

chemicals and drugs, alphabetically arranged, identifying the compound, alternative 

names, method of preparation, literature references, chemical and physical constants, 

medical data conceming use, potency, toxicity, medical use if any, incompatibilities, 

reactivities, solubilities, salts and derivatives, and other relevant data. 

other common reference books that contain data on chemicals and their specific 

constants are: 

• "Chemical Engineering Catalog", Reinhold Publishing Corporation 

• "The Condensed Chemical Dictionary'', Reinhold Publishing Corporation. 

• "Chemical Buyers Guide", OPD, Schnell Publlshing Co. 

• Chemical Abstracts, American Chemical Society. 

• Beilstein, Berichte von Deutsche Chemische Gesellschafl 

• Furman, "Standard Method of Analysis", O. Van Nostrand Company, Inc. 

• Grant, "Hanckh's Chemical Dictionary", 4th ed. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New 

York, 1969. 
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LABORATORY USTENSILS 

The accomplÎShment of the laboratory workings in good condition ÎS possible only 

after a throughgoing study of the theoretical problems treated on the course or indlcated 

in each work paper. 

For carrtng out the laboratory worklngs are necessary besides a series of substances, 

different kinds of laboratory ustensils, the ustensils are made of resistant materials both 

chemical agent actlon and to temperature variations. 

The most used materials for laboratory vessels and aparatures is glass. The glass had 

some advantages over other materlals: it alfowesthe visual observation of the reaction 

and it îs resistant to the most usual reagents. Due to the demand of chemical stability 

both the acids and bases, different kind of glasses of diferent compozitions depending 

on each utility are manufactured. 

The glass ÎS obtained : silica, borax, alumina,caHn, feldspar, sodiumcarbonate, 

litiumcarbonate, kalium carbonate, sodium sulphate,dalomite, magnesite,zinc oxide, etc; 

all thls substances are molten at high temperature together wtth other auxiftary 

substances, and then, ater the solidification yields complex mixture of silicates. The 

quality of the glass show large varition with compositin. 

Table 1 contains the compositions for some wellknown laboratory glasses. 

We can notice that the glass composition include considerable quantities of aluminium 

oxide which have stabilisation role. 

The most reslstant from the chemical polnt of view (especlally to aclds) , and also 

resistant to termic variations are borosilicate glasses ( Pyrom, Turdaterm, Jena, Pyrex, 

Ouran ). Extremely resistant to acids and to termic shocks is the quartz glass. 
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Composltlon: 

inper Pyrom Turdaterm Medias Jena Pyre Turingia Duran-
cents 

Si02 80 75.5 68 76 81 66 80 67.5 
8203 12.9 7.5 2 16 12 12 2 
Al203 2 5 5 1.7 2 7.5 2.3 2.5 
CaO 1.5 4.9 0.2 0.5 8 0.3 7 
MgO 3.1 4.5 
ZnO TT.1 
Na20 4 6.5 17 5.4 4.5 1 4.4 14 
K20 1.4 0.6 3 
Fe203 0.05 O.OS 0.05 
BaO 4.2 

where ... means "for thermometers" . 

The apparatures use in laboratory are made of different kinds of glasses , depending on 

uses. The simplest and more us~ are: 

1. Balance 

(a) Ainworth, accurate single-pan 

balance, digital in line readout, 

substitution metod of weighing, 

accuracy 0.0001 gram. 

(b) Sartorious, accurate single-pan 

balance, digital in line readout, 

substitution metod of weighing, 

accuracy to 0.0001 gram. 

6 

(c) Double-pan, analytical balance 

manual weight and rider adjustment, 

readoutto 0,0001 gram. 

2. Balance weights 

(a) Analytical balance weights with 

forceps from 1 mg to 100 grams. Handle 

weights only with forceps. 
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(b) 1r1 

Handle with care, because they are 

precision wights. 

3. Beaker 

(a-c) Beakers available in sizes from 1 to 

4000 cm3 in a variety of shapes, rims, 

lips, and designes graduated and plane. 

Used to heat liquids,sollds,solutions and 

for general laboratory use as a versatile 

container. 

4 Bott/es 

(~. b) Uquid and solid storage for bottles 

for chemicals and samples; varied 

design,opening and closures. 

(c,e) Dropping bottle to dispense small 

volumes of liqulds. 

7 

(f) Chemical-liquid storage bottles 

available for general laboratory acids, 

bases and regents. 

5. Brushes 
Brushes for deaning laborator 

equipment in a varied selection of sizes 

and designes. 

6. Burettes 
(a) Atomatlc-fdHng burette. Pumplng the 
rubber bulb fllls lt to a precise 0,O-cm3 
graduation. 
Overfi lautomaticaly returns tostorage. 

Used where many titrations with the 

same solution are to be mede. 

(b) Single-dispensing burette with 

graduated etched scale, standard haper, 

(a) (b) (c) (tl ) 
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and stopcock.. Availables models with 

_volumes from 50 to 500cm3. 

(c} Titrating assembfy and atand with 

white base for easy color-change 

observations. 

7Burners 
(a) Bunsen burner,artificial gas, sleeve 

air-inelt regulator. 

8. Cap/Jlary Tubes 

Capillary tubes with scaled end 

for melting point determination. 

9 Clamps 

(a} Baker clamps:chain adjutabile size: 

spring tension. 

(b) screw-type clamps with adjustable 

tension. 

10 C/amps 

{c} Utility clamp with long handle. 

(d) Trigrip,double jaw,vinyl-covered 

clamps with long handle to hold 

equipment . 

(e} Double-jaw clamp with three 

adjustable vinyl-covered prongs. 

(f) Double-jaw,three prong,asbestos

covered clamps. 

(g) Double-jaw, three-prong . vinyl .. 

covered clamps. 

(h) Fixed-position clamps with viriyt

covered jaws. 

' 
( /: ·1 I ' ' ; ; f 1) I 1 
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(c) 

(u) (b) 

(i) Fixed-position utility clamp with 

asbestc&covered Jaws. 
O) Burette clamp, double with screw to 

anchor to support rod. 

(k,I) Clamp holder.Anchors securely 

rods t rods,support assembles,and 

clamps to support assemblies,available 

in parallel (k), or rtght-angle directlon. 

{m,n) Screw-pinch clamps with 

adjustable closure for flexlble tubing. 

{o,p) Spring-type ctamps with positive 

ctosure. 

9 

(q) Clamps for holding spherical-ground 

standard-taper glass apparatus together. 

(r) stopcock clamp prevents loss of plug 

due to pressure or vibration;fixes plug 

flrmly lnto desired position. 

(s,t) Stopcock-removing clamp for 

frozen stopcocks and stopers. 

(u) Test-tube holder clamps, opruig

actlvated. 

(v) Tuln~mp, for positive attachment 

of pressure or vacuum tubing. 

11. Crucib/e 

(a) porcelaln cruclbles,used for lgnltion 

of samplees in analysis. 

(b) Gooch cruclble with perfor~ 

bottom.Flter bed is usualy formed by 

Mering asbestos ftber and water slurry: 

,,....,__ ~~-rr--~ 
. . ..crr-~~ 
(/ ) 
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(a) (hl 

(el (dl 

(b) 

- - ·--

12. Cylinders 

Graduated cylinders of varlous 

sizes,shapes,opennigs, adn closures to 

meet special needs,capacities from 5 to 

4000cm3. 

13 .Desiccators · 

Desiccator with ground-glass top to 

provlde posHive seal with bottom,for 

drying and storing samples for analysis. 

10 

14. Dishes 

{a) Evaporsting porcelain dlshes,with 

heavy rim and ponring spont 

Used to evaporate Hqulds. 

(b) Nickel evaporating dishes. 

(c) Crystalizing dishes to hosd and 

contain liquids wich are expected to 

crystaUize. 

( d) Culture dishes for bacteriologica! 

work. 

15. Filter parers 

(a) Filter paper ln assorted sizes and 

porasities. 

(b) Fluted fllter-paper in asorted sizes 

and porosities. 

16. Filter pump and 

accesoriers. 
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!d) (e) 

t 
'· 

(., (-J.> 1; 1 

ck ) cil 

A water pump for suction filtrations, 

general vacuum manipulations, and 

ptpette cleacleanlng. Accessorles are 

used to coupte to water lines and 

prevent sptashing to existing water. 

17. Flasks 

(a) One-neck disilling flask. 

(b) Flat-bottom flask. 

1111 i 

11 

(c-e) Erlenmeyer flask in various sizes, 

1 O to 6000 ml plain or graduated open 

or fltted with ground-glass stopper. 

(f) . Heavy-wall suction flask used for 

vacuum filtrtion. 

(g) Claisen distilling flask with side neck. 

(h) Round-bottom flask with short or 

long neck for general reactions. 

(i) Multineck flasks with one,two,three,or 

four necks,sizes from 500 to 12000 

cm3. 

O) Volumetnc, standardized to contain 

stated volumes of llquld,avaHable ln 

various designs, capacities from 1 to 

2000cm3;atso made of actinic glass to 

prevent light decomposition of unstable 

solutions. 

(k). Kyieldahl flask for ijnalytical 

procedures. 

Available în diferent capacities. 

(I) Florence flask with cork-insufated 

neck for positive hofd. Used to make 

wash bottles. 

' z' ... 
~ 

(a l (/,) 
l.,· 

l-
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(i l (i) (k ) 

(m) Florence-type wash bottle, hand

squeeze, pressure--bulb-operated. 

18. Forceps 

Flexible forceps, stainless-steel or 

chrome--plated-steels.Use to picup small 

objects and handle small serews and 

pins for. laboratory equipment. 

12 

19. Funnels 

(a,b) Buchner suction funnel. 

(c) Buchnerjackesed funnel for coollng 

or heating varied sizes. 

( d) Bucher plain funnel, available in sizes 

14.5 to 308mm (removable plate). 

(e) Buchner table-top model funn_el for 

large volumes,from 50 to 308mm 

dlameter. 

(f),g Glass funnel,varied size and stern 

length.Use for general filtration. 

(h) Glass funnel with heavy ribbed 

construction; raised riles on inner 

surface facilitate filtrrion. 

(I) Fritted disk glass tunel used in 

vacuum filtration ewith suction flask in 

operations where for filter paper of a 

Buchner funnel would be atacked; with 

stands temperatures to 5000, available 

in four prorsities. 

(j,k) Separatory funnel graduated with 

ground-glass 

different sizes, 

6000cm3. 

r 

stopper.Available in 

capacities from 30 to 

1m11m11111m,m11 = -
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20. Fumances 

(a) Muffle fumance, temperature

indicating dial, adjustable rheostat heat 

control, automatic door closing. 
in } 

13 

(b) Muffle furnace, temperature 

indicating dial, adjustable temperature, 

automatic door closing. 

21. G/qss Rods. 

Pyrex or soft gloss rod. Varied diameters 

available from 2 to 38 mm diameter. 

22. Glq_ss Tubing 

(a) CapiRary waU thickness and diameter 

of hole varies. Bore from 1 /4 to 3 mm 

diameter . 

23. Gloves 

Rubber gloves to protect hands against 

corrosive chemicals . 

24. Goggles 

Safety goggles, gloss or plastic, for 

protection against flying aojects and 

corrosive fumes and liqulds, dependent 

upon construction. Select the protective 

goggle according to hazard potentlatty 

possible. 

(/>) 
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25. Graduates 

Gloss graduates, 

graduated. 

pharmaceutical, 

26. Heating mantles 

14 

Heating mantles provide safe, intimate 

heart transfer, to heat most containers 

and are avaHable in a variety of shapes 

and sizes. Heat is adjustable with 

variable transformer. 

(a) Bottom, varied sizes and designs. 

Transformer varies vottage and 

temperatu re. 

(b) Funnet - type heating mantie. 

(c-f) Asbestos heating manUes with 

supports; thermocuple leads for 

temperature indicating. Usually safe for 

heating flammable liquids. 

27. Hydrogen - ion test 

paper 

28. Hydrometers 

Gloss hydrometers for specific - gravity 

determinations, weighted - bottom 

graduated direct - reading tube. 

29. Mortar and Pestle 

Porcelaln or agote mortar and 

pesfle used to grind solids to fine 

powdres, avaUable in sizes from very 

small to extremly large. 
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30. Oven 

(a) Electrically heated oven for drying 

samples, baking, sterilizing. Automatic 

15 

temperature controlled to maintaim 

about a 20c range. 

(b) Constant - temperature oven, 

mechanical heat flow by fon, maintains 

temperaţ1Jre 

±0, 1 oe with temperature regulator. 

31. pH - Test Paper 

lmmersion of strip of test paper yields 

color change in paper. Comparision With 

standard color chart gives the pH. 

32. Pipetts 

(a-d) Measuring pipetts, available from 

0,2 to 50 ml permit to tramsfer of a 

measured amount of liquid. The devision 

on the scale vary with the capacity of the 

pipette. 

33. Pipette accesories 

(a) Porcelain pipette rest, to rest pipettes 

upon securely, to prevent contamination, 

rolling, and breaking. 

(b) Cyllndrical cans color - coted top and 

battom for storage of pipettes after 

cleaning and use. 

(c) Pipette filler, used to transfer sterile, 

corrosive, and toxic liquids 

id l 
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1 

safely. Easily controlled by squeezing. 

Defivers quickty, precisefy, and safefy. 

16 

( d) Pipette fdler frts over end of pipette to 

permit safe and easy filling of pipette 

contaning toxic or corroslve llquids. 

Squeeze first, then immerse in 6quid. 

Refease pressure gradually as needed. 

34. Plate, Hot 

(a) An adjustable - temperature heavy -

duty hot plate heating nonflamable 

materials. 

(b) Hot plate with magnetic mixer, 

adjustable heat and of mixing. Multiple 

hot plate, magnetic mixer. 
·-.., 

35. Plate, Porous 

Wet samples can be partialty dried by 

wosking the sample on the porous plate 

with a spatula. The plate absorbs the 

excess water. 

36. Rubber Stoppers 

Various sizes, one, or two - hote. 

37. Sea/s 

(a) Glass seal, close fitting shoft 

to housing, lubricated with glycerin or 

silicone, provides isolation of system 

from atmosphere and contains very 

moderate pressure and vaccum 

condltions, whUe rotatting. 
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(c) 
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(bj Mercury - type seal provides a seal 

between the fixed standard ~ taper glas.s 

joint and the rotating shaft. The rotating 

tube is affixed to the shaft with flexible 

tubing and the mercury fills the well to 

isolate the system from the atmosphere 

and prevent the loss of volatiles. 

38. Spatulas 

(a} Scoop - type spatulas used to 

transfer larger quantltles of solides, 

especially from narrow - neck bottles or 

containers. 

(t>-d) Spatulas available in a variety of 

shapes, sizes, and designs to bi used for 

special manipulations from micro size to 

very large for production poles. 

39. Stirrer 

(a} Air available- speed stirrer deriven by 

compressed air. Sofe for explosive 

atmospheres. 

(b) Light - duty electric stirrer with fixed 

speed, shaft height adjustable through 

chuck. 

40. StirrerAccessories 

(a) Glass Stirrers in a variety of designs 

to mix thin to viscous solutions, to fit into 

narrow openings of containers. 

(b) Propeller shaft stainless steel or 

neonel, available in diffrent shaft 
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diameters and propller designs, from 

two-, three-, and four - blade or turbine 

type. Choose the type best suited for the 

procedure. 

41. Stopcock 

(a) three - way stopcock allows fluids to 

be channeled as desired in procedures 

or to cut off ftow completety. 

(b) Faur - way obleque - bose 

stopcock with vent to the bottom of the 

plug. 

(c) Four-way V - bore stopcock. 

42. Supports 

(a) Round, wosking - area - surface rest 

support base to support round' bottom 

containers, available in a range of size. 

(b) Right - angle rod clamps. 

(c) Rectangular single - rod support 

base. 

Fairly sturdy on level areas. 

(d,e) Trtpods offer sturdy support for 

apparatus,may have two vertical rod. 

(f) Support plate clamped to support 

based or support frame with suitable 

clamp holder in used to hold flat -

bottom containers. 

{g) Woadem adjustable - height support 

for funnels with defiver into separatary 

funnels in extraction procedures. 
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(h) Woadem - adjustable - height funnel 

support in sizes and capacities for 

laboratory manipulations. 

(i) Test - tube holder, with drying pins to 

allow washed test tube to drain and dry. 

43. Test tubes 

Test tubes are available in soft , Pyrex, 

Vycor and actinic gloss with or without 

rims or covers in a variety of sizes and 

capacities. 

44. Scrissors to cut 

paper, asbestons, rubber. or 

any easily cut materiafs as 

needed. 

45. Tongs 

(a) Crucible tongs with flexible 

longlenght 

Use to insert or remove hot crucibles 

from a mume furance and to avoid 

contact with crucibles in analytical 

procedures. 

(b) utility tongs to handle hot small 

apparatus and crucible. 

(c) Braker - tongs to hold and carry 

smaUer beakers in the laboratory. 
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Triangles wlth or wlthout procelaln cover 

support cruciables when heated over 

gaz - burner flome. They normaly rest 

upon a tripod or a support ring clamped 

to a support trame. 

47. Tripods 

Cast - lron tripods ln vartous sizes and 

heights with concentric rings to 

reducesize of opening. Use to support 

containers being heated with gas - flame 

bumer. 

48. Tubes 

Connecting tubes with serrations or 

constrictions to hold rubber or plastic 

tubing securely. 

{ a) Plastic "Y" 

(b) Gloss "Y'' 

( C) Gloss "T'' 

(d) Gloss "U" 

(e) Brass "T'' 

(f) Brass " Y" 

49. Water Bath 

steam - heated or etectrically heated 

water buth used to heat solutions 

requiring temperatures not exceeding 

1OO0c. 
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50. Wire Gauzes 
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Plein or asbestous centered wire gauzes 

used to protect gloss - ware 

whHe being heated with gas - bumer 

flame. 
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What does technician do ? 

Basically, a chemical tecnician applies the principles of science and mathematics, 

in which he possesses a certain degree of proficiency, leamed in either high school, 

tehnical school, trade school, junior college, or an on-the-job tralnlng program. He 

utilizes what he knows to operate specilized equipment and testing devices and to 

conduct experiments and anatyses. He collects data and information under the direction 

of scientists to assist them in accomplishing their objectives. 

Every technician must be prepared to perform some combination of the following 

activities: 

1. Apply knowledge of science of mathematics extenslvely in rendertng direct 

technical assistance to physical and/or biologica! scientists, engineers, or medical 

personnel engaged in scientific research and experimen!don. 

2. Design, develop or plan modification of new products, procedures, 

techniques, services, processes, or applications under the supervision of professional 

scientific, engineering, or medical personnel in applied research, design, and 

development. 

3. Plan, supeMSe, or assist în installation, and inspect complex scientific 

apparatus, equipment. and control systems. 

4. Advise regarding the operation, maintenance, and repair of complex apparatus. 

and equlpment wlth extensive control systems. 

5. Plan production, operations, or services as a member of the management unit 

responsible for efficient use of manpower, materials, money, and equipment or 

apparatus in mass - production or routine technical or specialized personal service. 

6. Advise, plan, and estimate costs as a field representative of a manufacturer or 

distributor of technical apparatus, equipment, servlces, and/or products. 

7. Be responsible for the performance of test of mechanical, hydraufic, 

pneumatic, efectrical, or electronic components or systems in the physical sciences; 

and/or determine, measure, and make specialized preparations. tests, or analyses of 

substances in the physical, agricultural, biologica!, medical, or health - related sciences; 

and prepare appropriate reports convering such tests. 

~ 8. Prepare or interpret engineertng drawings and sketches, or write detaffed 

scientific specifications or procedures for work related to physical and/or biologica! 

sciences. 
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9. Select, compile, and use technical information obtained from such references 

as engineering standards; handbooks; biologica!, agricultural, or medical and health -

related procedural outllnes; and technical digestsor research findings. 

10. Analyze and interpret information obtained from precision measuring and 

recording instruments and/or special procedure, determinations, and techniques, and 

make evaluations upon which technical decision can be based. 

11 . Analyze and diagnose technical problems that involve independent decisions. 

Judgment requires substantive experience in the occupational field în addition to 

knowtedge of sclentlflc principles and technlcal know-how. 

12. Deal wirh a variety of technical problems invoMng many factors and variables 

which require an understandi(lg of severei technical fiefds. This ve~ 1s a 
characteristic that relates to breadth of applied scientific and technical understanding, the 

antithesis of narrow specialization. 

Some of the foregoing activities are broadly inclusive, whhile others describe 

specific function. They neither exclude nor include functions or activities that mlght be 

considered the special prerogatives of recognized professional or skiHed worker groups. 

The technician must comprehend the work of the professional scientists or 

engineers and the skiRed workers in his technical field, since he usualty works with either 

or both in performing his duties. Naturally, ff!N, lf any, technlclans perform an 12 activities 

listed. 

The chemical technician as a communicator 

A most important requisite of a chemical technician is that be must be a 

competent communicator ln all areas of communlcatton. He must obtain Information from 

a variety of sources. He must communicate with his coworkers and supervisors, make 

oral reports, prepare formal written reports, and keep accurate records of the results of 

his work, recording test data and services. As work on projects progresses, he must 

prepare and wrlte reports for scientists who are supervising him or submit information 

complied from the data he has acquired. He must learn to listen ant speak and must 

have the competence to express himsetf în narrative or persuasive presentations. He 
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should possess the capability of representing ideas, concepts, and data graphically 

through drawings, diagraming, and sketching. 

The ability or inability of a technician to communicate is lmmediately evident 

because everyone expects him to be able to communicate as an educated professional. 

The recording of data 

The competent technician does not see; he observes. He does not hear; he 

listens. This means that he does not take things for granted; he questions, checks, and 

verifies what he has experienced through his senses. The mere fact that an instrument 

gauge reads a certain value does not mean that the competent technician must accept it. 

He checks to see if the instrument is calibrated property and if the readicgs indicated on 

the instrument are the identica! readings that would be read on another similar gauge 

that has been calibrated or standardized. No technician should take if for granted that an 

instrument is correct 

Similarty, a competent technician does not merely take a reading, record it, and 

forget îl He takes severei readlngs independently of each separately and objectively, 

attempting to determine the most accurate reading each time. 

The laboratory notebook 

The laboratory notebook is the one place where the information the technician 

acquires is recorded. That means that au data are recorded directly into the note book as 

they are obtained, not tacken down on stray shee1s of paper. 

The notebook îs the diary and record of the technician. Because lawsuits may 

occur in which the notebook may play a key role in the decision of the court, it is 

imperative that the notebook record be above question. Many cases have been won or 

lost because of the credibility of the data contained in the notebook. Therefore it is of 

paramount importance that the foUowing rules be observed ( Of course, they are 
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provlded solely as guidelines. Each company uses its on procedure and sets forth its on 

format H no formal procedure exists, however, these roles sould be used.) 

1. The laboratory notebook should be a numbered, bound book, preferably with 

automatic carbon or other duplication method. The pages should be consecutlivly 

numberd, and no original pages should ever be ripped oul The data should be recorded 

în ink, in detail, and all observation and ideas should be included. By utilizing a duplicate -

copy notebook, the technician may keep at his disposal for ready reference a copy of 

what he has recorded, while the original bound book can be placed in the proper place 

for securtty and ready referince by all other members of the staff. The cover of the record 

book should indicated the dates of the first and last entries mede în that book. 

2. AII the information that is acquired should be entered, regardless of how trMal it 

may appear at the time. 

3. Each page should be dated and signed by the technician accompanied by the 

signature of his supervisor. 

4. The objective of the procedure should be stated on the top of the first page of 

the sequence of pages used. 

5. The diagram of the apparatus or equipment to be used should be sketched, 

followed by a short summation of the procedure to be followed. 

6. AH rfN/ data should be recorded neatly and dlrectly ln the notebook. Mistakes 

may be crossed out but never eraset. Ali data should be entered in the notebook 

immediately. Oelay leads to forgotten entries. Ali data regarding the starting materials 

should be recorded with out defay and all changes in any data obtained from the 

samples should be entered. 

7. Entries should always be specific. The technician should never generalize, so 

that no question can arise in the future. One of the objective of record book is to be able 

to duplicate what has been done, and the omission of relevant data can cause needless 

delays and costty repetitive work. 

8. Information obtained from automatic recording devices, such as charge, can 

be filed în an appropriate secure location, but all pertinent information should be noted 

from the charts and recorded in the notebook, and the appropriate reference should be 

indexed on the charts or recording paper so that the information can be retrived easily 

when it is needed. 
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9. Calculation of the raw data may be carried out on other paper or on the 

calculator, and the results recorded. Ali calculation should be checked by either the 

person who performs the work or a competent cowoker. 

Planning an procedure 

Planning 

Each assignment requires some preparation. Theis is usually referred to as a plan 

or design. The plan may be either mental or physical, or mental and physical. Segments 

of a plan might prearranged for us, e.g., American Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTN) or other standard laboratory procedures. During the course of our carrer, how 

ever, it is inevitable that we will be required to plan our own assigments. lf we accept the 

postulate" everythlng done requires a plan or design", let us explore what appllcatlon lt 

might have in ptanning an assignment. Question the assignment 

- Where is it dane? 

- When is it to be dane? 

-Why is it being done? 

- Has it been done before? 

- How is it dane ? 

- How precise must the data be? 

Answers to some of these questions are seif - evidene when we are familiar with our 

general assignments. The answers, of course, are the nucleus of a plan. 

We have progressed with our plan and must now determine: 

- 1s it best to arrange our sequences chronologically or in some other logical fashion? 

- Do we provide accessoriy equipment before we need îl, or is it equally effective to stock 

as we proceed? 

- 1s a progress report necessary during the course of the assignement? 

- At the conclusion of the project, how shall will report or record our data? 
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These are some of the mental processes required for planning our day -to-day 

assignments. 

From these processes we conclude that planning ÎS essential for any asslgnment. lt is the 

foundation for providing a quallty product of usable quantity. For example, planning to 

have au necessary equipment available at a test site when it ÎS needed rather than 

making severa! additional trips to a stock room might reduce personal fatigue will 

increase our alertness to quality. 

Analytical data: Quantity and quality 

Quality 

The qualily of analytical data should be considered as the basic definition of 

quallty rather then quality control. Quality control is an industrial arrangement completly 

independent of industrial quallty. For exemple, if we use improperly zeroed balances 

when weighing, statistically we might produce an acceptable resuit. However, the general 

quality of our technique certainly is unacceptable. Much of quality might therefore be 

considered as the proper use of laboratory equipment and techniques. On the other 

hand quality control is used to permit a tendency or characteristics to present excel 

instable form. Therefore, the quality of technique should and must be constant, while 

statistics of quality control are inherently variable. 

Mlstakes vs. errors 

Mistakes can be consider as mistabulatoins or miscalculatlon of figures. The 

guarante against mistake îs to check each item and computation. Time spent inchecking 

is time well spent because lt ensures accuracy, making unnecessary to redo a problem 

for sample. On the other hand, errors are usually random an can be determined or 

indetermined. lt is therefore easier to eliminate mistakes then to detect and minimiza 

random error . 
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We should assume that everthing done in the analytical laboratories is importante 

to the research effort. A paradox which some times evolves is to be given a sample with 

the comment " this very importante " instead of " these samples data ar refativety 

unimportant ". This type of approach leads as to betieve that the importance of a project 

or a sample should be considered onty when specifically stated. The reverse is actually 

the truth. That is, we assume everything to be important unless other wise stated. When 

technics of the highest quality are reaiised, the precision of our data is certain to be of the 

highest order. We therefore strive for greater uniformity of product thrugh greater 

consciousness in the proper handling of equipment and proper technlques in the 

laboratory. 

How does quallty affect quantlty? 

As stated above, time used to check data is time wea spent lt eliminates the need 

for redolng a sample or project, and quanttty of data therefore follows loglcally. For, ln 

fact, cur goals are effective quantily rather than total volume. Quality is always more 

important and therefore is the barometer of effective quantity. 

Planning: quantity, quatity and efficiency. 

The term production does impty quantity. However, production is not 

synonymous with effective quantity. Aproduct is a salable commodity onty when it is in its 

finished or usable form. Should a product need adjustments or alternations before it is 

marketed, the altered product rather than the raw product is the usable commodity. Such 

is a case with analytical data. The goal of cur day-to-day operations is to provide finished 

or usable analytical data . Should adjustments or alterations of data be necessary, just as 

in the case of the adjusted salable product, the data in their altered form are in fact our 

product. The sum of usable products or data is the onty measure of effective quantity. 

Large quantities of low-quality data are valueless to the research effort. We must 

find the peak or optimum point of quantity vs. quality. This peak point is referred to as 

efficiency. Efficiency ai attained when each of three concepts are usable quantity and 

high quality. The third factor we must consider is service. Service, by definition, is any 

results of useful labor which does not produce a tangible commodity. ln the true sense of 
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analytical data, however, the definition of service might be applled to quantity and quality. 

For exemple, from the definition of service, the words" useful labor" imply quality. Also 

from definltlon, the words " produce a tangible commodity " imply quantity. Therefore, 

efficiency might be synonymous with service; when efficiency is guaranteed, good 

service is a natural occurrence. 

Procedure ( See fig. A-2 ) 

The chemical technician knows the equipment and materials with which he 

works. He never treats them with contempt, even though he may be very familiar with 

them and have handled them many times. He treats them wlth the respect they deserve 

because he is aware of the hazards of laboratory work . 

He minimize accldents by recognizlng their causes and because he is alert at all 

times, following the rules for good laboratory practice. Accidents are usually the fault of 

the victim or his associates. Basically there are three sources of accidents: fire, cuts from 

broken glass equipment, and contact with corrosive chemicals on clothing or persan. 

Evey technician should know basic first - aid emergency equlpment for monor 

injuries, and also the location of and how to handle emergency equipment such as 

safety showers and fire extinguishers. Common sense 1s the best insurance against 

injury. 

~~~· 
~-~ 

Ic) 
lo1 

FiguraA-2 

Seif - protect/on - cautlon 

The first rule of seif - protection is to be alert at all times. 

Protect for your eyes · 

Safety gtasses should be worn at aH times in the chemical laboratory. You have only one 

pair of eyes; protect them. 
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Protect your body 

Wear laboratory coats or aprons and safety shoes. Keep ties or scarves secured with 

fasteners. Do not wear medallions or hanging objects. Tie long hair up aut of the way. 

Avoid flammable clothing. 

Fire 

Handle fire with care. AH bumers should be placed safely away from all flammable 

materials, and the technician shoul not expose his hair, clothing, or ffammable objects to 

them. · 

Corrosive liguids 

Handle chemicals carefully so that none comes in contact with the skin. When pouring 

corrosive liquids, avoid spillage and avoid contact with the liquid that runs down the neck 

of the bottle. 

Volatile liguids and gases 

Never inhale volatile liquids and gases. When odors are to be observed, sniff a small 

portion by holding the container away from your nose and fanning a smaU. amount 

toward you with your hand. 

Chemicals 

Always recheck the labei of the chemical you are using. Use of the wrong chemical can 

cause an explosion or a ruined determination. 

Dlsposal of wastes 

When you have completed procedures and reactions, you will have residues, 

slurries ( watery mixtures of insoluble matter, precipitates, pigments, etc.), and waste 

solutions which must be disposed of. 
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Caution: 

Do not pour concentrated aclds, bases or slurries into your sink wlthout considering what 

you are doing. Think first ! 

Acid or basic solution wastes: Pour into your waste - disposal snik while running water 

continuously from thr faucet to d~ute the acid or base. When you have finished pouring 

the waste into the think, flush wlth large volumes of water to dilute any corrosive effect. 

Organic wastes, residues: These are insoluble in water. Discard the bulk of the residues 

in a waste - disposal sefety container. Dlscard all volatile solvents lnto a waste-sotvent 

receptacie which will contain the vapors and will not constitute a fire hazard. Volatile 

solvents are those solvents which vaporize which resuit can be toxic, nauseating, 

irritating, or flammable, or can have unpleasant side effects. 

Caution: 

Avoid indiscriminate disposal of wastes. At-Nays consider the possibillty of spontaneous 

reactions, explosions, and fire. Waste receptacles are usually designated as to what 

should be put into them. 
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SECTION li 

Laboratory techniques and procedures 

1. Open the gas cock on the gas inlet pipe wide. 

2. Open the thumbscrew gas aJustment on the bumer wlde. 

3. Clase the air holes wlth a movable sleeve. 

4. Ught the bumer with the match or striker . 

5. Regulate the thumbscrew end the movable sleev to produce nonluminous 

flame having a sharirpointed inner blue cone. 
FIGURII B•f 

G•• burn•r•. 
Violet 

Pale blue 

~ 8adjustment"'=~~ Movable 
sleeve 
Air iniei 

Gos adjustment 
needle valve 

(a) 

O,idizing flame 
Highest temperature 1560°C 

Cool region inside cane 
Reducing flame 320°C 

(a) Tirrill. (b) Bunsen. 

(ol 
Flame 

nses-.n oii 
burner 

II !lame is like 
this, turn 

down gas 

Bright 
yellow 

t ip 

Blue 
absent 

This gets 
very hot 

l<oisy 
flame 
inside 

II it burns like this , 
turn the gas otf a 

moment ond light again 

li flame is like 
this, open oir 
regulator 
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Most laboratory equipment is made of glass. The two types commonly found are 

either soft glass or Pyrex. 

Soft glass : melting point 600 to aoooc; used in dropers glass rods , tubing for wash 

bottles , bottles; workable with a bunsen or tirrill burner; subject to attack by alkaly does 

not withstand termal shocks. 

Pyrex glass: melting point 750 to 11000c; used for beakers , flasks common glass 

equipment; requires on oxygen torch to be worked; withstands alkaly ; rezists temei 

socks. 

Cuttlng glass tubing (figs. B-2 and B-3} 

1. Scratch the tube or rode at the desired ponit with the three cornered file . Use 

only one or two strokes. 

2. Raw the tubing in a protective cloth to avoid cutting your hands. Place thumbs 

togerher opposite scratch. 

3. Using little force , puii back on the tube and push thumbs outward quickly to 

break the glass. 

(figs. B-~ and B-3) 

•-:r Pro- m•lnod of 
holdln11 r,IHe tub/nr,. 

I 

,- / 
'::::::I 
la! 

I i u 
lbl Ici 

11-4 Fir• pol/ehln11 (note rotatlon of ••5 ta) Alter cut, (/,) After fi re polishing. (c) 1 
Fire polishlr.g (Figs B-4 and B-5) ,,,. ..,o,k). end has heen hcated loo long, 

1. Round the sharp edges to prevent cut. 

2. Insert the end into the hot noneluminous portion of burner flame and rotate 

smoothly and evenly. 

Caution 

Wear gloves or keep hands well back from the end being heated . lt gets hot! 
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Fig 8-4 B-5 

Dulllng sharp glass edges (Fig B-6) 

1. Hold the glass article in the left hand and clean , new wire gauze in the right 

hand (nonasbestos). 

2. Stroke the broken and with wire gauze softty while rotating the broken glass 

object. 

•· T ltotallon of lh• worl<. 

Glass bending {Figs B-7 and 8-8) 

1. Use a flame spreader on the burner adjusted to give a nonluminous flame and 

well defined blue cone 

2. Hold the tube lengthwise in the flame and rotate with the back enforce motion 

enenly untilthe glass becomes soft . 

3. After the gtass is soft (it bends under its own weight), remove lt from the flame. 

4. Band the glass to the desired shape, holding to position until it hardens. 

Caution 

Wear gloves or keep hands well back from the end of tube being heated. lt gets hot! 
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Good 

~ 
toi 

lbl 

Ici 

•-a Effecl• of flame ad}ualmenl on •·• Flar/nr, a lul>e end. ,,.,,,, .. 

Annealing glass 

1. Reduce internai termal stresses by heating the worked glass in a smoky flame 

of the bumer. 

2. Permit the glass to cool slowfy. 

Flarlng ends of glass tubing (Fig B-9) 

1. Insert the end of the tubing n the hot flame and rotate smoothly . 

2. when the glass has softened , remove it from the flame. 

3. Insert the heated end of a file in the tube at an inclined angle. 

4. Rotate the tube agalnst the file and to get the disired fiare. 

Shaping glass rodes and tubes (Fig. 8-10) 

1. Heat the rod briefly in a nonluminous hot burner flame untll it has sottened. 

2. Remove from the flame. 

3. Heat a clean piece of metal. 

4. Press the hot and of the glass perpendiculary against the hot metal. 

5. To make a paddle and, press the heated rod between to heated clean pieces 

of metal 

Fig 8-10 
FIGUlfe 9.10 s1,0, No 4 -lt========8~s1 eţ uo 5 

5/taplnr, 11/a" roda. 
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Making capilary tubes 

1. Use the bumer without the wing tip. 

2. Heat the tubing or rod as under Glass Banding . 

3. When the glass softens , remove it from the fame. Allow to cool slightty. 

4. Puii the ends apart while rotating the cooHng glass to get the desired capillary 

size. 

5. Scratch with file then break. 

Fig 11 - 12 

Coptlloq 

•· lf Conslrucl/nfl I/le IJp of • dropplnfl plpett• 
(m•ldn11 c•plllary tUNe). 

Seallng ampuls (Fig B-12 and B-13) 

PRINCIPLE 

• -111 Fl#ln11 III• ampul 
rrltlt • plpette. 

Many organic compounds are decomposed on contact wtth air or moisture. They 

most be sealed against air to prevent decomposition. 

MATERIALS 

Ampuls , filllng pipette , gas burner. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Fili the ampul or sealable glass bottle with a pipette (Fig 812, previous page), 

or wlth a funnef. (Do not fiii more then two thirds tuli}. 
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2. Gently insert the tip of the ampul into a bunsen bumer to costrict the opening. 

3. Heat the tip of a piece of glass rade to redness , and then tough it to the 

constricted tip of the ampul , which îs soft from the burner. 

4. Remove the joined glass glass from the flame ,allow to cool , and puii apart to 

get the final seal. 

Caution 

Practice with an empty ampul until you pertect your technique (refer to the 

discution of capitary tubes under Glass Blowlng). 

Important variables are the temperature of the molten tip of the ampul and the glass rod , 

and the time the heated joined - glass items are allowed to cool before they are pulled 

spart 

FI GURIE 8 - f3 

FIGURIE 8 ,f.f 

Pu: I OUf sof t OIOSS 
wi tn pitce of scrop oloss 

Constoct oPtrling in flome 

/;J 
•·•3 Seallng an ampul wllh • tare/I. 

'I 

f inol seol 

lol lbl 

•· • • Rubber atappera. (a ) 
Corret't size . (b) Too small. 

Boring holes in cork and rubber sotppers (Figs B-14 and B-15) 

1. Select a rubber or cork: stopper of the corect size. (Fig B-14 above) 

2. Select a borer siezed slightty smaller then the hole to be bored. 

3. Sharpen the borer with a sharpener, and wet borrer with glycerin. 

4. Hold the borrer in the right hand and the stopper in the left hand supported by 

a cloth pad for palm protection. 

5. Begin boring at the narrow end. Twist the borrer and appty pressures. 

6. Check the alignment after each twist. 

7. Remove the borre when hatfway through the stopper.Push out any plugin the 

borrer. 
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8. Begin boring the stopper from the other end; Check alignement. 

9. Coplete the boring oprations. 

1 O. Insert the glass tubing properly. 

Figure B-15 

lnserling g/ass tubing in stoppers 

1. Fire - polish the ends of the tubing. 

2. Wet the tubing and stopper hote with water or glycerol. 

3. Wrap hands in a towel for protection. 

4. Grasp the tube near the polnt insertton. 

5. Rotate the tube back and forth while gently pushing it into stopper. 

6. Never attemp to push tubing through the stopper. 

Lubr1 coh wit h 
wottr 

--•• Proper way to Insert glass tubing 1n • 
stopper. 

•· f 7 Im pro per way to ln•erf 
g/aH tubing ln • sta_, 

Removing g/ass tubing from stopper 

1. Lubricate the tubing which is to be pulled through the stopper with water or 

glycerol. 

2. Wrap the tubing with a towel. 

3. Puii the tubing from the stopper with a gentle twisting motion. 
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4. lf the tubing is stuck to the stopper, gently insert the end of the file between the 

tubing and the stopper and gently rotate, while lubricating with glycerin. 

5. lf procedure 4 fails, gently work the smallest - sized cork borer possible, which 

frts over the tubing, through the stopper. 

Constructing a wash bottle 

(Fig. B-18) 

The wash botlle can be constructed as in fig. b 18. Dimensions need only be 

approximate. A 1 - liter flask is recommended. 

Sh0f1 rubbtr 

Figure 8-18 

•·•• Waah l>ott,., •. , •• Tip. 

Msking the tip 

RoH the tube in a bunsen until it is soft. (Do nat use a flame spreader.) Remove 

from the flame and slowly puii the ends apart untif the softened region 1s a small as 

desired. After the glass has cooled, break it at the appropriate place and fire - polish the 

tip carefully so as not to close the opening. 

To insert a glass tube in a stopper, first fire - polish both ends. After tube has cooled, wet 

both tube and stopper and twist the tube into the stopper with a screwlike motion. 

1. Protect the hand with a towel. 

2. Do not exert on a bend. 

3. Refer to pages 14 and 18. 
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Plastic squeeze bottles are available. 

Handling reagents and solutions 

For successful analytical work, the availability of reagents and solutions of 

istablished purity is of prime importance. A freshty opened bottle of same reagents -

grade chemical can be used with confidence ln most applicatlon; whether the same 

confidence is justified when this botlle is half full depends entirely upon the care with 

which it was handled after being opened. The roles that are given here will be successful 

in preventing contamination of reagents onty if there are conscientiously followed. 

General rules 

1. Select the best available grade of chemical for analytical work. lf there is a 

choice pick the smallest bottle that wifi supply the desired quantity of substance. 

2. Replace the top of every container immediately after removal of reagents; do 

not rely on heving this done by someone else. 

3. Stoppers should be held between the fingers and should never be set on the 

desktop. 

4. Never return any excess reagents or solutions to a bottle; the minore saving 

represented by the return of an excesse is indeed a false economy compared with the 

risk of contaminating the entire bottle. 

5. Do not insert pipettes into a bottle containing a reagent chemical. lnstead, 

shake the bottle vigorously with the cap inplace to dislodge the contents; then pour out 

the desired cuantity. 

6. Keep the reagents shetf and the laboratory balances clean. lmmediately clean 

up any spilled chemicals, even though others may be making the transfer of reagents in 

the same area 

Removel of solid materials from glass- stoppered bottles 
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( Fig. B-19} 

1. lf solid material is packed, gently tap the bottle against the desk top while gentty 

rotatlng the bottle. 

2. Tilt the bottle so that some of the material enters the hollow portion of the 

stopper. 

3. Gently remove the stopper and transfer the mataerial to weighing paper or 

container. 

4. Repet to get the required amount of solid. 

5. Return to the bottle only that excess material which remain în the stopper. 

Discard any excess which has come în contact with anything else. 

6. Replace the stopper in the bottle. 

Figure B - 19 

,iauR1t •• ,. 

lfemo11al ol • aotld lrom • 
•la••••lopp•r•d bottle. 

Alternative method 

(Fig. B-20) 

1. remove the glass topper by gently twisting, tapping the stopper gently to 

loosen, if necessary. 

2. Use an absolutely clean spatula and dig out material, always laying the stopper 

upside down on the desk top. 

Figure B-20, B-21 
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Spotulo ffllSI FIGURlf • -zo 
FIGURE 8-Jff 

~ 
~~ 

R19ht-g 0Wron9 

1f; 
s-ao AIIHnatlH method. 

Pouring liquids from bottles 

( Flgs. B-21, B-22) 

••:tt HandR"fl • 11I• .. •top,..,. 

FIGIIRE8-:t!f 
Allernatltre method of 

handlln11 • 11I• .. alopper. 

1. Loosen the stopper by gently twisting it. 

2. Grasp the stopper either between the ftngers of the hand as in fig. 8-21 or 

between the palm and fingers as ln fig. B-22. 

3. Pour the liquid as needed. 

4. Replace the stopper immediately in the bottle. Never lay it on the desk. 

Figure B-22 

Pouring liquids from beakers or other containers 

(Fig. 8-23) 

1. Hold the glass stirring rod against the pouring lip of the beaker. 

2. Tilt the container, allowing liquid to flow around the stirring rod which guides 

the liquid to the receiver. 
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3. When the desired amount of liquid as been pored, position the pouring beaker 

vertically allowing the last liquid to drain off the lip and down the rod. 

Emergency hood 

{Fig. B-24) 

PRINCIPLE 

When a hood is nat available and noxious and corrosive fumes are enitted from a 

reaction flesk or from a concentration - solution evaporation, assemble an emergency 

hood. 

APPARATUS 

Glass funnel, rubber tubing, aspirator, water pump. 

CAUTION 

1. always use a hood when working with toxic or initating chemicals. 

2. The major sorce of accidents is spillage of corrosive chemlcals on the clothing 

and skin. lmmediately flood with excessive amounts of water and then consult the 

medical service. 

3. Anithing on any operation that must beforced shoul be examined very 

carrefully. The application of excessive force. To make somethlng work can tead to 

accidents and broken equipment. Amays thing! Amays be on guard! 

i( 
;11 
!'; 

To ospuoto, 

••23 U•• ol •Urrlng rod to r,uld• s .24 E,,,.rgency hood. 
llquld. 
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. Thermometers 

Temperature: Fahrenhelt, Centigrade, Absolute (Kelvlnl, Ranklne 

Temperatures are measured by instruments which indicate the intensity of the 

heat în a body. Heat will flow from a higer - temperature body to a lower - temperature 

body. The liwuid thermometer, usually filled with mercury, is calibrated at the freezing 

point of water and when taken under 1 atm of pressure. 

Definition of terms 

(Fig. B-25) 

There are four scales calibration: Fahrenheit , centigrade (cetsius), absolute 

(Kelvin), and Rankine. They are retated as shoun in Fig. B-25. The lowest temperature 

theoretically obtainable in called the absolute zero of temperature. 

,iGURE 8-H 
,r-,.uonahl,.. ol tlte lour eo;1ong po,nt 

acalH ol eaUbtat/on. ol ,cte, 
frttltng point 
ot w::i t er 

AbM!llutt ltfO 

of1tff'IQtforure 

1Ctlwi11 

373•---, ~ 100•----< 

zn•----r I o• 

O'----i -zn• 

CtlSIVS 
lcer,t 1g,ode } 

fohrtnht,1 

Conversion Between scales 

J,c::,n„1nt 

Temperatures can be easily converted from one scale to another. Refer to Table 

B-1 for temperature conversions from centigrade to Fahrenheit and from Fahrenhelt to 

centigrade. 

Fahrenhelt to centigrade 

1. Substract 320 from Fahrenheit reading. 
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2. Multiply resuit by 5/9. 

Example: 2120F = ?OC ? 

Solution: 2120F 

-320 

1800F 

5/9 x 180 = 1 oooc (Ans.) 

Centigrade to Fahrenhelt 

1. Multiply centigrade reading by 9/5. 

2. Add 320 

Exemple: 1 oooc = ?OF ? 

Solution: 9/5 x 1 OOOC = 1800C 

+320 

2120F (Ans.) 

Centigrade to absolute (Kelvin) 

1. Add the number 273 to the centigrade reading. 

2. The value is the temperature reading in Kelvin. 

example: 200c : ?OK ? 

Solution: 273 + 200c = 2930K (Ans.) 

Fahrenhe/t to Absolute 

1. Convert Fahrenheit to centigrade 

2. Convert centigrade to absolute. 

Fahrenhelt to Ranklne 

Add 4600 to Fahrenheit temperataure 
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Centigrade to Ranldne 

1. Convert centigrade to Fahrenheit. 

2. Add 4600 to Fahrenheit temperature. 

Cafibration of thermometers 

Calibrate laboratory thermometers by testing at ooc: lmmerse thermometer in a 

well - stirred mixture of crushes ice and distilled water. The thermometer should read 

ooc. 

1 oooc: Fix thermometer above the surf ace of a beaker or flask of boiting eater so that 

the mercury column îs exposed to the vapor. The thermometer should read 1 oooc at a 

barometric pressure of 760 mm of mercury. 

Laboratory thermometers, long-scale type, are callbrates for complete lmmerslon of the 

mercury column in the liquid or vapor. 

Stern co"ectlon 

ln melting-point or boiling-point determination, the entire mercury column is not 

completely immersed in the vapor or liquid. Therefore, corrections must be mede. 

At temperatures O to 1 oooc, error is negligible; around 2000c, error may be 3 to 

soc; and around 3oooc, error may be 100c. 

Correct these values by using the following formula: 

Stern correction (in degrees) = KN (T0 - T m) 

where N = length of the exposed thermometer in degrees (the lenght not being exposed 

to the vapor or liquid). 

TO = observed temperature on the thermometer 

T m = rnean temperature of the exposed column ( obtained by placing auxiliary 

thermometer alongside with its bulb midpoint) 

K = constant, characteristic for the particular kind of glass and the temperature. 
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EXAMPLE 

The temperatures reads 2500C an a thermometer. What is a correct reading? 

So/ution 

The exposed column of the thermometer reds from 11 O to 3600C, a difference of 

2500C. The temperature of the auxiliary thermometers reds sooc. Substituting: 

K = 0.00016 

To =2500C 

Tm = 5Q0C 

N = KN (To - T m) 

= 0.0016 X 250(250 - 50) 

= a.ooc 

The corrected temperature should be 250 + 8.ooc = 258.00C. 

Reuniting the mercury column 

Do not reject thermometers because the mercury column has become 
' 

separated. Separation results from mechanical and thermal shock. Separated mercury 

columns cause error in thermometer readings. 

Amays inspect thermometers before using to detect separation of the capillaty, bulb, and 

reservoir and to detect dispersed in the bore balls. 

Thermometer mercury columns can be reunited by the followitig procedures. 

Caution 

Remember thermometers are made of glass; they are fragile and will break easily. The 

bulb is especially thin and fragile. Do not subject them to severe mechanical shock. 

Reuniting procedure for mercury separation: 
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1. lmmerse the bulb of the thermometer in a suitable freezing mixture of dry ice 

and acetone. Ali the mercury should be drawn inte the reservoir by contraction. Remove 

and warm gently. The column should reunite . lf unsuccessful, repeat thls procedure 

severa! times. 

2. Repeat procedure 1, but this time tap gently to dislodge gas bubbles. 

3. Tap the thermometer at room temperature by holding the thermometer in your 

right hand, making a fist around the bulb (gently), then hitting your clenched fist into the 

palm of your other hand. 

4. Turn the thermometer upside down, tap gentty while heating the bulb 

intermittently, forcing the mercury downward. Turn right side up and repeat this 

procedure.Sometimes the mercury column will join together if there is a sufficiently large 

capillary. 

5. Swing the thermometer rapidly in a cirde. Centrifugal force may reunit the 

column. Do not " snap" your arm because the thermometer may break. The circular 

motion forces the upper section of the column to fall to the bottom. 

6. Warm gently over a bunsen flame with the bulb at a resonable height above 

the flame. Heats expands the mercµry in the upper expansion chamber. 

Caution 

Do not overfill the expansion reservoir because the thermometer of them which will work. 

SECTION III 

Reating, Sublimation, Evaporation and 

Centrlfuging 

Heating nonflamabile liquids 
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Testtubes 

1. FUI the test tube one - half full maximum. 

2. Hold the test tube with a test-tube clamp (Fig. C-1) 

3. Point the mouth of the test tube away from you and anuone near you. 

4. Place the test tube în the flame always moving the test tube constantty. lf the 

test tube is not moved, the liquid will get very hot and vapor will from and eject liquid 

violentty. 
FIGURE C•t 

FIGURE C-2 

Move the t es t 
tube constontl y 

\ 

Avoid pointing 
t oward your self 
or your neighbor 

c-1 Heatlng a llquld ln a te•t tube. 

Beakers or flasks 

-

C-2 A•••mbly for heatlng •olu
tlons. 

1. Place the beaker on asbestos center wire gauze resting on a tripod or ring 

stand ( Fig. C-2, previous page). 

2. heat with a gas burner. 

Alternative method 

Grasp the neck of the flask as shown in Fig. C-3 and heat. 

Figure C-3 
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Bolllng stones 

Boiling stones are essentialy 99.6 percent pure silica, fused and bonded to ferm 

stones which have innumerable sharp projections for the release of vapor bubbles. They 

are chemically inert, and when they are used, they stop bumping, reduce the danger of 

breakage, and speed up distillation.They make possible sharper separations of 

fractionsin dlstiUatlons and are espectalty efflcient Kjetdahl dlgestions. Bolllng chips are 

microporous, chemically inert chips, made of carbon or other materials which are used 

for the same purpose as boiling stones. 

When boiling stones are added to solutions which are heated to boiling to prevent 

bumping, they release small amounts of vapor at many points, and the bubbles rise to 

the surfaace, causing no trouble. Without them, large bubbles of vapor can form almost 

explosivety, causing glass breakage and contamination and loss of the foamed boUing 

liquid. 

Caution 

Never add any boiling stones or boiling chips to hot liquids. Large amounts of vapor will 

be formed immediately, causing frothing, spraying, and ejection of the heated liquid from 

the flask. Amays cool your solutions before you add the boiling stones~ 

HEATING FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 

Caution 
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Vapors of flammable liquids must be kept away from open flame. Never heat in open 

breakers or flasks with burner. The heavier • than - air vapors wiR descend and catch fire. 

1. heat a sand bath or a very high - boiling mineral oii with gas burner. 

2. Turn off the gas bumer. 

3. lmmerse the beaker ir flask în the heated bath to heat the material. 

Alternative methos 1 

f temperatures up to 1 OOoC are adequate, use a steam bath. 

1. Seat the flask on the steam bath after removing the maximum number of 

supporting rings to give the maximum heating surface. 

2. Pass steam into the top inlet. 

3. Connect the bottom outlet to the drain to discharge steam condensate. 

Alternative method 2 

Plaace the flask in a heating mantie and adjust the temperature of the heating 

mantie with a transformer. Refer to Section 2 for Heating Mantles, Care and Operation. 

HEA TING ORGANIC LIQUIDS ANO AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 

Practically all organic Hquids are flammable. The lower the boiling point, the more 

flammable they are. lf the identity of the liquid is know, check the reference handbook for 

the boiling point. Assume all organic liquids are flammable until you have determined 

otherwise. 

Choose the heating system depending upon {1) the flammability of the liquid, (2) the 

vessel used, and (3) the presence of the hazard in the work area. 
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Beaker or open flask 

Flammable: 

1. Steam bath (for temperatures around 100oC}. 

2. Hot - water bath (for temperatures around 1 00oC). 

3. Electric - heating mantles, variable transformer or rheostat ( most convenient). 

Refer to Section 2 Heating Mantles, Care asn Operation. 

Nonflammable: 

Bunsen burner, direct or through oii or sand bath 

Round - bottom flasks, closed - reactlon assemblles 

For reflux, distillation, and synthesis: 

1. Bunsen burner, direct or through oii sand bath 

2. steam bath 

3. Hot - water bath 

4. Electric - heating mantie, with variable transformer or rheostat 

Caution 

1. Amays place auxiliary thermometer in the oii or sand bath to guard agalnst 

excessîve heating. 

2. Connect thermocouple leads to temperature - indicating meter to indicate heat 

of mantie to guard against excessive heating. 

SUBLIMA TION 

Some solids go directly from th esolid state to the vapor state when heated, and 

wifi go from that state back to the solid state when cooled. 

PROCEDURE 
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Gently heat the sublimable compound in a container which has a loose - frtting 

cover chilled with cold water orice (Fig. C-4). 

,iou11•~ ..,,,,_,1on. 

EVAPORATION OF LIQUIDS 

Small volumes 

Evaporation of solvents is necessary at time concentrate solutions and to obtain 

crystaUization of solutes. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Pour the small volume of solution lnto the watch glass placed over a beaker of 

water { Fig. C-5). 

2. Boii the water. The heat transfer through the steam formed evaporates the 

solvent of the solution. 

Alternative method 

Use evaporatlng dish instead of a watch glass (fig.C-6). 

figure C-5 
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C-II IEV'aporaflon ovar• c-• Alte,,,.Ure proc•· C•1 Arrangemenl tor 
waler llalh. dure ualns, eraporaflns, lhe eraporallon ol 1/q• 

diali lnalead ot wolcll ulda • .,, .... 

Large volumes of solvent 

(Fig. C-7) 

PRINCIPLE 

Concentrate solutions by boiling off the desired volume of solvent. Refer to 

Heating flammable liquids and Heating nonflammable liquids. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Pour the solution which is to be concentrated by boiling off solvent in a suitably 

sized beaker which îs covered by a watch glass resting on glass hooks (Fig. C-7). 

2. Heat the solution to evaporate the solvent 

Evaporation of solvent under reduced pressure 

PRINCIPLE 

Solvents can be evaporated more quickly by evaporating them at reduced 

pressure and gently heating (Fig. C-8). Refer to Fig. C-9 for trap bottle. ,::::~/~:.:;~~ 
. r,,.. ' ., 

Figure C-8 Rubou lloppt, 

PROCEDURE 

1. Place the solution to be concentreted in a round - bottom flask or suction flask. 

Cautk>n: Do not use erlenmayer flasks having volumes larger than 125 ml. there 

is a danger of implosion and collapse. 
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2. Connect with rubber tubing to a safety trap which in turn is connected to a 

water aspirator. 

3. Apply vacuum by turning on water. 

4. Swirl the flask to expose large areas of the liquid and speed evaporation. 

Note: Swirling technique helps suppress bumping. 

5. The flask cools as th esolvent evaporates. 

6. Heat the slask by immersing in a warm - water bath. 

Evaporation under vacuum 

Water aspirator 

1. Place llquid in a flask (frtted with a capiltary air-inlet tube, Fig. C-9) which is 

connected to a water aspirator with tubing. 

2. Turn on the water aspirator to apply vacuum; adjust the capillary în the flask. 

3. Gently apply heat with a warm - water when evaporation is completed. 

l'ICUR~ C-9 

EvaporatJon of •oltrenl 
un~•r reducad pr•••ure. 

To 
•atu 

ospi,oto, 

Mechan/ca/ vacuum pump 

lrop bottlt 

F111,, flosk 
(thiek woll) 

1. Place lîquid in a flask (fitted with a capillary air-inlet tube) connected to a dry -

ice trap by tubing. 

2. Connect the outlet of the trap to a vacuum pump. Refer to vacuum pumps in 

Section 1F. 

3. Turn on vacuum pump; adjust capiltary on flasc to a fine-air-bubble stream. 
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4. Gently apply heat with a warm - water bath. 

5. Disconnect the tubing, connecting the flask to the vapor trap before tuming off 

the vacuum pump. 

Commercial freeze -driers are available in some laboratories. They consist of a 

setf-contained freeze - drying unit which effectively will remove volatile solvents. They may 

be simple ones, consisting merely of a vacuum pump, adequate vapor traps, a.nd 

receptable for the material solution. others include refrigeraton units to chill the solutlon 

plus more sophisticated instruments to designate temperatures and pressure, plus heat 

and cald controls and vacuum -release valves. 

Freeze - driers, as the name indicates, are usually used to remove all the volatile solvents, 

but they can be used to remove smaller amounts as required. 

CENTRIFUGES 

See Fig. C-10. Use centrifuges to: 

1. Clarify nonsettling solutions containlng finely divided solids. (See Fig. C-11 ). 

2. Break emulsions of two immiscible Uquids. 

3. Collect solids from a slurry. 

4. Obtain a clear solution from a liquid - solid mixture. 

5. Separate two immiscible liquids from each other. 

F/GIIRIE C• fO 

FIGIIRIE C-tt 

c . ,o Laboratory centri• C•f t W/lhdraw/rtfl llq• 
tuge. uld a/Ier cenlrlfugatlon 

of • mixtura. 

PROCEDURE: batch - type centrifuge 

1. Divide the liquid to be centifuged among the minimum number of centrifuge 

tubes. (See Fig. C-12) 
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CAUTION 

1. Use an equal number of tubes or fiii one with counterbalancing solution. AII 

tubes and contained liquid should be weighed and adjusted to the same weight. 

2. Insert the tubes, equally spaced from each other. 

3. Start the motor and run the centrifuge until the objective has been achieved. 

4. Turn off the switch and allow the rotating centrifuge assembly to come to 

REST. 

CAUTION 

Do not attempt to stop the rotation manually when it is rotating at high speed. Use 

brake if available. 

FIOURE c.,a Be fore 
Solld-llquld •eparatlon 

through centrlfugallon. 

After 
/ So mpl e ==----=--=--=--· 

I I I I 
i~ H r. ·. -1 · .·.•·1 
1·.·. 1 i · . · 
1. ·.·J I •.: I 
I ·· 1 (: . I 
1:- .·1 , ... , 

I.: · 1 ,r.:_:·:·; 1: :· ., 
V) ,_. , -- ,._.,,, 
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SECTION IV 

Chemistry is a science of precision, quantitiv science . The most important single 

piece of apparatus available to the chemist is the balance. lt is as important to the 

chemist as the microscope is to the biologist. Balances are mechanical devices used to 

determine the mass of objects. Becouse the mass of the objects with are determinated 

rangs from kllograms to mlcrograms, the cholce of the balance to be used for any 

determination is gonverned by the total mass of the object and the sensitivity desired. 

Therefore the technician is always faced first with the decision · of which to use. The 

precision required is his second decision. AH balances are precision and expensive 

instrumentes and you should use extreme care when handling and using them. A great 

variety of balances are found în the chemical laboratory, ranging from rough measuring 

devices ( the trip balances, the triple-beam balance) which are sensilve to 0.1 g to the 

analytical balances sensitive to frections of a micrograme. 

Because balances are delicate instrumentes, the following comprehensive rules 

should be observed in caring for end using them. ( This are general rules for alt balances. 

Prudence will dictate whichare not aplicable în work with rougher mesuring devlces). 

1. Levei the balance. 

2. lnspect the balance to be ceertain that it is working property. Use calibrated, 

undamaged weghts. 

3. Check the balance zero. 

4. Be certain the beam is locked before removing or changing welghts or objects 

to be weighed. 

5. Keep the balance scrupulously ctean. 

6. Work in front of the balance to avoid parallax error. 

7 . Handle alt weights and objects with forceps, never with fingers. Place the 

forceps as near as posible to the center of the pans. 

8. Avoid welghing hot objects. (tf posible). 

9. Release the locking mechanism slowty , avoiding jars. 
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1 O. Do not overload the balance. 

11. Never weigh moist objects or chemicals directly on the pans. 

12. Close the balance case ( if a part of the balance}. 

13. Triple count all weights to avoid error. Separate weights. 

14. Record weights in notebook for addition. Never add mentally. 

MEASUREMENT 

lntroduction 

The measure , by definition, îs to determine the dimensions, capacity, or quantity 

of anything. A measurement is the extent, capacity , or amount of something as 

determined by measuring. Any of aur life experiences are studied by a system of 

measures and communicated to others by transferring a stimulus to an instrument which 

measure its intensity. For exemple, we transfer aour feeling of temperature to others by 

comparing our body temperature with that of the surrroundings and saying we are hot , 

could . or comfortable. The stimulus is temperature and the instrument is our body's 

sense of feefing. 

Laboratory instrumentes designed to measure our mere refinements for our body 

senses. For example , a balance permits us to determine the mass of an object more 

accurately than we could determine it by llfting. 

ln a quantitative determination we are accurately measuring some part of the whole, 

some constituent of of the product. The amount of the constituent can be measured by 

a volumetric,instrumental, or gravimetric technique, and the percent of a constituent 

must be a ratio of the amount of contituent to the amount of product. The amount of 

product is usuaty determined by weight, and the weight is measured by a balance. 

Types of balances 
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Equa/.-arm balancea - principie of operatlon 

The equal-arm analytical balance ( Fig. J1 ), acts as a first class lever. 

FIGURE J.f 

Equal-arm balance. 

Wo lch 
gloss 

The addition of weight to one site of such a lever to rest ( în equiHbrium) will cause it to 

become unbalanced. The force at the point of load os a product of the mass involved 

and the horizontal distance from the fulcrum through which it is acting . The lever again 

achieves its position of equilibrium when the force at the load site is exactly batanced on 

the opposite side of the fulcrum. 

where F 1 and F2 are opposing forces. 

Since the force is dependent on the distance from the fulcrum, it is essential that the 

pans of the balance be exactty equidistant from the fulcrum. 

The weighing operation an an equal -arm balance then consis1s of duplicating 

under load the equilibrium position of the unloaded balance. 

Rider balances, chainomatic balances, and keyboard balances are examples of 

equal-arm balances. 
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Two-pan equa#-arm, balancces 

{fig. J-2) 

PROCEDURE: 

1. Find the rest point of the balance when there is no load on either pan. 

a) Raise the balance beam by tumlng the operating knob înto the free - swinglng 

position. 

' b) Start the balance swinging 10 to 20 division by aîr current. 

c) Record 3 to 5 consecutive swing points of the pointer. 

d) Retum the balance to the supported position by reversing the position of the operating 

knob. 

2. Place the weighing dish on the left pan of the balance. Handle with forceps. 

3. Transfer the appropriate weights with forceps to the center of the right pan. 

Adjust the weights on the right pan to 1 O mg light 

FIGURE J-2 

Control• and component• of 
• taboratory ba#ance. 

Beom Rider corrier Rider 

Knife-edge ond 
agate beoring 

Pointer and 
scale 

Pan suppor t 

4. Move the " rider " to bring the swinging pointer to the same rest point as the 

original no-load rest point .. 

5. Record the total weight needed to achieve step 4. 

6. You have optained the weight of the weighed in the weighing dish. 

7. Place the material tobe weighed in the weighing dish. 

8. Repeat operations 2 through 5. 

9. You have optained the weight of the substance and the weight of the weighing 

dish combined. 
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1 O. Subtract the weight in step 5 from that in step 9 to get the weight of the 

material. 

WEIGHING 

The triple-beam balance unequal arm 

The capacity of a triple-beam balance is 2,61 O g wlth attachment weights. 

lts sensitivity is 1 .1 g. See figs. J-3 and J-4. 

PROCEDURE 

1 . Observe all general weighing procedures. 

2. Slide all polses or riders to zero . 

3. Zero the balance, if necessary wîth balance-adjustment nuts. 

4. Place the specimen on the pan of the balance. 

5. Move the heavlest poise or rider to the first notch that causes fhe 

indlcating pointer to drop; then move the poise back one notch, causing the pointer 

to rise. 

6. Repeat procedure 4 with the next highest poise. 

7. Repeat this procedure with the lightest poise, adjusting the poise posltion 

so that the indicator polnts to zero. 

8. The weight of the specimen is equal to the sun of the values of all the 

poise positions, which are read directty from the position of the marked beams. 

FIGURE J.3 

Triple-beam ba/ance. 
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FIGURI! J-4 
Triple-beam balance. 

The dlal-0-gram balance unequal arm 

The capacity of a Dial-O-Gram balance (fig. J-5) is 31 O g. lts sensitivity is 

0.01 g. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Observe all general weighing procedures, sliding poises to zero. 

2. Rotate the dial to 1 O.O g. 

3. Move the 200 g poise on the rear beam to the first notch which causes 

the pointer to drop; then move it back one notch. 

4. Move the 100 g poise to the first notch which causes the pointer to drop. 

5. Rotate the dial knob until the pointer is centered. 

6. Add the values of the 200 g poise, the 100 g poise, and the dial. Each 

graduation of the dial reads 0.1 g, With a vernier breaking the value down to 0.01 g. 

Two.pan equal-arm chalnomatlc balances 

Adjustment of the height of the cllain in this type of balance causes changes 

in the weight applied to the right-hand pan. lt eliminates the use of weights less 

than 0.1 g. lt will apply weights from O to 100 mg (O .1 g) to the right-hand pan. See 

Fig. J-6. 
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FIGURE J.5 

FIGURE J.6 

Vernier 
I 

0.4 , q Ve rn ier 
grod uot,on 

I 

J.5 Dial-O-Gram control knob. 

PROCEDURE 

O Ve rn ier 
groduotion 

J.tJ Alnsworth balance, 
chalnomatic type. 

1 . Use the procedure given under Two-pan Equal-arm Balances except: 

When adding weights of 100 mg or less, adjust the height of the chain indicator to 

ghet the same rest point as that of the original with no load. 

2. R~ad the calibrated vernier to obtain the weight portion O to 100 mg. 

Uslng the Vernier on the Chalnomatlc Balance and Other Equ/pment 

PRINCIPLE 

The vernier is used to measure accurately a fraction of the flnest division on 

the main scale of a measuring Instrument. 

EaUmatlon wlthout Vernier 

On the maln scale, without a vernier, the sliding Index lndicates the portion 

on the scale corresponding to the measurement. 

Example 

2 (main scale ) 3 cm 

I I I I I li " I I I li li li I I , li I I li I t 
(Index) 
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1. The index points to a reading between 2.3 and 2.4 cm. 

2. Estimate the index to be 8/1 O of a division ( 8/1 O of 0.1 cm, or 1.08 cm). 

3. The estimated reading of the index pointer= 2.3 + 0.08 =2.38 cm. 

Exact readlng wlth vernier 

Example 

4 (main scale) ~ cm 
11II111IJ1111111 111111111 I I I t 

(vernier) 

1. The index point to a readng belween 2.3 and 2.4 cm ( the same as was obtained in 

the estimated procedure ). The zero mark on the vernier equals the simple index pointer, 

indicating that readng is belween 2.3 and 2.4 cm. 

2. The division of the vernier scale which coincides with a division of the main scale 

indicates the exact reading. 

a) The vernier division which coincides is 7, which is exactly 0.07 cm. 

b} The accurate reading 1s the sun of 2.3 cm and the exact 0.07 cm to fjve 2.37. 

ADDmONAL EXAMPLE 

(maitl g;;a/a) 3 cm 

, • '.1, I u.l.·1'•',',1,,,' 
(vemier) 

1. The vernier zero index is 2, 7 

2. The vernier reading is 0,01 cm (dMsion 1 on the vernier coinciding with dMsion 2,8 

on the mal scale). 

3. The exact readng is 2,7 + 0,01 = 2,71 
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Unequal-arm balance -substltutlon 

The principie of operation of the unequal arm balance is substitution . The balance 

consists of an asimetric beam. The maximum load is placed on both sides. On the shorter and 

are a pan and fuU completment of weight A counterweight is used on the longer end to impart 

equilibrum on the sistem. When a load is placed on the pan , the anaist must remove an 

equivalent wight from the load side. within the range of the opticalscale, to bring the balance 

into equilibrum. The total weights removed plus the optical scale reading equal the weight the 

an the pan. The MeHler singffl-pan balance operates on this principie. A diagram of the weight 

system appears in fig. J. 7 

FIOURE J.7 

Dlagram of the welght 
•Y•lt1m of an unequa/ .. arm 

ba/ance. 

Lood hfrt 
t onstont 

Eqwilibrium lood 
titre constant 

Dellnltlon of tenns to descrlbe perfonnance of balaces 

• Mass : an invariant measure of the cunatity of metter in an object 

• Weight : the force of atraction exerted between an object and the earth. Weight equatts 

mass times the gravitational atraction 

• Capacity: the largest load on one pan for wich the balance can be brought to equiibrum 

• Precision (standard deviation) : degree of agrement of repeated measurements of the 

same quan1ity. lt is a statistical value and is calculated : 
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where S = standard deviation 

d :; deviation bettwen individual weghing and average 

f = n-1 

Precision and reproductibiity are synonmous. 

• Readabiity : the smalest frection of a dvision at which the index scale can be read with 

ease. 

Accuracy : the agreement between the results of the measurement and the true value of the 

quantily measured. 

Factors lnftuenctna accuracy 

1. Magnitude of the lever arm error . 

2. Magnitude of error în scale incication due to variable load. 

3. Ajustment error of wegh1s. 

4. Uniform value of divisions throughout the optical scale. 

5. Precision 

6. Environmental 

Factors 1 to 3 have no lnfluence in the Mettler balance becouse of substltution. 

• Sensi1Mty : the change in load required to produce a perceptible change in indication . 

lt is therefore a ratio and is not to be used to discuse the qualty of a measurement 

Baalc controla on most slngle-pan anallllcal balances 

1. Pan-arrestment control 

a. Assures constant position of the beam between and during wething. 

b. Protec1s the bearing surf ace for excessive wear and injury due to shocks. 

2. Arestment controHhree positions 
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a. Arrest position is used when removing or placing objects on the pan, when the 

balance is being moved, and when the balance is not in use. 

b. Partial arrest position îs used to obtain preliminary balance. 

c. Release position is used when the final weghtins are being made. 

3. Zero-adjust knob 

Positions the optical scale to read zero when the pan is empty, becouse of minute 

changes in beam position. 

4. Weight-setting knobs-to which remove and replace weghts from the beam. 

a. One knob removes wetghts în 1- to ~ lncrements. 

b. The second knob removes weghts in 10-g increments, load limit 1 OOg. 

5. Optica! scale adjustment 

Turn knob positions the optica! scale relative to a reference line so that the final weght 

to 0.1mg can be optained. 

General steps to tollow uslng slngle-pan analltlcal balance 

1. Check to see that the balance is leve!. 

2. Zero the balance in arrest position, with pans clear and all welght readng at zero. 

3. Weigh the object. 

a. Put the pan în arrest position. 

b. Palace the object on the pan 

c. Set to semiarrest position 

d. Adjust 1- and 10-g control knobs until the weight is within 1 g of the object. 

e. Return to arrest positîon, the to ful releese position with the arrestment control. 

f. Optain the final weght by adjustmnet of the optica! system adjustment knob. 

Types of s/ngle-pan ana/lllcal balances 

Mattler model H-5 see fig. J-8 

Sartorius series 2400 see fig J-9 

Stanton unim atic CL2 see fig J-1 O 

Ainsworth magni grad type 21 see fig. J-11 
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1h11 \ 

FIGURE J-r~ 
d Model Pointer 

Th~ Vola~•-p•n •n•Jyllcal 
t 60-A &lnp balance. 

FIGURE J.fJ 

I Mod•I EA•I 
The Torba an •n•lyflc•I 

alngle-p balance. 

~ 

-~.,~· . 
. -•~ . . . - ~~ 
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Choosing the correct ba/ance 

Crlterla for chooalng a balance 

1. 1s the balance suitable for making the desired measurement? 

EXAMPLE 

1s a Mettler model B-5 ( four - place balance ) suitable for weighing 1 O mg of material? 

The accuracy in the optica! scale is :i-0.05 mg. 

The error on a 10 mg sample ÎS 0.5 percent error; therefore, a different blance must be 

chosen. 

Condusion: Analytical tesls cannot tolerate ±0.5 percent errors; therefore, a different balance 

must be chosen. 

2. What balance is suitable to weigh 1 O mg of material? 

Model B-5 accuracy in the optical scafe ÎS ±0.05 mg. 

The error on a 1 O mg sample is ±0.5 percent { not tolerable). 

Model B-6 accuracy in the optical scale is ±0.02 mg. 

The error on a 1 O mg sample is ±0.2 percent ( tolerable). 

Condusion: Model 8-5 is not suitable. Modef 8-6 ÎS suitable. 

Modelca/culatlon 
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Determination of chloride: 

V* N * milliequivalent weight * 100 
Percent CI =--··-------- ··-·- - - -··--

weight of sample (g) 

where: V = volume of titrant (2 ml) 

N = normality of titrant ( 1 N) 

milliequivalent weight of chloride = 0.035 

\Neight of sample, g = 0.010000 { no error assumed) 

Assumption: The V and N of the titrant have no error. 

2 * 0.1 * 0.035 * 100 
O.O 

10000 
= 70_0 percent 

2 *0.1 *0.035*100 
Four- place ba/ance: ------::: 69.64 percent 

0.01015 

possible error = ± 0.37 

Five-place balance: 

possible error = ±0.24 

Microbatance: 

possible error = ± 0.02 

2 *O.I* 0.035 * 100 

0
_
010020 

= 69.76 percetlt 

2 *O.I* 0.035 * 100 
--

0
-_
0
-
1000
---20-- = 69.98 percent 
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Fundamental roles for main'laining accuracv and 

reproducibility of balances 

1. Set up the balance where it wil be free from vibration. Preferably choose a room With 

constant temperature and humidity in which to set up the balance. a weighing table of 

adequate wetght and stability wl be a suitable base. 

2. Load and unload the balance only when it is arrested. When arrested, the beam and 

suspension rest on three arrestment pins each. The knife-edges are thus futy unweighted and 

not iable to damageby sudden load changes auch are caused by laying on or removing the 

object to be weighted. The arrestment lever should be moved slowty un11 the scale illumination 

has been switched on. 

3. Turn wetght-setting knobs only with the balance semir~. Partiaf release 

protecis the knife -edges from damage during weght settings.Abrupt loacing changes resulting 

from appying and removing the weights are to a large exţend absorbed by the arrestment pios 

as, when semireleased , beam movement is imited. 

4. Never place chemicals directly on the pan. 

Weighing 

Weighing requires the folowing operations. 

1. Checking the level. Check the spirit level to ensure that the balance is properly 

leveled. lf necessary reieved the balance. 

2. Checking the zero point 

Unload the pan and clean it if necesary. 

Clase the side 'Nindow. 

Set al wetghts to O. 

Set the micrometer scale to O. 

Release the balance fuly. 
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When the projected scale is at rest, bring the zero line of the scale to read zero. 

Arrest the balance as fig. J-14a. 

3. Placing an object to be weighed on ttie balance. The object to be weighed may be 

placed on the balance only in the arrest state(fig. J-14a}. 

FIGURE J .1 4 ~ 
Welghlng pos/1/ons tor 

M e ttler balances. / 

·~ d <~) 
Ici 

tel 

(CJ) Balanc·e ;trrestt'd. loadin,:! and un)o:lclin~ of pan. ţM Halanc: t.· 
~t·uiirf:"lcil'-<'d . opt>rahon of wt> iţ?ht-c.ctting knnh~. lC'\ Hal;mt·t· 
fuH y ,d~a,l· <l . !,.('tlin~ of z~ro poinl and readm,; of n•suJt. 

Whenever possible use a pair of tweezers to avoid humidity and heat being transmitted 

by the hands to the objects to be weighed and inside the weghing chamber. Rubber causes 

static charges. After introducing the object to be weghed , dose the side window immediatety. 

4. Weghtsetting. 

Semirelease the balance (fig J-14b).The optica! scale moves dcmnwardabout seven 

graduations. 

Turn the highest weght-setting knob clockwise. When the scale moves up,vard, turn the knob 

baci< one step. 

Repeat the same operation with the remaining weight setting knobs. 

Arrest the balance after having set the weghts. {ln this position the pen becames operawe). 

Release the balance fuly and alow it to come to rest 

On model B-5 reading of the fast decimal place is done 'Mth the aid of the vernier {fig. J-15). On 

semimicro balance B-6 and micro M-5 turn the micrometer knob 

'1GUR• J.fş 

lfemt.r on lletUer Mode,/ 
B•/S. o @ 0 G 

Wtoght ' 84 .7359 

--
45 - JO 

40 5 

35 _-o 

counterclockwise until the next lower scale graduation ies exactly în the center of the forked 

pointer (fig J-16) 
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l'IGUlfE ,1-1• 
Microm•l•r kttob tmlcro and 

••mlmlcro balanc••). 

E"ors 1n welghlng. 

0®80 

1. Changes in moisture or CO2 content Some materials take up H2O or CO2_ from the 

air during the 'Neghing process. Such material must be weighed in a dose sistem. 

2. Volatity of sample. Material which are volatie at room temperature will lose weight 

while on the balance. Such materials weighed in close system. 

3. Electrffication. An object caning a charge of static efectricily îs attracted to various 

parts of the balance and an error in weght may occure. An antistatic brush might help in such 

cases. 

4. Temperature. lf an object is warm relativ to the balance, convec1ion currents cause 

the pan to be buoyed up and the apparent weight of air displaced by the object on the pan. 

This errors are quite sman. 

Performance data 

B-5 macrobalance 

Capacity,g 
Optica! range , mg 
Readbifity, mg 
Accuracy of weights , mg 
Accuracy in opticei range , mg 
Precision 
Suggested weight range , mg 

200 
115 
0.05 
±0.1 
±0.05 

±0.03 
<50 
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8-6 semimicro 

100 
115 
0.01 
±0.1 
±0.02 

±0.01 
20-50 

M-5 micro 

20 
20 
0.001 

±0.002 
±0.001 
<20 
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SECTIUNEA V 

VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 

A volumetric analysis is one in which the analysis is completed by measuring the 

volume of a solution of established concentration needed to react completely with the 

substance being determined. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Unlts of Volume 

uter: The volume occupied by 1,000g of water at 4°C at atmospheric pressure. 

Mliter (m~:On&-thousandth of a liter. 

Cubic centimeter (cm3):Can be used interchangeably with m•er without effect; hOINeVer, 1 ml 

= 1.000028cm3
• 

Tltratlon 

A pr~ by which a substance to be measured is combined with a reagent and 

quantitatively measured. Ordinariy, this is accomplished by the controled addition of a reagent 

of known concentration to a solution of sutsance until reaction between the two is judged to 

be complete; the volume of reagent is then measured. 

Back Tltratton 

A process by which an excess of a reagent is added to a stample solution and then the 

excess is determined with a second reagent of known concentration. 

Standard Solutlon 

A reagentof known composition used in a titration. The accuracy with which the 

concentration of a standard solution is known se1s a imit of the accuracy of the test. 
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Standard solutions are obtained by one of the following: 

• Carefully measurlng a quantity of a pure compound and calculating the concentratlon from 

measuring a quantily of a pure compound and calculating the concentration from the 

weight and volume measurement 

• Carefully dissoMng a welghed quantity of the pure reagent itself in the solvent and diluting it 

to an exact volume 

• Using a prestandardized and commercialy avaiable solution 

Prlmaiy standard 

A highly purified chemical compound used as a reference material în preparing a 

standard solution. 

Characteristics of a primary standard are: 

• lt has high purity which has been tested. 

• lt is stable and therefore should nat be attacked by atmosphere. 

• lt should not be hygroscopic. 

• lt is readily avaiable. 

• lt has high equivalent weight 

Equlvalance Point 

The point at which the standard solution is chemicaBy eqivalent to the substance being 

titrated. The equivalance point is a theoretical concept. We estimate Hs pisition by observing 

physical changes assocated with it in the solution. 

EndPolnt 

The point where physical changes arising from alterations în cooncetration of one of 

the reactants at the equivalance point become apparent. 

Titra11on Error 

The inadequacies in the physical changes at the equivalance point and our ability to 

observe them. 
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Typical Physlcal Changes ln Volumetric Analyses 

• Color due to the reagent, the substance being determined, or an indicator substance 

• Turbidily resulting from the formation or disappearance of an insoluble phase 

• Conductivity changes în a solution 

• Potential changes across a pair of electrodes 

• Refractive index 

• Temperature changes 

Volumetric Flasks 

Volumetric flasks are calibrated to contain a specifled volume when fled to the lne 

etched on the neck. 

Direction for the Use of a Volumetric Flask 

Before use, volumetric flasks should be washed withh detergent and, if necessary, 

cfeaning solution; only rarely need they be dried. Should drying be required, hOYIEWer; it is best 

accomplshed by clamping the flasks in an inverted position and employing a mild vacuum to 

circulate air through them. 

Weighing Direct/y info a Volumetric Flask 

Direct preparatin of a standard solutlon requires that a known weight of solute be 

introduced into a volumetric flask. ln order to minimize the possibily of loss during transfer, 

insert a funnel into the neck of the flask. The funnel îs subsequentely washed free of solid. 

Dilution to the Mark 

Mer transferring the salute, fi the flask about half fuM and swirt the contents to achleve 

solution. Add more solvent, and again mi>< wel. Bring the liquid leve! almost to the mark, and 

allow time drainage. Then use a medicine dropper to make such final addtions of solvent as 

are necessary. Firmly stopper the flask and invert repeatedly to assure uniform mixing. 
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NOTE 1. lf, as sometimes happens, the liquid leve! accidentally exceeds the calibration 

mark, the solution can be saved by correcting the excess volume. Use a gummed labei to 

mari< the actual position of the meniscus. Mer the flask has been emptied, carefully refii the 

mark with water. Then, using a burette, measure the volume nedded to duplicate the actual 

volume of the solution. This volume, of course, should be added to the nominal vatue for the 

flask when the concentration of the solution is calculated. 

2. For exacting work, the flask should be maintained at the temperature indicated on 

theflask. 

READING THE MENISCUS 

Volumetric flasks, burettes. pipettes, and graduated cylinders are calibrated to measure 

volumes of liquids. 

The water meniscus should be carefuly read to get the correct measurement. because 

water wets glass and the surface of water in glass tubes looks ike Fig. L-1. 
FIGURI! l•f 

Readlng th• menis cu•. 

Special care must be used in reading the meniscus. Render the bottom of the 

meniscus, which is transparent, more distinct by positioning a black-striped white card behind 

the glass. 

Location of the eye in reading a gratuated cylinder: 

1. With the f!lie above the meniscus, too small a volume is observed. 

2.With eye on the same leve! as the meniscus, the correct volume is observed. 

3. Wlth the eye below the meniscus, too large is observed. 

The eye must be levei with the meniscus ofthe liquid to eliminate parallax errors (Fig. L-2). 
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FIGURE L ~2 

A voldlng parai/a• •rror ln 
r••dlng the meniscu•. 

(n) Eve levei too high , volume too high. (b) Eye 
levei c-onecl ; volume correcl. (c) Eve levei too 
~~~=~too ~~ · 

Then read the top of the black part the top of the black part of tha card with respect to 

the graduations on the burette. 

TOOLS OF VOLUMETRIC ANAL YSIS 

Pipettes, burettes, and volumetric flasl< are standard volumetric equipement 

Volumetric apparatus caibrated to cont.ain a specified volume is designated TC and apparab.Js 

calbrated to delver a specified amount TO . 

. The Measurement of Volume 

Only clean glass surfaces wl support a uniform fim of iquid; the presence of dirt or oii 

\Nil tend to cause breaks in this film. The appearance of water breaks a certain indication of an 

undean surface. Volumetric glassware is carefulty cfeansedby the manufacturer before being 

supplied with markings, and in order for these to have meaning, the equipement must be kept 

equaly clean when in use. 

As a general use, the heating of calibrated glass equipement should be avoided. Tao 

rapid coolng can permanently disort the glass and cause a change in volume. 

When a liquid is confined in a narrow tube such as a burette or a pipelte, the surface is 

found to exhibit a marked curvature called a meniscus. lt is common practice to use the bottom 
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of the meniscus in caNbrating and using volumetric ware. This minimum can often be 

estabished more exacfly if an opaque card or a piece of paper is held behind the graduations. 

Plpettes 

Pipettes are designed for the transfer of known volumes of Hquld from one container to 

another. Pipettes which defiver a fixed volume are caled volumetric or transfer pipettes (Fig. L • 

3). other pipettes, known as measuring pipettes, are calibrated in convenient units so that any 

volume up to maximum capacity can be deivered {Fig. L-4). 

Cleaning 

Fig.L-3 

Flg.L-4 

FIOU"• L-3 

FIGIJ,il! L-4 

·' 

Pipettes may be cleaned with a warm solution of detergent or wtth cleaning solution. 

Draw in sufficient liquid to fiii the bulb to about one-third of its capacity. Whle holding it neany 

horizontal, carefully rotate the pipette so that al interior surfaces are covered. Drain inverted, 

and rinse throughly with distkd water. lnspect for water breaks, and repeat the deaning cycie 

if necessary. 

C/eaning of Volumetric Equipment 

1. ~ rinse volumetric glasssware equipment three times with dîstilled water after 

you have emptied and drained it. This prevents solutes from drying on the glassware, which 

may be difficult to remove later. 
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2. Dry volumetric glassware at room temperature, never in a hot oven. Expansion and 

contr8l.iion may change the calibration. 

3. The glass surfaces should be wetted evenly (Fig. L-5a). Spotting is caused by 

grease and dirt {Fig. L-5b). Grease rem(MH: rinse and scrub with hot detergent solution folwed 

by adequate ătStillecj.water rinses. Dirt: FHlor rinse with dichromate cleaning solution. MDN to 

stand for severa! hours, if necessary. Flow with multiple distilled-water rinses. 

FICURE L,5 

W•lff •Pr••d• oul •moollrl1 
on clean 11/H• I•) bui 

•land• ln dropl•t• on aollad 
11,. .. (b). 

Preparatlon of C/eaning Solution 

1,1 · lbl 

ln a 5000ml heat-resistant conica! flask mix 1 O to 15 g of potassium dichromate with 

about 15ml of water. Add concentrated sulfuric acid slowly and with through stirring between 

increments. The contents of flask will become a semisoid red mass; add just enough sulfuric 

acid to bring the mass into solution. Mf1N to cool somewhat before attemptingto transfer to a 

soft glass boltle. The solution may be reused until it acquires the green color of chromiurri · 111 

ion, at which time it must be descarrted. 

o;recUons for the Use of a Pipette 

The folowing instructions pertain specifically to manipulation of transfer pipettes, but 

with minor modifications they may be used for other types as well. Liquids are usually drawn 

into pipettes through the application of a slght vacuum. The month should not be used for 

suction, since aside from the danger of accidentaly ingesting liquids, there is possibity of 

contamining the sample with saliva. Use of a rubber suction bulb or a rubber tube connected 

to a vacuum pumpp is strongly recommended (Fig. L-6}. 

,. 
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1. Pipettes must be clean and rinsed with distilled water. 

2. Drain completety, leaving no ri~water drops inslde. lf the pipette is wet with water, 

rinse three times with solution to be used în the analysis. 

3. Draw the liquid up in the pipette using: 

a. The pipette bulb. 

b. Suction: mouth or aspirator (Fig. L-7). 

CAUTION 

nOURIEL,7 
U•lng • pl,..tte wtth wate, 

••plrator. I 
T~ 

rnoufh ' ., 
'"'["'" 

Cahbrat1on 
mark 

IWlays use aspirator, pipette bulb, or safety flask when worldng with dangerous, 

poisonous, or corrosive liquids. (Figs. L-6 and L-7). 

PROCEDURE 

1. Keep the tip of the i:-pette belOYI the surface of the tiquid. 

2. Draw the liquid in the pipette witth a pipette bulb or suction. 

3. Disconnea the suction when the lquid is above the calbratlon mari<. Quickly 

remove the suction unit and placethe index finger of the hand holding the pipelte immedately 

over the exposed end of the pipette to the closed end. 

4. Release pressure on the index finger to alow the meniscus to approach the 

caibration mari<. 

5. At the mark, apply pressure to stop liquid flow, and drainthe drop an the tip by 

touching it to the wal of the liquid-holding container. 
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6. Transfer the pipette to be used and release pressure on the index finger. ţ,,Jow the 

solution to drain completely, removing the last drop lJy touching the wal of the container (Figs. 

L-8d and L-9). 

7. The calbrated amount of the liquid has been transferred. Do· nat bl0'N out the 

pipette. 

Measurementof an Aliquot 

As în cleaning, draw în a small quantity of the liquid to be sampled and throughly rinse 

the interior surfaces; repeat this wlth at least two more portions. Then carefuly fi the pipette 

somewhat past the graduation mark. Quickly place a forefinger over the upper end of the 

pipette to arrest the overflow of the iquid. Make certain that there are no air bubbles in the bulk 

of the liquid or as a foamat the surface. Tit the pipette sightty from the vertical and wipe the 

exterior free of adhering fiquid. Touch the tip of the pipette to the wal of a glass vessel (not the 

actual receiving vessel) and slowly alrNI the liquid levei to drop lJy partialy releasing the 

forefinger, halting further flow as the bottom of the meniscus coincides exactly · with the 

graduationmark. Place the tip of the pipette wel into the receiving vesseland alow the sample 

to drain. When free flow ceases, rest the tip against an lnner wal for a ful 1 Os or until time as 

indicated on the the pipette. Finaly, 'Mthdrav1 the pipette with a rotating motion to the remove 

any droplet stil adhering to the tip. The smal volume remaining inside the the tip îs net to be 

blown or rinsed into the receiving vessel (Figs. L~8 and L-9). 

fl'IOURI! L-8 

T•chnlqu• tor u•lng • 
volum•trlc plp•II•. 

j ~ \ 

-1 ~ / I 

)/ 

foi Ul Ici lo'I 

(o) Draw li1p1id past the ~radnation mark. O,) Use forefi11gt.·r to maintain liquid level 
ahovf' the graduation mark. (c) Tilt pipctte sli~htly and wipc away any drops on the 
ont<ide surface. (,/ ) Allow pi1,ctte to drain freci, ·. 
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FI GURE L • fO 

2 stc ofttr 
dra imng toLtCh off 

drop 01 110 

L-9 Ora /ning ll>e p/pella. 

M09nif,eo view 
ot t,p 

f Blut stripe 
Oon't blow ou1 remoinin9 (mogn,hed 
liQuid. Pipe1te 1s col itHofed belowi 
lor 1h1s 10 remo1n 

• r 

1. 
i Y L -1 0 Scl>el/bach buralle. 

ln the case of color-coded pipettes, a frosted ring lndicates complete blO'N-out. 

NOTE: 

1. The liquidcan best be held al a constant levei in the pipette if the forefinger is slightly 

moist. Too much moisture, however. makes control difficult. 

2. lt is good practice to avoid handling the pipette by the bulb. 

3. Pipettes shQuld be throughly rinsed with ăistiled water after use. 

Burettes 

Burettes, Ike measuring pipeltes, deliverany volume up to the maximum capacily. 

Burettes of the conventional type must be manualy filed. Others with side arms are fied by 

gravîty. For more accurate work, Schelbach burettes (Fig. L-10) are employed. These have a 

white background 'Mth a blue stripe and can be read al the point of least magnification. When 

unstable regeants are employed, a burette with a reser,oir bottle and pump may employed. 

Dlrecttons for the Use of a Burette 

Before being placed in service, a burette must be scrupuosly dean. ln addition, it must 

be established that the valve is fiquid-tight. 

Cleanlng 

Throughly clean the tube with detergent and a long brush. tf water breaks persist after 

rinsing, clamp the burette in an inverted position with the end tipped in a breaker of cfeaning 
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solution. Connect a hose from the burette tip to a vacuum line. Gentty puff the cteaning solution 

into the burette, stopping well short of the stopcock. Alem to stand for 1 O to 15 min and then 

drain. Rinse throughly with distilled water again inspect for water breaks. Repeat the treatment 

if necessary. 

NOTE: 

Grease films that appear unaffected bi/ cleaning solutlon mmay yiek:1 to tretment 'IJith 

such organic sol\lents as acetone or benzene. Thorough washing with detergent should folow 

such treatment 

Fllllng 

Make certain that the stopcock i.s closed. Add 5 to 1 O ml of solution and carefully rotate 

the burette to wet the walls completely; allow the lquid to drain through the tip. Repeat thls 

procedure two more times. Then fii the burette above the zero mark. Free the tip of air 

bubblesby rapidly rotating the stopcock and allowing smal quanUtles of solution to pess. 

Finally, lower the levei of the solt.ition to, or somewhat below, the zero marking; after alowing 

about a minute for drainage, take an initial volume reading. 

Holding the Stocock 

AfNays push the plug into the barrel whle rotating the plug during a titration. A right

handed person points the handle of the stopcock to the right, the operates the plug with the left 

hand, and grasps the stopcock from the left side as shown in Fig. L-11. 

l'IOURE 1-U 

How Io gr•••• • afopcoclr~ 

FIOURE L.ft 
Prel•rred m•lhod for 

man/pul•llng a elopcock. 
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Titration is the preferred method for manipulation of a stopcock. Any tendency for lateral 

movement of the stopcock wil be in the direction of firmer seatings. 

Uslng the Burette 

1. Test for cieanfiness by cteamping in an upright position and ak1N it to drain. No 

water drops should adhere to the inner wal. lf they do, reclean the burette. 

2. Grease the stopcock with clean grease, after cleanlng it. 

a. Remove the stopcock. 

b. Clean the barrel and stopcock with a rag soaked in benzene. 

· c. Regrease asin Fig. L-12. lmproperty apt:jed grease wl spread and oobstruct the 

holes, making recleaning necessary. 

Maklng a Tltnltlon 

1. Rinse the cieaned burette three times with the solution to be used, draining 

completety each time. 

2. Fii the burette above the zero graduation. 

3. Orain slowly until the tip is free of air bubbles and complelel'f filed wlth liquid and the 

meniscus liquid is at the zero graduation. 

4. Add the titrant slowly, while swîr1ing the flask with the right hand until the end point îs 

obtained. 

5. For precision work, votumes of less than one drop can be rinsed off the tip of the 

burette with wash water. 

6. AbN 30s to drain; then read the final position of the mmeniscus. 

CAUTION 

Never alrNI reagents to remain in burettes overnight The stopcock may ''freP.,ze" 

because of prolonged dontact. especialy with bases such as KOH and NaOH 

7. The difference belween the "before" and "afte(' readings on the burette is the 

volume of liquid delivered. 
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To avoid error. with the tip wen within the titration vessel, introduce solution from the 

burette în increments of a milliliter or so. Swirl (or stir) the sample constantfy to assure efficient 

mixing. Reduce the volume of the additions as the titration progresses; in the immediate vicinlly 

of the end point, the reagent should be added a drop at a time. When it is judged that only a 

few more drops are needed, rinse davvn the walls of the titration. Ma-I{ a minute or so to elapse 

between the last addition of reagent and the reading of the burelte. 

SYRDIGE-HAllDLDIG TECHlllQUES 111 

CHROMATOGRAPHY 

ln chromatography, your resulls are often only as good as the reproducibity of your 

sample. And the reproducibityof your sample quantily depends on many factors, among 

which are an accurate syringe and the operator. 

To help chromatograph operators obtain the greatest reproducibily possible, we have 

compiled some syringe-handling techniques from experencied operators in the field. No 

suggestion or hint here is "the" answer to f!l/ery problem, but perhaps you vvil find an answer to 

the problem that has been plaguing you. 

Fi/ling the Syringe 

1. Be certain the syringe and plunger are clean before filng. Following îs one 

recommended method of deaning a syringe: Pomp cold chromic acid solution through the 

syringe with the plunger, linse both VYith distled water, blow the syringe dry, and carefuly wipe 

the plunger with fint-free tissue, being caretul not to touch the plunger shaft with your finger. 

The chromic acid solution does a good job of destroying organic detergent residues 

and fingerprints on the plunger. The more stubborn oxide stains in the syringe-body neck may 
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be remove with aqua regia, but it is recommended only as a last resort and should never 

contact the plunger or needfe. 

2. Pressurize your sample bottte using a gastight syringe filed with inert gas. repeat as 

needed to build pressure in the botlte. This is particularfy recommended for sylinges with a 

detachable needle. 

3. To assure an accurate measuremenţ wet the interior surfaces (barrel and plunger) 

of the syringe 'Nith the sample 1:1; pumping the plunger before before filfing. When properrly 

done, this neutralizes the liquid movement by capillary forces. 

4. OVerfil the syringe in the sample bottle, and move the plunger to the desîred 

calibraton fine, discharging the excess sample. This is your best assurance of a "full" sample. 

Oischarging the excess sample while the needle is stil în the sample bottle may cause a loss of 

sample upon withdrawing. 

5. Read the syringe graduation from the same angle each time you fiii the syringe. 

Recommended practice is to read the sample at the ''top" (flange end) of the calibration line. 

This provides an accurate visual check and reduces the problems of "line thickness". Strive to 

develop a smooth uniform loading operation to minimize slight involuntary errors. 

6. Take a visual check of syringe for bubbles or foreign matter in the sample. 

7. Sytinges with detachable needle require care filingbecause of the dead volume în 

the needle. (Refer to point 2) 

8. Before injecting, 'Nipe the needle clean with a int-free tissue in a quick motion, taking 

care not to wipe sample out of the needle and net to transfer body heat from your fingers to the 

needle. 

fnjecting the sample 

1. Developa rhythm în your motion that 1s used each tlme you inject; i.e., do the same 

things in the same manner at the same time. 

2. Hold the syrings as ciose to the flange (în the unmarked area) as possibte. Thls wil 

prevent the heat transfer that occurs when you hold the needle or barrel with your fingers. 

Another way to prevent heat transfer is to use a Kef-F syringe guide. The guide also makes 

septum penetration easier. 

3. Handle the plunger t1y' the button, not the plunger shaft. This reduces the possibity 

of damage or contamination. 
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4. Dev~op a smooth rhythm that allO¼S you to inject the sample as quicklyas you can 

with accuracy. 

5. For greatest accuracy, it îs recommended that the syringe not be used at maximum 

capacily. 

SECTIONVI 

Determination of Physical Properties · 

DENSITY 
The density of any substance can be founded by dMding the weight of that sut;,stance 

by tha volume that it occupies: 

weightofthesubstancein grams 
Density = ---'---------- -

volumeofthesubstancein cubiccentimeters 

Density is expr~ in follo\\ling units: 

Grams per cubic centim~r g/cc or g/cm3 

Grams per militer g(ml 

Pounds per cubic foot tblft3 
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The density of water at 4°C is 1 OOO g/cm3=1 OOOg/ml; therefore, the tenns milliters and 

cubic centimeters are usualy interchangeable. (However, in .British system the densily of water 

at 4°C=62.4 lbllt3) 

volume. 

PROCEDURE 

Determine the weight and volume of the substance, and dMde the weight by the 

Regularty Shaped Solids 

1. Weigh the object 

2. Measure the object and obtain relevant dimension. 

3. Calculate the volume using mathematical forinulas for box, sphere or cylinder. 

4. Divide the welght by volume. 

lrregularty Shaped Solids 

1.Weigh the object 

2. Determine the volume t,y water displacement (Fig. F-1 ): 

(a) Use a graduated cylinder containing a measured amount of water {original 

volume). 

{b) Submerge the welghed soid completefy in the cyfinder containing the water 

and record the larger volume reding {final volume) 

(c} Subtract the oringinal volume from the final volume and obtain the volume 

of the object. 

( d) OMde the weight of the object by the volume. 
,_.,,_, 

A _ _,, ol detennlnlng 

"'- ""- ol •n Ir_,., 
eolltl. 

O,i9ina l wolume 
or woh, 
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Liquids 

1. Use a calibrated-volume liquid container, fitted with thermometer. 

2. Weigh the empty container. 

3. Weigh the filled container and record the temperatura. 

4. Obtain the weight by substraction. 

5. Divide the weight b'y the volume of the caibrated container. 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

Pycometer 

Specific gravity is numerically the same value as the density; it is the weight of the 

substance divided by the weight of an equal volume of water. Specific gravily is onty a number; 

there are no units to it. 

C' .-1: . weight of gtven volume of substance 
i.,peCIJJC grav,ty = -...cc..-_..;;._=-----....-C----

Weight of same volume of water 

The water standard is taken at 4 °C ( density of water is 1000g/cm3
) . 

PROCEDURE 

1. Weigh a P'JCOmeter (Fig.F-2), a calbr~volume ground_glass fitting with closure 

and thermometer. 

2. Weigh the pycometer fled with water. Substract the weight obtained in step 1 from 

this weight This gives the weight of the water. 

3. Weigh the pycometer filed 'Mttl the unknown liquid. Substract the 'Neigh obtained în 

step 1 from this weight This gives the weight of an equal volume of lquid. 
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4. Divide the weight obtained în step 3 by the weight obtained in step 2 to get the 

specific gravity. (Weigh1s should be taken at the same temperature). 

Hydrometer 

A hydrometer is a floating gtass container, weghted at the bottom, having a slender 

stern cafibrated to a standard (Fig. F-3). The depth to which the container wi8 sink în a liquid is 

a measure of the specific gravity of the liquid. Specific gravity is read directly from the calibrated 

scale on the stern of the container. 

Hydrometers are calibrated in specific gravities (the weight of a liquid cflVided by the 

welght of an equal volume of water taken at certaln temperatures, such as 60°F or 70°F) or ln 

arbitrary units as degrees Baume (Be), degrees AP.I. (American Petroleum Institute), or 

degrees Brix (also caled Fisher}. 
,,,ouRlll'•ll 

l'IOURC,,.:, 

Fig.F-2, F-3 

--
1 ; I 
I : I ' I I I\ ! I (r): i 

. I' . 
I ; I ! . I 
I I. ,, 
• ! I I 
! I I I 

l ii I 
I, ' 
i. ! 

\ .. '1 I 
\ 1 I 

~---== - ~ ~~-· 
F-2 Pycnometer. F-3 Hydrometer. 

Hydrometer readings given in specific gravities can be converted to these units by the following 

formulas: 
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Uquids lighter than water: 

140 
0 Be==-------130 

sp.gr.60° FI 60° F 

141.5 
0 A.P.l= ------131.5 

sp. gr. 70° FI 60° F 

400 
0 Brix = . -400 

sp. gr. 60° FI 60° F 

Liquids heavier than water: 

145 
0 Be = J45------

sp. gr. 60° FI 60° F 

0 Brix = arbitrarily graduated so that 1°Brix=1% sugar in solution 

See Table F-1 for conversion of degrees Baume to specific gravity 

TABLE F-1 

Conversion Tble, Degrees Baume (Amertcan}-Specific Gravity at 60°F (15.55°C} 

For Liquids tighter than water, degrees Baume=140/sp.gr - 130 

101.000 0.993 0.986 0.979 0.972 0.966 0.959 0.952 0.946 0.940 

20 0.933 0.927 0.921 0.915 0.909 0.903 0.897 0.892 0.886 0.880 

30 o.875 o.870 o.864 o.859 o.854 o.848 o.843 o.838 o.e33 o.828 

40 0.824 0.819 0.814 0.809 0.804 0.800 0.795 0.791 0.786 0.782 

50 0.778 0.773 0.769 0.765 0.7610.7570.753 0.749 0.745 0.741 

60 0.737 0.733 0.729 0.725 0.722 0.718 0.714 0.711 0.707 0.704 70 0.700 0.696 0.693 0.690 

0.686 0.683 0.680 0.676 0.673 0.670 

80 0.667 0.664 0.660 0.657 0.654 0.651 0.648 0.645 0.642 0.639 
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-------- -·-----·----·oo o·:636 0.633 0.63-.,-0.6280.625 0.62i0.619 0.617 0.614 0.61 1 
-------- --------

For ftquids heavierthan water, degrees Baume=145-145/sp.gr. 

0 Be 0° 1° 2° 3° 4° 5° 6° 7" 8° 9° 

O 1.0001·.0071.0141.0211 .0281.0361.0431.0511 .0581 .066 

101.0741.0821 .0901.0981.1071 .1151.1241.-1331.1421 .151 

201.1601 .1691.1791.1881.1981.2081.2181.2291 .2391 .250 

301 .2611.2721.2831.2951 .3061.3181 .3301 .3431.3551.368 

401 .3811 .3941.4081.4221.4361.4501 .4651 .4801 .4951.510 

50 1.526 1.543 1.559 1.576 1.593 1.611 1.629 1.648 ·1.667 1.686 

601.7061 .7261 .7471 .7681 .7901 .8121.8351 .8591 .8831 .908 

MEL TING POINTS 

The melting point of a crystalline soid is the temperature at which the solid substance 

begins to change into a fiquid. Pure organic compounds have sharp melting points. 

Contaminants usually degrade the melting point and extend it · over a long range. The 

temperature of the melting point and sharpness of the melting point are criteria of purtty. The 

melting-point range is the temperature range at which cristals begin to collapse and melt and 

the temperature when the material becomes completely liquid. 

PROCEDURE 

Determine melting points ~ introducing a tiny amount of the compound info a small 

capillary tube attached to the stern of a thermometer which is centered in a heating bath. 

SETUP OF APPARATUS 
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1. Obtain commercially availabte capillary tubes or make them by drawing aut 12mm 

soft glass tubing. (Refer to laboratory procedures, making capilary tubes}. 

2. Fili the capillary tube with powdered compound to a height of 3 to 4 mm. 

(a} Scrapethe powderinto a pile. 

(b) Push the powder into the open end of the capillary tube. 

(c) Shake the pawder to the bottom of the tube by tamping lightly against the 

desk top or by gentty scraping the tube with a fie. Pack tlghtly. 

3. Attach the capillary to the thermometer with a rubber band and immerse in an oii 

bath. 

4. Heat the oii bath quicldy to about 5°C below the melling point, stirring continuously. 

5. Now heat slowly; raise the temperature about 1 °C/min, mbdng continuously. 

6. Record the temperature when fusion is observed and record the melting-point 

range. 

7. Discard the capillary after the determination has been mede. 

,iouR• ,◄ 
/.eboratory -tup. 

I 

CAUTION 

Never determine the melling point by observing the temperature at which the melted 

substance soidlfies when the bath coots. The substance may have decomposed, forming a 

new substance with a different metting point, or the substance may have changed into a 

another crystalne form having a different mefting point Multipe melling points may be run 

simultaneously iftheir melting poin1s differ 10°C. ldentifytubes to avoid mistakes. 

Substances which sublime: Seal both ends of the capilary tube. 
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Substances which tend to decompose: Insert the capilary in the heating bath when the 

temperature is only a few degrees below the melting point 

Electrlcal Meltlng-polnt Apparatus 

This ÎS a metal block in which a thermometer is inserted into a close-fltting hote bored 

into the block, which is heated by efectricity controlled by a variable transformer or a rheostat 

{Fig. F-5). 

PRINCIPLE 

The metal block is constructed so that the temperature of the thermometer indicates 

the temperature of the metal block on whlch the solid melts. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Clean the surface of the block. 

2. Place a very small quantity of finefy powdered material on the proper area. 

0 0 

Fig.F5, F-6 

e 

lo Vat1 oc rransfo,mer 
~ - - o, vo1iable re51S tonce 

3. FololN the heating procedure above. l'-5 /Eleclrll:•I ""'/tlns,-polnt •PP.,•tua. 

4. When the determination ÎS complete, turn offthe electricity. 

5. Multiple melting points may be determined simultaneously. 

EXTRACTION 
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Extractton methods involve the use of two nonmiscible (immiscible) solvents and a 

solute which îs soluble in each. lmmiscible solvents are incapable of mixlng with each other to 

attain homogeneity. They wil separate each other into separate phases, such as oii and water. 

Miscible solvents are capable of being mixed in any ratio without separation into tYJO phases, 

such as methyl alcohol and water. 

Use extraction procedures to separate, purify, and analyze. Solvents usualy involve 

water and an immiscible organic solvent such as the folowing: 

• Diethyl ether 

• Benzene 

• Chloroform 

• Petroleum ether 

• Ugroin 

• Ethylene dichloride 

lf two organic solvents are being used, they must be immiscible,' or insoluble, in each 

other. The solubity of the solute in the solvent determines the selection of that solvent. The 

ease of removal of the solvent from the salute alsa is a factor in the choice of the extractio.n. 

solvent 

EQUIPEMENT 

Separatory funnel, sotvent is extracted with another solvent which is immmiscible with 

that solvent The salute must be soluble in both solvents. Multiple extractions 'Mth smaler 

portions of the extractions with smaler portions of the extraction solvent are more effective than 

one extraction with a large volume. 

PROCEDURE FOR HIGHER-DENSllY EXTRACTION SOL.VENT 

1. Use a clean separatory funnel (Fig.F--6). lubricating the barrel and plug of the funnel 

with a suitable lubricating. (Refer to procedures: lubrication of stopcock). 

2. Pour the solution to be extracted into the funnel, which should be at leest twice the 

total volume of the solution and the extraction solvent 

3. Pour in the extraction solvent. 
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4. Shake the funnel gently. 

5. lnvert the funnef and open the stopcock slowty to relieve the pressure built up. 

6. Close the stopcock while the funnel 1s inverted and shake again. 

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6. 

8. Place the funnel in a ring-stand support and alow the two layers of liquid to 

separate. Remove stopper dosure. 

9. Open the stopcock slowly and drain off the bottom layer. 

1 O. Repeat operations starting at step 3 with fresh extraciion solvent as many times as 

desirec1. 

11. Combine the lowers layers which have been drawn off. 

NOTE: The choice of extraction solvent determines whether the salute remains in the 

separatory funnel or is in the solvent which is drawn off. The solvent which has the greater 

density 'Ml be the bottom layer. Thus the less dense extraction solvent remains in the 

separatory funnel and more dense extraction solvent is drawn off. 

The extradion solvent and the salute which it now contains are now processed to 

recover the solule wanted and, if practicai, to reclaim the extraction sotvent for economy 

reasons. (Refer to Fig.D-34e or procedures: evaporation of liquids). 

SolventConslderattons 

Like substances tend to dissolve Ike substances: 

• Organic solvents tend to dissolve organic solvents 

• Water tends to dissowe inorganic compounds and salts of organic acids and bases 

• Organic acids, soluble in organic sotvents can be extracted into water solutions by using 

bases (NaQH, N~C~, or NaHCO3): ( 1) The base neutraisez the organic acid, converting 

it to a sal (2) The salt, soluble in water, is extractedby the water. 

NOTE: Dlethy/ ether îs a commonly used organic solvent because: 

1. lt is easily removed from solutes becauseof ils high volatity. 

2. lt is cheap. 

3. lt is an excelent high-power sONent. 

However, it has disavantages: 
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1. lt is a fire hazard. 

2. lt has high sotubifity in water. 

3. lt has poor recovery because of high volatilily. 

4. lt is an explosion hazard because peroxides form. 

Emulsion Problems 

Emulsios may form when aqueous solutions are extracted 'Mth organic solvents; 

therefore, the two separate and distinct layers do not form. Emulsions may be broken by: 

1. Adding some NaCI. 

2. Adding a fev1 drops of silicone defoamer. 

3. Adding a few drops of dilute acid (if permissible). 

4. Drawing a stream of air over the surface with a tube connectedto a water pump. 

5. Placing the emulsion in a suitable centrifuge tube and centrifiging until the emulsion 

is broken. (Refer to procedures: centrifuges). 

FILTRATION 

Efficient filtration depends on the correct sefection of the method to be used, the 

various pieces of apparatus avalable, the utilization of the ffler medum mast appropriate for 

the particular process, and the use of correct laboratory technique in performing the 

manipulations involved. 

Filtration is process by which a liquid is separated from a solid by pouring the liquid 

through a sieve, ussualy flter paper. The iquld passes through the paper, but the sold is 

retained. Gravily is employed to cause the liquid to pass through the paper. More rapid 

methods utiizing vacuum to hasten the separation are recommended. 

lt may be necessary to filter materials from highly custic or acide media or under highly 

reactive conditions. A variety of fllter media exist from which a selection may be made which 

best fits the particular objectivesand conditions of a given process. The most common filters 

are: 

• Paper 

• Fiber-glass papers or mats 
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• Gooch crucibles 

• Sintered-glass crucibles and funnels 

• Porous porcelain crucibles 

• Monroe crucibles 

• Ali are avaiable in various porosities. 

Types of Filtration 

There are two general methods of filtration: gravity and vacuum filtration. Gravity 

filtration is a procedure in which the filtrate passes through the filter medium under the foroo 

gravity and capillary attraction belween hte liquid and the funnel stern (Fig. F-7). 

Gloss 

:!:."'IMJ-ţt,"'UQI~ 

Vacuum fitration is a procedure in which a pressure differential is maintained across the filter 

medium by evacuating the air below the filter paper. Vacuum fittration provides a force on the 

solution în addition to that of gravity and increases the rate offfiltration {see Fig. F-19). 

Gravity Fiftration 

Gravily fflration using ffler paper and the conical funnef is the mast common procedure 

for filtration. The procedure 1s s!ovl, but it 1s hlghly favored for gravimetric analysls over the more 

rapid vacuum filtration because thre is better retention of fine particles of precipitate and less 

rupturing or tering of the paper. Grawy filtrationis generaly the fatest and most preferred 

method for fflering gelatinous precipitates because these precipitates tend to dog and pack 

the pare of fftering medium much more reacily under the additional force sµpplled during a 

vacuum fitration. 

Avoid the accumulation of precipitate on the filter paper at earty stages of filtration 

process. This is necessary for rapid filtering since the precipitate 'WI be drawn info the pores of 

the paper where will be impede the passage of solution and retard the rate of filtration. Thee 
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precipitate should be anowed to settle to the bottom of the breaker bbefore the filtration begins. 

The supematant-liquid phase, free of most of the suspended precipitate, is then poured into 

the filter, leaving the precipitated solid essentiall'/ undisturbed. The bulk of precipitate is not 

added until the last stagess of filtration, as part of the washing process (see Fig. F-16). 

NOTE: Many precipitates wiH spread over a wettered surf ace against the force of gravity; this is 

known as creeping. To avoid loss of precipitate because of this phenomenon, a paper fitter or 

filtering crucible is never fiUed more than three-quarters ful al any time. 

Optimum fitlertng speed 1s achieved in gravity filtration by proper folding and posttionîng 

of the paper în the funnel (Fig. F-8). tf maximum speed îs to be maintained, observe the 

following condition in gravity fittration: 

1. Take maximum advantage of capilary attraction to assist in drawing the liquid phase 

through the paper. Use a long stern on the funnel; maintain a continuous column of water 

from the tip of the funnel stern to the undersurface of the paper. The tip of the funnel should 

touch the side of the vessel whîch receives the filtrate, which alds the filtration and minimisex 

the loss of filtrate due to splashing. Maintain an airtight seal belween the glass surface of the 
N011! ust of O 

funnel and the top edge of the paper (Fig. F-9). 8 •1"""• , .. ,. 

:'J it~:"" 
~ ~ ~ = ~\ if \{ :::ir:: .. 

Fig.F-9, F-10, F-11 L__j l-ll Ul "1/ ~ d6 
F·• All•rn•tlv• melhod of F-10 Seetlnr, of e fi/Ier F-11 Flllralion. 
foldlng fi/Ier paper. Slepe paper. 
ln loldlnr, fi/Ier pape, for 
u- 1n flllerlnp wllh • reg-
ular funnal. Th• eecond 
fald I• noi eHcflr al • 
rlght angle. Noi• , .. , . 

2. Expose as much of the paper as possible to provide free flow of liquld through the 

paper. Fold the paper so that it does not coincide exactly with the waBs of the funnel, permitting 

Hquid to flow between the paper and the glass. Maintain an airtight seal between the top of the 

filter paper and the funnel (Fig. F· 1 O). 

3. Adel solution until the paper cone is three-quarters filled. Never 1il the c.-one 

completely. This offers protection against loss of precipitate due to creeping and overflow. lt 

also provides an area near the top of the paper which îs free of precipitate. By holding this 

"clean" portion, you can remove the cone trom the funnel and fald it for ignition without loss or 

contamination (Fig. F-11). 
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Selection of the Filter Paper 

There are several varieties or grades • of filter paper for special purposes, qualitative 

grades, low-ash or ashless quantitattve grades, hardened grades, and glass-fiber papers. For a 

given filtration, you must select the proper filter paper with regard to porosity. The choice of 

method to be used - gravity or vacuum filtration - depends upon the following (see Table F-2): 

1. The nature of the precipitate 

2. The time to be spend on the filtration 

3. The degree to which it is necessary to retain alJ the precipitate 

4. The extent to which one can tolerat.a the contamlnation of the precipitate wlth the 

filtate 

The main objective îs to carry out the filtration as rapidy as possible, retaining the 

precipitate in the paper with a minimum loss. 

Table F-2 Commonly Used Filer Papers 

w ss RA Porosity 

Qualitative- or regular-grade papers · 
4 604 202 Coarse 
1 595 271 Medium 

3 602 201 Medium 

Speed 

Veryrapid 
Medium 

Slow 

Usefor 

Gelatinous precipitates 
Ordinary crystalyne 

precipitates 
Fine precipita1es; used 

with buchner funnels 
Quantitative-grade papers (less than 0.1 mg ash) 

41 589 blue 
ribbon 

40 589white 
ribbon 
42 589 blacl< 

ribbon 

Coarse Very rapid Gelatinous precipitates 

Medium 

Fine 

Rapid 

Slow 

Orcinary crystalyne 
precipitates 

Finest c,ystalline 
precipitates 

lt is advisable to carry out precipitations in a beaker whenever possible because it has a 

pour spout to facilitate of liquids 'Nithout loss. 

Quallative-grade paperswi/1 leave an appreciable amount of ash upon ignition { of 

order of 0.7 tp 1 mg from a 9-cm circle) and threfore unsuitable for applcations in quantitative 

anafysis where precipitates are to be ignited on thhe paper and YJeighed. They are widely used 
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for ciarifying solutions, filtrafion of preciprtates which will later be cflssolved, and , general 

nonquantitative separations of precipitates from solution. 

Low-ash or ash/ess quantitative-grade papers can be ignited without leaving anash. 

The residue left by a 11-cm circie of a low-ash paper may be as low as 0.06mg; an ashless

grade paper tipically leaves 00.09mg or less from an 11-cm circle. ln most analytical 

procedures, this smaH weight can be considered negligible. 

Hardened-grade papers are designed for use in vacuumfittrations and are processed 

to have great wet strenght and hard fintless surfaces. They are avaiable in low-ash and 

ashless as well as regular grades. 

Fiber-g/ass papers are produced from very fine borosicate glass, used in Gooch, 

buchner, or similar filtering apparatus to give a combination of very fine retention, very rapid 

filtration, and inertness to action of mast reagen1s to an extent nat found in any celulose paper. 

Ali grades of filter paper are manufactured in a variety of sizes and in severa! degrees of 

porosity. Select the proper porosily for a given precipitate. lf tao coarse a paper is used, very 

sn,all cfYStals may pass through, while use of too fine a paper wl make fltration unduly sk7N. 

NOTE: Solutions of very volatile liquids, ether, and hot solutions are not fltered very 

conveniently with suction. The suction may cause exces.sive evaporation of the solvent, which 

cools the solution enough to cause precipitation of the salute. 

Fluting the ftlter paper (Fig.F-12) increases the rate of filtration. Fluting makes more of 

1he surface of the filer paper available for fflration. Fold 1he paper in half and then fold this half 

into eight equal sections, like an accordion. The fluted filter paper is then opened and placed in 

afunnel 

(Fig.F-13). 

Wash Bottles F•f2 Foldlng. 1/UIH ro,.,. 

î 
~- l:J A flulH fHlor 
pape, 1n • lemne/. 

~··u 
.· \ 

Plastic 
wosh 
bol ti t 

F· f 4 W•ahlnll lhe pre
c/pllafa lnlo ffta c,u. 
c#ole w,U, • aqu.eze 
botu. 

Two types are generally used: (1) the Florence ftask (see Fig.B-18), which operates on 

breath pressure (the stream of water is directed by moving the tip Ytffh the fingers) and (2) the 

plastic squeeze bottte (Fig.F-14). 
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Manipulations Associaled with the Filtration Process 

Whether one uses gravily or vacuum fltration, three operations must be performed: 

decantation, washing, and transfer (Fig.F-15). 

F/GUlfll F•fll 
The lltterln11 oper•Uon 

•howln11 feehn/qu•• lor 
d•c•ntallon -d tr•n•I•• ol 

prec:lplt•I••• 

Decantatlon 

When a sold readily setUes to the bottom of a liquid and sh<11NS ittle or no tendency to 

remain suspended, it can be separated easiy from the liquid by carefully pouring off the liquid 

so that no soid ÎS carried along. This process is caled 

decantation. To decanta liquid from a solid: 

1. Hold the container (beaker, test tube, etc.) which has the mixture in it in the rtght 

hand and have a glass stirring rod in the lefl . 

2. lncline the beaker until the liquid has almost reached the fip. 

3. Touch the center of the glass rod to the lip of the beaker and the end of the rod to 

the side of the container into which you wish to pour the iquid. 

4. Continue the inclination of the beaker until the liquid touches the glass rod and flows. 

down it into the second container. The glass rod enables you to pour the liquid from the beaker 

slowly enough that the solid is not carried along and also prevents the lquid from running baci< 

afong the outside of the beaker from which it ÎS being poured. 

Washlng 

The objedive of washing is to remove the excess lquid phase and any soluble 

impurities which may be present in the precipitate. Use a solvent which is miscible with the 

Uquid phase but does not dissolve an appreciable amount of the precipitate. 
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Solids can be washed in the beaker after decantation of the supematant-liquid phase. 

Add a smal amount of the wash Hquid and thoroughl'f mix it 'Mth the precipitate. AlrNI the solid 

to seffle. Decant the wash tiquid through the fitter. PJ!ow the precipitate to settle, with the beaker 

tiHed sighfly so that the soid accumulates in the corner of the beaker under the spout (Fig.F-

16). Repeat this procedure severei times. 

l'IDUIV l'•f8 

l'IGU/flil'•f• 

l'IGU/U F-t1 

11m1 to, suppor'f 
Puc1pitatt se1tlts 1n 

CCW'l'ltr UtlOfr the lip 

îl 

F-t• Su-rtlnfl • INalc„lna tllted po-,tlon F•t1 Sllrrlng rod w/111 
ID allow U.. p,ec/pltal• ID ••llle prior le rubber Polk:e,,..n, 
dacanl•llon. 

lol 

(a) Filtratioo hy decantation . (/,) Transl•r of last portiom ol 
precipitate. 

Severa! washings 'Mth the smal volumes of lquid are more effective in removing soluble 

contaminants than a single washing using the total volume. 

Transfer of the Precipitate 

Remove the bulk of the precipitate from the beaker to the Mer by using a stream of 

wash liquid from a wash boffle_ Usethe stirring rod (Fig.F,-17} todrect theflaw of iquid into the 

filtefing medium. The last traces of precipitate are removed from the wals of the beaker ~ 
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scrubblng the surfaces 'Mttl a rubber polceman attached to the stining rod. Al solds colected 

are added to the main portion in the 1lter paper (Fig.F-18). lf the preciptate is to be lgnited, use 

smal fragments of ashless paper to scrub the sldes of the beakols; then add these fragments 

to 1he bulk of the p.~ in the 1ler with the colected sold. 

Aglng and Dlgestlon ot Aa:lpltans 

Fresht( formed precipltates are left 1n contact wtth the supematant for a period of time 

and are aged. There are frequen1tf changes 1n the surface: a decrease in the total surface area 

or removal of stnined and Imperfect reglons. Both effec.1s are due to ~n because 

smal particles tend to be more soluble than large ones, and ions located in imperfect and 

strained reglons are less 1lghtJheld than normal and threfore tend to retum to the solutlon. On 

asjng they are deposled again in more perfect fashion. These changes cause a beneficiai 

decrease ln adsorbed forelgn lons and more 1lenlble but also a purer precipitate. 

lncreasing the temperature greatly enhances <igestion. The precipitate is kept in 

contact wtth the supematant at a temperature near bolng for a period of time. Flocculated 

cololds usuat/ undergo rapid aging, pa,ticulaf1y on cigestion, and a major portion of the 

adsorbed contamlnants may often be removed. 

Vac,an lllllatlo,1 

A typical setup for canying out a vacuum IIJalion is shown in Fig. F-19. The funnef or 

cruclble 1s 1ffled to a sudlon 1lask. The side arm of the 1lask is conneded to a source of vacuum 

such as a water aspirator. A trap bollle is inserted between the flask and the source of 

vacuum. When the vacuum is tumed on, the pressure dfference belWeen 1he Mer meclum 

and atmosphere helps to speed up the ltration process. 

CAUllON 

1. Weer glasses when the assembly 1s under reduced pressure. 

2. Be careful that the lquid levei or "safety trap" botlle is never as high as the inlet tubes. 

Vacuum flralion is advantageous when the precipitate is ct)'Stallne. tt should not be 

employed for gelatinous precipitates because the added pressure foo:es the particles inot 1he 

pores of the 1ler medum, clogging them so much that noi lquid can pass through. 

Vacuum 11ration can be used with 1ler paperas wel as with the various crucibles. The 

cornmon conlcal funnel paper ls easly ruptured at th_e·apex of the cone when under the added 
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stress of the vacuum. To strenght tthe cone at the apex, a smaR metal liner is often inserted 

(see Fig. F~20). FIGUIIE F-•• 

FIGUIIE F•20 

1, 
wo t, • 

osoi,ato, 

lro;i DOI llf 

8uCl'lnt1' funntl ca 

fitter flosk 
lth1ck wolt) 

F· 1 • Complet• t1ac uum-n1t,a1Jon ••••mbly uelng • aucftner 
funne l. 

Buchner funnels are often used for vacuum fflrations. They are not conica! in shape 

but have a flat, petforated bottom. A ffler-paper circle of a dameter sufficient to cover the 

perforation is placed on the flat bottom, moinsted, and tightty sealed against the bottom by 

apJiying a sight vacuum. 

When a buchner funnef is used, the precipitate is alowed to seltle and the liquid phase 

is first decanted by pouring down a stining rod aimed at the center of the flter paper, appi'fing 

only a ight vacuum un1i sufficient solid has buit up over the paper to protect from breaking. 

The vacuum is then increased and remainder of the precipitate is added. 

The precipitate ccan be washed t,y adding smal amoun1s of wash lquid over the 

surface of the preciJjtate, alowing the llquid to be drawn through the sold slowly with the 

vacuum. Precipitation cannot be dried or ignited and weighed in buchner funnets. 

Buchner funnets are not applicable for gravimetric an~ because they do permit 

rapid fflration of large amounts of cristalyne preciptates. They are extremly useful in synthetic 

works, however. Precipitates can be air-dried t,,' folowing them to stand in the funnel and 

dra\Ning a current of air from the room through the precipitate with the vacuum pump or water 

aspirator. Wesh the last traces of water from preclpitates 'Mth a suitable water-miscible, volatle 

solvent 

Slnteted-glass Cruclbles 

Glass crucibles employ fttted-gass disks sealed permanently into the bottom and are 

avalable in a variety of pomsities. Wrth care they can be used for quantitative analyses 

requiring ignition to a temperature as high as 500°C. 
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Wire-gauze Conica/ Funne/ 

When a buchner funnel and filter flask are not available, The apparatus can be 

constructed and used for vacuum filtration. A smal piece of wire gauze is bent into the form of 

a cone that fits into the funnel (Fig.F-20). The filter paper is then wetted and pressed against 

the side of the funnel to make a goocl seal with the glass. lt may be necessary to use a double 

thickness of filter paper to prevent tearing. Wrap the flask with a towef before apptying vacuum. 

Porous Porcelaln and Monroe Cruclbles 

Porcelain crucibles have porous ceramic disks permanently sealed in the bottom. They 

are used ike sintered-glass crucibles, except they may be ignited at extremely hlgh 

temperab.Jres. The monroe crucible is made of platinum, 'Nith a bumished platinum mat serving 

as the filter medium. Advantages of these crucibles are: 

1. Their high degree of chemical inertness 

2. Their abily to withstand extrem~ high ignition temperatures 

The Gooch Crucible 

The gooch crucible is a porcelain thimble with a pertorated base. The 11tering medium 

is either a mat of asbestos or a fiber-glass paper disk. They are prepared by pouring a slurry of 

asbestos fiber suspended in water. 

Asbestos mats permit precipitates to be quantitativefy ignited to extremely high temperatures 

without danger of reduction by carbon. Wrth fiber-glass mafs, ignilion temperatures above 

500"C are nat possible. Both filter meda are resistant to att..ack t,y most chemicals. 

The ft.er media used în these cnicibles are quite fragile. Exercise care when adding the 

liquid, so that the asbestos or glass paper Vvil not be disturbed or broken, alowing the 

precipitate to pass through. Use a smal, perforated porcelain disk over the asbestos mat or 

gtass paper to dellect any stream of liquid poured into the crucible. 

The Hirsch Funnel and Other Funne/s 

Hilsch funnels {Fig.F-21) are usualy made of porcelain. The inside bottom of the funnet is a 

~ wtth holes in it which supports the filter paper. Buchner and Hirsch funnels can also be 

obtained in glass with sintered-glass disks. other funnels are the Wdt and ftfter naff (See Fig.F-

22). 
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FI GURE F-2 1 

FIGURIE F-22 

F•/11 Sucllon fl/lrallon F•2:I The Hlrach and o!Hr tunne/a 
wllh • H/rsch funnel. for coUacllns, amall quanllll•• of 

ao//da. 

••IINHI for lrana,.,rlns, • ~ • \ FIGURliF•23 tf rr ---~~ ) ; \ \ : . . . .rF: 
(li 121 131 14I 

A rubber ring forms the seal between the funnef and the fdter flask, which is connect.ed 

to the vacuum Ane or to the aspirator. (A rubber stopper or cork can also be used instead of 

the rubber ring to fit the funnef to the ffler flask). 

Filtration and lgnition 

Preparation of Cruclbles 

Al crucibles employed în converting a precipitate into a form suitable for weighing must 

maintain a substantially constant weight throughout the drying or ignition process; you must 

demonstrate that this condition appfies before you start. 

1. lnspect each crucible for defects. especially where the crucible has previously been 

subjected to hlgh temperatures. 

2. Place the porcetain crucible upright on hard surface and gently tap with a penei. 

You should hear a clear ringing tone indicating an intact crucible. A dul sound 1s characteristic 

of one tthat cracked and should be discarded. 

3. Clean the crucible throughty. Filtering crucibles are convenîently cleaned by 

backwashing with suction. 

4. Bring the crucible to constant weight using the same heating cycle as wil be 

required for the precipitate. Agreement within 0.2 mg between consecutive weighings is 

considered as constant weight. 
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Preparation of a Filter Paper 

Fold a filter paper and seat it in a funnel. Fald exactty in half; Then make the second 

fald that the c.omers fail to coincide for about 1.18 in. in dimension. Tear off a small triangular 

sectionn from the short corner to permit a better seating of the ffler in the funnel. Open the 

paper so that a cone is fom1ed and then seat it gentty in the funnel with the aid of water from 

wash bottle. There should be no leakage of air between paper and funnel, and stern of the 

funnel should be fled with an unbroken column of liquid, a condition that markedl'/ increases 

the rate of filtration. 

Transfer of Paper and Precipitate to Crucll;»le 

When flration and washing are completed, transfer the fiter paper and its contents 

from the funnel to a tared crucible (Fig.F-23). Use considerablecare in performing this 

operation. The danger of tearing can be reduced considerably if partial drying occurs prior to 

transfer from the funnel. First, flatten the conne along its upper edge; then fald the comers 

inward. Next, fold the top over. Finally, ease the paper and contents into the crucible so that the 

bulk of the precipitate is near the bottom. 

Ashlng of a Flller Paper 

lf a heat lamp îs available, place the crucible on a clean, nonreactive surface; an 

asbestos pad covered with a layer of aluminium foi is satisfactory. Then position the lamp 

about 1/2 in. from the top of the crucible and turn it on. Chaning of the paper will take place 

without further inteivention; the process is considerably accelerated if the paper can be 

moistened with no more than one drop of strong ammonium nitrate solution. Removaf of 

remaining carbon is accomplished with a burner. 

Considerably more attention must be paici the process when a bumer îs employed to 

ash a filter paper. Since the burner can produce much higher temperatures, the danger exists 

of expelling moisture so rapicly in the initial stages of heating that mechanical loss of the 

precipitate occurs. A similar possiaily arises if the paper is aHowed to flame. FinaHy, as long as 

carbon îs present, there is also the possibillty of chemical reduction of the precipitate; this is a 

serious problem where reoxidation fol<Mling ashing of the paper is not convenient 

ln mder to minimize these difficulties, the crucible îs placed as illustrated in Fig. F-24. 

The tilted JX)Sition of the crucible allows for the ready access of air. A dean crucible cover 

should be located nearby, ready for use if necessary. 
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FIGUAE F-24 

lgnltlon of • pr.clpttal• 
wlth ecc• .. to alr. 

NOTE: Amays place the hot cover or crucible on a wire gauze-never directly on the 

desk top. The cold surface may creek the crucibles, and dirt, paint, etc., are easily fused into 

the porcelain, thus changing the weight 

Heating is then commenced with a smaU bumer flame. This is gradually increased as 

moisture is evolvedand the paper begins to char. The smoke that is given off serves as a guide 

to the intensity of heating that can be safefy tolerated. NonnaMy it will appear to come off in thin 

wisps. lf the volume of smoke emitted increases raJl(11y, the bumer should be removed 

temporariy; this condition indicates that the paper is about to flash. lf, despte precautions. a 

flame does appear, it should be snuffed out immediately with the crucible cover. (The cover 

may become discolored owing to the conclensation of carbonaceous products: these must 

ultimately be removed by ignilion so that the absence of entrained partides of precipitate can 

be confirmed.) Finally, when no further smoldng can be detected, the residual carbon is 

removed by gradualy lowering the crucible into the ful flame of the bumer. strong heating, as 

necessary, can then undertaken. Care must be exercised to avoid heating the crucible in the 

reducing portion of the flame. 

SUmmary 

1. Oxidize the paper completely to C02 and H20 . 

2. Arrange the crucible according to Fig.F-24. 

3. lncrease the temperature slowly until an black carbon residue is bumed fN-!aY. 

4. Position the burner so that the reducing gases of the flame are not deflected into the 

crucible. 

5. Reposttion the crucible to expose fresh portions to the highest temperature of the 

burner. 
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6. Final ignttion converts Ilie precipitate to the a.nllydrous oxida: (a) Remove the 

crucible cover. (b) lgnite at red he-at for 30 minwith a fisher, meeker; or other high-temperature 

bumer, or a mufflefumace. 

7. The foregoing procedure must precede the finat ignition. 

Platlnum 

Platinurn 1s useful in crucibles for specîa(ized purposes. The chemicallyvaluable 

porpertiesof this soft, dens metal include ils resistance to attack by most mineral acids. 

including hydrofluoric acid; its inertness YJith respect to many molten satts; ils resistance to 

oxidation, even at elevated temperatures: and i1s ve_ry high metting point Wtth respect to 

fimitations, platlnum ls readily dissolVed on contact 'Nith aqua regia and mlxtures of chlorides 

'and oxidizing agents generally. At eievated temperatures, it is also dissolved by fused alkali 

oxides, peroxides, and to some extent hydroxides. When heated strongly, lt readily aMoys with 

such metals as gold, silver, copper, bismuth, lead, and zinc. Because of this predilection 

toward alloy formation, contaci between heated platinum and other metafs or their readily 

reduced oxides must be avoided. Slow solution of platinum accompanies contact vvith ft.ised 

nitrates. cyanides, alkali, and alkaline-earth chlorides at temperatures above 1000°c; bisulfates 

attack the metal sfightty at temperatures above 700°C. Surface changes resuit from contact 

with ammonia, chlorine, and volatle chlorides, sulfur dloxlde, and gases possessing a high 

percentage of carbon. At red heat, platinum is readly attacked by arsenic, antimony, and 

phosphorus, the metal being embrittled as consequence. A similar effect occurs upon high

temperature contact with selenium, telurium. and to a Ies.ser extent, sulftu and carbon. Finally, 

when heated in air for prolonged periods at tepmeratures greater than 1500°C, a significant 

loss in weight due to volatilization of the metal must be expected. 

Ru/es Governing the Use of Platinumware 

1. Use platinum equipment only in those applic.ation which 'MII not affect the metal. 

Where the nature of the sistem is in doubt, demonstrate the absence of potentialy damaging 

components before committing platinumware to use. 

2. Avoid violent changes in temperature; deformation of a platinum container can resuit 

if its contents expand upon cooftng. 
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3. Supports made of clean, unglazed ceramic materials. fused silica, or platinurn ilself 

may be safefy used in contact with incandescent platinum; tongs of nichrome or stainless steef 

may be employed only after the platinum has coolled below the point of incandescence. 

4. Clean platinumware with an appropriate chemical agent immediately foHowing use; 

recommended cleaning agent.; are hot chromic acid solution for removal of organic materials, 

boiling hydrochloric acid for removal of carbonates and basic oxides. and fused potassium 

bisulfate for the removal of silic.a. metals. and their oxides. A bright surface should be 

maintained by burnishing with sea sand. 

5. Avoid heating platinum under reducing condltions, particularly in the presence of 

carbon. Specificaly, (a) do nat affow the reducing portion of the bumer flame to contact a 

platinum surface, and (b) char filter papers under the mOded posslble heatîng conditions and 

with free access of air. 

PURIFICATION OF SOLIDS BY RECRYSTALLIZATION 

SokJs are purified by recrystaBization by dissolving them in hot solvents, filtering the 

solution. and then allowing the crystals to form in the filtrate, with the impurities remaining in 

solution. 

Use crystallizing procedures to purify substances from soluble impurffies and 

decolorize off-colored substances. Suitable sotven1s should: 

• Not react with the compound 

• F orm desirable welHormed cr1stals 

• Be easiy removed from the purified crystals 

• Have high sofvency for the substance at high temperatures and low solvency for 

substance at low temperatures 

• Have high solvency for irnpurities 
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Con1mon Solvents 

Water-soluble Solvents 

Boiling point °C 

Acetone 56.5 
Methanol 64.7 
95% ethanot 78.1 
Water 100 

Water-lnsoluble Solvents 

Boiling point °C 

Diethyt ether 
Petroleum ether 
Chloroform 
Ugroin 
Carbon tetrachloride 
Benzene 

34.6 
40-60 

· 61.2 
65-75 

76.7 
80.1 

So/vents Pairs 

Miscible solvents of different solvent power yield a mixture which grves a usable solvent 

system. 

Examples: Benzene-igroin 

Ether-acetone 

Acetone-water 

EthanoJ-water 

MethanoJ-water 

Ether-petroleum ether 

Decofortzing Substances 

To remove colored contaminants, use finely powdered decolorizing charcoal, such as 

Norit, which adsorbs the contaminants. Soluble contaminan1s. not adsorbed. remain in 

solution in the mother-ffquor filtrate (Fig.F-25). 
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,iGUR~ 1'•25 

R•cry•t•lllzallon (d•color• 
lzatlon tll17allon) • .,..,,,.,.n. ,.,_rup. 

PROCEDURE: 1. Select the most desirable solvent; refer to solubility tables. 

2. Place the solid substance in a suitably sized flask. 

3. Add a determined volume of solvent (maximum two--thirds volume of vessel) 

and a few bailing stones. 

NQTE: Add decolorizing carbon, 1 percent by wetght of solid, if needed. 

4. Boii until all solid has dissolved. 

5. Filter as quickly as possible through a fluted ffler in the funnel. 

NOTE: Warm the fflter funnef to prevent crystallization of hot filtrate in the funnel. 

CAUTION 

Observe an fire-hazard cautions because of volatile furnes. 

6. Colect the filtrate in a beaker or flask; alow it to stand and cool. {a) Cool or 

chiU rapidly in a coofing bath for small crystals. (b) Cool slowt;, to get large crystals. 

7. Fitter the crystals from the mother liquor in a gravity or suction filter. Further 

crystals can be obtained by evaporation and concentration of the mother iquor. 

CAUTION 

These crystals may be Impure compared 'Mth the first crystalization. 

8. Dry the crystals in a warm oven. 

CAUTION 

Be caretul that the temperature of the aven is not excessive. 

Problems Encountered 

The solid sometimes fails to crystallize, and remains as an oii in the mother liquor. To induce 

c,ystarization: 
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1. Sciatch the oil against the side of the beaker wtth a glass stirring rod. 

2. " Seed' the oil with some of the original material, fine{y powdered. 

3. Cool the solution in a freezing mixture. 

4. Add crumbs of dry ice. 

5. Let stand for a long period. 

CONSTANT-TEMPERATURE BATHS 

PRINCIPLE 

lnvestigations that require the maintenance of constant temperature for a procedure 

use constant-temperature baths {Fig.F-26). 

l"IGUR• 1"-JH 

Con•tanf•t•mp•ratur• bath. 

APPARATUSANDPURPOSE 

1. A sufficientty large glass or metal container is the bath. 

2. Copper tubing through which cold water circulates, as required, is the coolîng 

component 

3. Electric stirrers or circulating pumps give equalized heat distribution. 

4. A thermoregulator permits temperature control to about 0.02°c. 

5. The electric heater, activated by the thermoregulator, heats the solution as required. 

6. A thermometer reads the temperature. 

7. The temperature range is -15 to 70°C. 

8. Oii is substituted for water for temperatures to 250°C. 
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COOUNG BA THS 

Various coofing baths for various laboratory operations requiring cold may be prepared 

asin Table F-3. 

Thermos flasks or foam-insulated containers minimiza heat transfer for maximum 

retention of cooling bath. 

T emperature range 

0to5"C 
-5°C to-15"C 

-10° to -20°C 

-35° to -50°C 

-72"C 

CAUTION 

Components 

Finely crushed lce-water slush 
Finely crushed ice, 3 parts 

Sodium chloride, 1 part 
Ammonium chloride, 1 part 

Sodium nitrate, 1 part 
lce, 1 part 

Finely crushed ice, 1 part 
CaCb><6H20, 1 part 
Dry ice (COi) în ethanol 

Ory ice (C~) in acetone 

Ory ice is dangerous. Handle 'Mtti care! Do not handle with bare hands or fingers. tt wil 

cause severe cold burns. 

DRYING ORGANIC UQUIDS 

Water can be removed from organic Mquids and solutions by treating the liquids with a 

suitable drying agent to remove the water. 
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CAUTION 

Select the drying agent which v~ill not react with the compound or cause the compound to 

undergo any rear...tion but wiR only remove the water. 

Classfflcatlon 

1. Those which fom, compounds wtth water of hydration {the hydrates can be 

regenerated to the anhydrous tom, by suitable heating to remove the water): NBiC03, N9iSQ4, 

anhydrous CsCb, ZnCb, NaOH, CaS04, H~04 (95 percent), slfica gel, CaO. · 

!'JOTE:Traces of acid residuals in wet organic-lquid reaction products are removed 

simultaneouslywith thewaterwhen basic drying agen1s are used: N~C03, NaOH, Ca(OH}>.. 

2. Those which form new compounds by chemicaf reaction with weter: metalic 

sodium, calcium carbide, phosphorus pentoxide. 

CAUTION 

These are extremely reactive and most efflclent Hande with care. They react with water to give 

sodium hydroxide, calcium hydroxide, and phosphoric acid, respectivefy. 

Do not use where either the drylng agent itseff or the product that it forms wl react wtth 

the compound or cause the compound itself to undergo reaction or rearrangement 

Use to dry saturated hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, ethers. 

CAUTION 

The above compounds should not have functional groups such as OH" and -COOK" which will 

react 'Mth the drying agent 

Do nat dry alcohols with metalic sodiurn. Do not dry acids with NaQH or other basic 

dryîng agents. Do nat dry amines (or basic compounds) with acidic dryîng agents. 

PROCEOURE 
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1. Pour the organic lquid into a flask whieh can be stoppered. Add smal portions of 

the drying agent, shaking the flask throughly after each addtion. Add as much dlying agent as 

îs required. 

2. Nalito stand ovemight or for predetermined time. 

3. Fler the sold hydrate from the iquid with a 1ler funnel and 1lter paper. 

BOILING POINT OF LIQUIDS 

PRINCIPLE 

The bolng point of a lquld is the temperature at whlch the vapor pressureequals the 

pressure of the atmosphere on the surface of the lquid. (Refer to procedures: cMlatlon of 

pure lqulds) 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Ringstand, ctamps, thermometer, bumer. 

PROCEDURE 

1. Clamp a test tube contalnlng 2 to 3 ml of the compound on a stand. 

2. Suspend a thermqmeter Yt1lh the bulb of the thermometer1 in. above the lquid 

surface. 

3. Apply heat gen1ly urni the condensalion ring of the boing iquid is 1 in. above the 

bulb of the thermometer. 

4. Record the temperature when readng is constant 

Fig. F-27 
lnl M>t 
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SIMPLE DISTILA TION 

Distillation is used to purify fiquids and to separate one liquid from another. lt is based 

an the difference in the physical property of tiquids caHed volatility. Volatity îs a general term 

used to describe the relative ease with which the molecules may escape from the surf ace of a 

pure liquid or a pure solid. The vapor pressure of a substance at a given temperature 

expresses this property. 

1. A volatile substance is one which exerts a relatively high pressure at room 

temperature. 

2. A nonvolatile substance is one which exerts a low vapor pressure. 

The more volatile the substance, the greater its vapor pressure and the lower its boling 

opoint The less volatile a substance, the less its vapor pressure and the higher its boing poirtl 

Distilation is a process in which the liquid vaporized, recondensed, and collected in a 

receiver. The liquid Whlch has not vaportzed is called the residue. The condened Hquld, the 

condened vapor, is caRed the condensate or distillate. 

An experimental setup for simple distilation is shcwn in Figs.F•31 and F~32. 

FHWR/6 F,31 

DlelUlaUon, ehnple 
atmo•pherlc p,•••we. 

l~1momt tt, 

Rutioer t ub,ng 
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EOUIPEMENT 

The gfass equipementmay be standard and require corks or may be ground-gtass 

filted join1s. 

POINTERS 

1. The distillîng flask should contain twice 1he volume of the liquid to be distiled. 

2. The thermometer bulb should be sightly below the side-ann opening of the flask. 

3. Ali glass-to--glass or glass-to-cork connections should be firm and tight. 

4. Toe flask. condenser, and receiver should be clamped independently in their proper 

relative position on a steady base. 

5. The upper outlet for yhe cooling exiting from condenser can point upward to keep 

the condenser fuff of water. 

Cor.oens,, 

-~Aoo~te, 

t'IGllll•t'•U 
,.,.,..,11,.,, tlle dlatlllete 

trom etmoapherlc mol•fure. 
~ G1oss· -.ool 

Pl"'l 

' ·, ~0,-,.,9---'-:-:-\ 0r-,009~ 
t uClt agtnt 

PROCEDURE 

1.Pour the liwuid into the distilHng flask wtth a funnel which extends befow the side arm. 

2. Add a few boiling stones to prevent bum ping. 

3. Insert the thermometer. 

4. Open the water vatve for condenser cooHng. 

5. Heat the distilllng flask until boiling begins; adjust the heat input so that the rate of 

distilate is a steady 2 to 3 drops per second. 

6. Continue distilation until only a small residue remains. Do not dis1il to dryness. 

7. Colect the distilate in the receiver. 

Distillatlon of Pure Liquids 
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The ex:petîmenlai setup for pureliquids is the same as that shown in Figs,F-31 and F-

32. 

i . The composition of the condensate is necessarily the same as the original liquid and 

is the same as the residue. 

2. The composmon does not change. 

3. The boiling temperature remains constant throughout the dis1illation. 

4. Distillation establishes only the purity of the pure tiquid and the boiling point 

Distillation of a Solution 

This process effects the separatlon of the nonvolattledissowed soltds because they 

remain in the residue and the volatile iquid is distilled, condensed, and collected. 

1. The temperature of the distilling liquid is constant throughout the distillate because it 

is pure. 

2. The temperature of the boîling sotution increases gradually throughout the 

distiBation. The boiling solution becomes satured with the nonvolatile sotids. 

AZEOTROPIC DISTILLATION 

Azeotropic mixtures distill at constant temperatu re without channge in composition. 

NOTE: You cannot separate azeotropic mixtures by normal distJlation methods. 

EXAMPLES 

95.5 percent ethyt alcohol (bofflng point 78.1°C} composed of 95.5 percent by weight ethyl 

alcohol (boiling point 78.4"C) and 4.5 percent water {boiling point 100°C) 

Mixture of 32.4 percent ethyl alcohol and 67.6 pe,cent benzene {boiling point 80. PCt

boils at 68.2°C 

Ternary azeotrope (boiling point 64.9°C) composed of 74.1 percent benzene, 18.5 

percent ethyl alcohol, and 7 -4 percent water 
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USES 

Absolute ethyl alcchol can be obfained by distilling azeotropic 95.5 percent ethyl alcohol 'Mth 

benzene. The water is removed in the volatile azeotrope formed. 

The procedure ÎS the same as that descnbed above under Distilation of Pure Liquids. 

VACUUM DISTILLATION . 

PRINCIPLE 

Many substances cannot be distilled satisfactorily at atmospheric pressure because 

they are senzitive to heat and decompose be'fore the boilng point is reached. Distilation under 

reduced pressure, vacuum distillation, makes it possible to distil at much lower temperatures. 

The boing point of the material ÎS affected by the pressure in the ~em. The klWer the 

pressure the lower the boing point. The higher the pressure the higher the boing point 

CAUTION 

Glass equipment under reduced pressure may collapse. Use safety glasses and a satety 

shield. 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig.F-36. 

FIOUlfl: F•35 

\lecuum dlalll/ellon wllh 
gaa-capR/ary bubl>/er. 

~ 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

1. A source of vacuum. Efflcient water pumps, aspirators, will theoreticaly reduce the 

pressure in the system to the vapor pressure of the water passing through the pump. ln 

practice, the pressure is ussuafly about 10mm higher. (a} OM mechanical vacuum pumps. (b) 

Use "pressure" rubber tubing. (c) The entire distilation system should be airtight, free from 

leaks. ( d) Lubricate all joints and connections. 

2. Safety trap to protect manometer and vacuum source from overflow-liquid 

contamination (Fig.F-37) 

3. Pressure gauge (manometer, Fig.F-38). Exercise great care when alllov-ling air into 

the evacuated system. lt must be done slowly to avoid breakage when the mercury column 

rises to the top of closed tube. 

4. Manostat (pressure regulator). To main1ain constant pressure in the system, it 

automatically opens and closed needle valves, permitting air to enter or keeping the system 

airtight because of vacuum variations. 

5. Capiary air inlet (Fig.F~39). 

wau,-

Joint fo, 

To oi,. vocuwm, 0t 

d1y1ng 1ubt 

li ~§::::==:-:::=\ 
\ 
Vol,u---

I 
W3tll 

C(t'lntct 1on to 
,ece,r,ng ftos• 

,,/ 

l'-39 Capl/lary alr• o, 11••• l'-40 „artla/.laltaotf dl•llll•tlon head. 
Iniei tube. 
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6. Special vacuum distillary flasks to minimize con1amination of distilate because of 

boiiing-.solution frothing. 

7.Heating baths, electric mantles and fusible aloy or sand baths. 

8. Special distilling heads (Fig.F-40) to permit removal of distlate fractions without 

interrupting the distillation. 

Assemblies for Simple Vacuum Distlllation and Fractionatlon 

A c/aisen flask for use în this process is shown în Fig.F-41 . 

l'IOUU l'◄ t 

l'IGURI! l',◄/l 

PROCEDURE 

o 

A 

1. Fii the claisen flask one-third fuU. 

( 
\ 

l'◄/l C4a/Mn fracllonallng 
colu,nn. 

2. Apply vacuum; adjust the capillary air inlet 'Mth the pinch dasp. 

3. Heat bath about 20"C higher than the temperature at which the material will distil. 

4. Cooling water over the receiver condenses vapors to QNe distilate. 

5. A safety trap prevents any condensate from contaminating pump or manonmeter. 

CAUTIONS 

When distilation îs completed: 

1. Remove the heating bath; aAr.m the flask to cool. 

2. Remove the capillary pinch damp. 

3. Cut off the coofing water. 
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4. Tum olfthe vacuum pump. 

A claisen fractionating column îs shown in Fig.F-42. 

PRINCIPLE. 

The distillation neck of the claisen flaskserves as a fractionating column because of the 

indentations. The receiver makes it posslble to remove distillate fractions without interrupting 

the distillation or breaking the vacuum. 

PROCEDURE 

Follow the steps listed and observe the cautions glven above. To remove dlstlate 

fractions during dis1illation (Fig.F-43): 

l'IOUR• F-43 

Appa,at.,. tor traction•I 
dl•llll•tlon ln • ~acuum. 

I 

I 

I ( ~ )c 

1. Clase stopcock B. 

2. Close stopcock C. 

' Vot uurr. 
p....,. 

3. Revise rotation stopcock C so htatthe airflows into flask D. 

4. Gently removeflask D, empty into bottte, and replace. 

5. Rotate stopcock C 180° so that D is nON under vacuum. 

6. Open stopcock B to allow coUected distilate to drain into D. 

Complete the fractional distillation and disconnect the equipment as recommended above. 
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STEAM DISTILLA.TION 

PRINCIPLE 

steam distillationis a means of separating and purifying organic compounds by 

volatifization. The organic compound must be insoluble or slghtly soluble in water. When 

steam is passed into a mixture of the compound and water, the compound will distl with the 

steam. ln the distillate, this distilled compound separates from the condensed water because it 

is insoluble în water. 

USES 

Most compounds, regardless or their normal boiling point, will distill by steam distillation below 

that of pure boiling water. 

EXAMPLE 

Naphthalene is a solid with a boiling point of 21 a0c. lt will distill wlth steam and boilng water at 

a ternperature less than 100°C. 

Some high-boHing compounds decompose at their boiling point They can be distiHed 

at low temperature by steam distilation. 

Steam distilation can be uesd to purify substances from contaminants because some 

water-insoluble substances are steam-volatile an others are not 

For separation of nonvolatile solids from high-bOiling organic sotvents steam distillatlon 

wiU remove all solvents (water insoluble). 

PROCEDURE 

1. Place the compound or mixture în the distling ftask wtth a fflle water. Pass cooing 

waterthrough the condenser (see Fig.F-44). 

,1GUAE F•<f'f 

St,ram•d/sllff•llon 
••per/mental ••fup. 
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2. Pass steam into the distiing flask, with the steam ouflet befow the surface of the 

liquid. The distling flask itself may be heated genfll/ with a bumer. 

3. Co~tinue passing steam info the flask until no appreciable amount of water-insoluble 

material appears în the condensate. 

CAUTION 

1. Steam wl cause severe bums. Handle with care. 

2. lf the substance crystallizes în the condenser, it wll close the tube. 

3. Steam pressure could build up when the tube closes and cause an explosion. Use 

care! 

DANGER 

Drain the condenser of cooting water. The material wil melt and pass into the distilate. 

When dear, slowly pass the cooling waterthrough the condenser. 

4. Atways disconnect the steam-inlet tube from the flask. 

REFLUXING 

The reflux procedure aHows you heat a reaction mixture for an extended period of time 

without I~ of solvent The condenser, which is fixed in a vertical position direcffy above the 

heated ftask, condenses al vapors to liquld. Because none of the vapors escape, the volume 

of liquid remains constant 

ReflU)( procedures are carried out in neutral, acid, or basic solution, depending upon 

the reaction. 

Hydmfţr-iis-saponification is used to split organic mofecules {which are made by 

combination of two or more compounds) into the original compound. 

Typical operations inciude hydrolysis-saponification of acid amides, esters, fats, nitriles, 

substituted amides, and sulfonamides. 
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Experimental setupS are shown in Figs. F-45 to F-48. 

F/GUflE F_.IS 

FIGUflE F_.tl 

F-4Ş Simple retluJC. F-4tl Add/llon and , •• 

flur, 11/flll•bolllrtg 1/q • .,,., .. 
1. The water inlet to the condenseris the lower one. The water outJet to the condenser 

is upper one. 

2. Fili the heating flask, maximum half ful: add a few boilng stones. 

3. Turn on 1he cooling water. 

4. Heat to reflux for deslred period of time. 

~IGUlfE ,_.7 
R•llan, Inert atmoaphere. 

,,ouR• F-48 
Apparatua lor • ,eectlon 
wlth mec/lanloel etlrrln11 

ulKler • 11/lro11•n 

SOXHLET EXTRACTION 

l o \IOr1o c 

î"- # 
~~)--- ·~-

(1 1190,, tub,n9 

Soiei materials can be extractedwith hot solvent by using a soxhlet extractor. 
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The solvent is vaporised. When it condenses. it drops on the solid substance 

contained in a thimble and extrac1s soluble compounds. When the lquid levei fills the body of 

the extractor, it autornatically slphons into the flask. This process contlnues repeatedly as the 

solvent in the flask is vaporised and condenses. l'IGUU ,.... rv 
SOJ<lllel ertraolor. (_ I l~ ~,~ 

PROCEDURE ·,--; J 

Setup apparatus as lustrated in Flg.F-49. 

Fig. F-49 

1. Put the solid substance in the porous thirnble and place the partialy filed thlrnble in 

the soxhlet inner tube 

2. Fii the flask on~half fuU of extracting solvent 

3. Assemble the unit 

4. Turn on the cooHng water. 

5. Heat. 

6. When the extraction is complete, turn off the heat and coofing water. 

7. Dismantle the apparatus, and pour the extraction solvent and solute into breaker. 

lsolate the extracted component by evaporation method. 
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SECTIONVII 

The Tehnician and His Sample 

MOISTURE IN SAMPLES 

The presence of \-vater in sample represents a common problem that frequentty faces 

the analyst. This compound may exist as a contaminant from atmosphere or from the solution 

in which the substance WcS formed, or it may be bonded as a chemical compound. 

Regardless of its origin, however, water plays a part in determining the composition of the 

sample. Unfortunatety, particular1y in the case of solids, the water content is a variable quantity 

that depens upon such things as humidity, temperature, and state of subdivision. Thus, the 

constitution of sample may change significanfly with environment and method of handlng. · •··. 

ln order to cope with the variabilily in composition owing to the presence of moisture, 

the analyst may attempt to remove drying prior to weighing samples for analysis. Alternatively 

he may determine the water content at the time his sample are weighed out for analysis; in this 

way his results can be corrected to a dry basis. ln any event mast analyses are preceded by 

some sort of preiminary treatment designed to take into account the presence of water. This 

accounted for many established tests. 

Fotms of Water in Solids 

lt is convenient to dis1inguish among the severa! ~ in which water can be held by a 

solid. Although devefoped primamy with respect to mînerals, the clasSffication of Hillebrand and 

his collaborators may be applied to other solids as well and forms the basis for the discussion 

thatfollows. 
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Essential Water 

The essen1ial water in a substance is that vlaler which is an integral part of the 

molecular or crystal structure of one of the components of the sold. tt is present in that 

component in stoichiometric quantities. Thus, the water of crystalization is stable sold hydrates 

(for example, CaCi0/'21-bO, BaCb"2H20) quantities as a type of essential water. 

A second form is called water of constitution. Here the water is not present as such în 

the sorid but rather is formed as a product when the sold undergoes decomposition, ussualy 

as a resuit of heating. This is typified by the processes 

2KHS04 _. K2~0, + HP 
Ca{OH)2 --..CaO + H20 

Nonesentlal Water 

Nonesential water is nat necessary for the characterization of the chemical constitution 

of the sample and therefore does nat occur in any sort of stoichiometric proportions. lt îs 

retained by the solid as a consequence of physical forces. 

Adsorbed water is retained on the surface of the soids in contact with a moist 

environment The quantity is dependent upon humidily, temperature, and specific surface area 

of the soid. Adsorbtion is general phenomenon that is encountered in some degree with all 

finely dMded solids. The amount of moisture adsorbed on the surface of a solid also increases 

with the amount of water în its environment Quite generally, the amount of adsorbed water 

decreases with temperature increases, and în most cases it approaches zero if the solid is 

dried at temperatures above 100°C. 

Equilibrium, in the case of adsorbed moisture, is achieved ra1her rapidly, requîring 

ordinariy only 5 or 1 O min. This ofl:en becomes apparent to the chemist when he weighs finely 

dMded solids that have been rendered anhydrous bby drying: a continuous increase in weight 

is obseived unless the soid îs contained in tightly stoppered vessel. 

A second type of nonesential water îs caled sorbed water. This is encountered 'Nith 

many colloidal substances such as starch, protein, charcoal, zeoite minerals, and siica gel. 

The amounts of sorbed water are often large compared with adsorbed moisture, amounting in 

some in.'>tances to as much as 20 percent or more of the solid. lnteres1ingly enough, so[rds 

contaîning even this much water may appear as perfectJy dry powders. Sorbed water is held as 
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a condenses phase in the interstlces or capillaries of the conoidal solids. The quantity is gre-dtly 

dependent upon temperature and humidity. 

A third type of nonesentlal moisture îs ocduded water. Here, Hquid water îs entrapped 

in microscopic pockets spaced irregularly throughout the solid crystals. Such cavities often 

occur naturally in mineral and rocks. 

Water may be dispersed în a solid în the form of a sofid solution. Here the water 

molecules are distributed homogeneoustyy throughout the solid. Natural glasses may contain 

severa! percent of moisture in this form. 

Effect of Grlndlng on Molsture Content 

Often the moisture content, and thus the chemlcal composition, of a solid ls attered to a 

considerable extent during grinding and crushing. This wl resuit in clecreases in some 

instances and increases in others. 

Decreases in water content are sometimes observed in grinding solids containing 

essential water in the form of hydrates; thus the water content of gypsum, CaSQ4x2H2O, is 

reduced from 20 to 5 percent by this treatment. Undoubtedly the change is a resuit of 

localized heating during the grinding and crushing of the partides. 

Losses alsa occur when samptes containing occluded water are reduced _in partide 

size. Here, the grinding process tuptures some of the ciMties and exposes the water so that it 

may evaporate. 

More commonly perhaps, the grinding process is accompanied by an increase în 

moisture content, primarily because of the increase in the surface are exposed to the 

atmosphere. A corresponding increase in adsorbed water results. The magnitude of teh effect 

is sufficient to alter appreciably the composition of a solid. For example, the water content of a 

piece of porcelain in the forrn of coarse particles was zero, but after it had been ground for 

some time it ~ found to be 0.62 percent Gtinding a basaltic greenstone for 120 min 

changed its water content from 0.22 to 1.70 percent. 
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Liquid Reagents Us~ for Disso/ving or Decomposin 

Samples 

The most common reagents for attacking analytical samples are mineral acids or their 

aqueous solutions. Solutions of sodium or potassium hydroxide also find occasionai 

application. 

Hydrochloric Acid 

Concentrated hydrochloric acid is an excelent solvent for many metals oxides as well 

as those metals which le above hydrogen în the etectromotive-forces series; it îs often a better 

solvent for the oxides than the oxidizing acids. Concentrated hydrochloric acid îs about 12N, 

but upon heating, hydrogen chloride 1s most until a constant-boilîng 6N solution remalns 

{boiling point about 110°C). 

NltrlcAcld 

Concentrated nitric acid is an oxidizing solvent that finds wide use in the attack of 

metals. lt VJil dissolve aR the common metale elements; aluminium and chromium, which 

become passive to the reagent, are exceptions. Many of the common aloys can alsobe 

decomposed by nitric acid. ln this connection it should be mentioned that tin, antimony, and 

tungsten from insoluble acids when treated with concentrated nitric acid: this is sometimes 

employed to separate these elements from athers contained in aloys. 

Sutfurlf Acid 

Hot concentrated sulfuric acid îs often employed as a solvent. Part of its effectiveness 

arises from its high boiling point (about 340°C}, at which temperature decomposition and 

solution of substances often proceed quite rapidly. Most organic compounds are dehydratated 

and oxidized under these conditions; the reagent thus serves to rernove such components 

from a sample. Most metals and many alloys are attacked by the hot acid. 

Perchlorlc Acid 
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Hot concenu ated petl;hlmîc add îs a pote-nt oxidizing agent and solvent lt attacks a 

number of ferous aloys and stainless steefs that are intractable to the other mineral acids; it it 

frequently the solvent of choice. This acid also dehydrates and rapidly oxidizes organic 

materials. Violent explosions resuHs when organic substances or easiy oxidized inorganic 

compounds come in contact with the hot concentrated acid; as a consequence, a good deal 

of care must be employed in the use of this reagent For example, it should be heated only in 

hoods in which the ducts are clean and free of organic materials and where the possibil:y of 

contamination of the solution is absolutely nil. 

Perchloric acid is marketed as the 60 to 72 percent acid. Upon heating, a constant

boiling mixture (72.4 percent HCI04) is obtained at a temperature of 203°C. Cold concentrated 

perchloric acid and hot dilute solutionsare quite stabfe with respect ti reducing agents; it is only 

the hot concentrated acid that constitues a potential hazard. The reagent is a -very valuable 

solvent and is wideiy used in analysis. Before ît is employed, however, the proper precautions 

for its use must be ciearly understood. 

Oxidizlng Mlxtures 

More rapid solvent action can sometimes be obtained by the use of mbdures of acids 

or t,J yhe addilion of oxidizing agents to the mineral acids. Aqua regia, -a mixture co~ng of 
-.. 

three volumes of concentrated hydrochloric acid and one of nitric acid, is wel known. Addition 

of bromine or hydrogen peroxide to mineral acids often increases their solvent action qand 

hastens the oxidation of organic materials in the sample. Mixtures of nitric and perchloric acid 

are also useful for this purpose. 

Hydrofluoric Acid 

The primary use of this acid is for the decomposition of sicate rocks and minerals 

where sifica is not to be determined; the silicon îs, of course, evolved as the tetrafluoride. After 

decomposition is complete, the excess hydrofluoric acid is driven off t,,, evaporation with 

sulfuric acid or perchloric acid. Complete removal is often essential to the success of an 

analysis, because of the extraordinary staâltty of the fluoride complexes of severei metal lons; 

the properties of some of these differ markedly from those of the parent cation. Thus, for 

example, predpitation of aluminium YtMh ammonia îs quite incom~n the presence of small 

quantities of fluoride. Frequentty removal of the last traces of fluoride from sample is so difficult 

and tim-consuming as to negate the attractive features of this reagent as a solvent for sicates. 
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Hydrofluoric acid finds occasioual use in conjunction with other acids in the attack of 

some of the. more difficulty soluble steels. 

Hydrofluoric acid can use serious damage and painful lnjury when brought in contact 

with skin; it must be handled with respect. 

Decomposltion of Samples by Fluxes 

Quite a number of common substances - such as sltîcates, seme of the mineral oxides, 

and a few of the iron aBoys •· are attacked slowty, if at aH, by the usual liquid reagents. Recuorse 

to more potent fused-salt media, or fluxes, is then caled for. Fluxes wiA decompose most 

substances by virtue of the high temperature required for their use (300 to 1000°C} and the 

high concentration of the reagent brought ln contact wlth the sample. 

Where possibfe, the employement of a flux is avoided, for severei dangers and 

disadvantages attend its use. ln the first place, a relatively large quantityof the flux is required to 

decompose mast substances - often ten times the sample weight The possibility of significant 

contamination of the sample by impurities în the reagent thus becomes very real. 

Furthermore. the aqueous solution from the fusion 'll.'ill have a high salt content. and 

this may lead to difficulties in the subsequent steps of the analysis. The high temperatures 

required for a fusion increase the danger of loss of pertinent constituents by volatilization. 

Finally, the container în which the fusion is performed is almost inevitably attacked to some 

extent b'y the flux; this again can resuit in contamination of the sample. 

ln those cases where the bulk of the substance to be analyzed îs soluble in a liquid 

reagent and only a smaU fraction requires decompos.îtion with a flux. it is common practice to 

employ the liquid reagent first The undecomposed residue is then isolated by filtration and 

fused wtth a relativefy smaH quantity of a suitable flux. After cooling, the melt is dissolved and 

combined with the majority of the sample. 

Method of carrying Out a Fusion 

tn order to achieve a successful and complete decomposition of a sample with a flux, 

the solid must ordinarily be ground to a very fine powder; this will produce a high specific 

surface area. The sample must then be thoroughly mixed with the flux; this operation is often 

carried out in. the crucible in which the fusion is to be dane by careful stirring with a glass rod. 
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ln general, the crucible used in a fusion should never be more than half filled at the 

outset The temperature is ordinarily raîsed slowty with a gas flame because the evolution of 

wdter and other gases is a common occurence at this point; unless care îs taken there is the 

danger of loss by spattering. The crucible should be covered as an added precaution. The 

maximum temperature employed varies considerably depending upon the flux and the sample; 

it should be no greater than necessary, however, to minimize attack of the crucible and 

decomposition of the flux. The lenght of the fusion may rannge from a few minutes to one oor 

two hours depending upon the nature of the sample. lt is frequently difficult to decide wt,en the 

heating should be discontinuect ln some cases, the production of clear melt serves as a signal 

for the completion of the decomposition. ln .others the condition is not obvious, and the analyst 

must base the heating time on previous expierence with the type of material being analyzed. I 

any event, the aqueous solution from the fusion should be examined carefuly for particles of 

unattacked sample. 

V\Jhen the fusion is judged complete, the mass îs allowed to cool sio'Nly; then just 

before soHdification the crucible is rotated to distribute the solid around the walls of the crucible 

so that the thin layer can be readily detached. 

Types of Fluxes 

With few exceptions the common fluxes used în analysis (Table K-1) are compounds 

of the afkali metals. Basic fluxes, employed for attar..k of acidic materials, include the 

carbonates, hydroxides, peroxides, and borates. The acidic fluxes are the pyrosulfates and the 

acid fluorides as weff as boric oxide. lf an oxidizing flux is required, sodium peroxide can be 

used. As an alternative, smaa quantities of the alkafi nitrates or chlorates are mixed with sodium 

carbonate. 
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Table K-1 : The Common Fluxes 

Flux Melting Typeof 
point °C crucible 

forfusion 

NaiC~ 851 Pt 

NaiC03+an Pt 
oxidizi'lg agent (notwith 
such as KN03, Na202) 
KCIO:i, or Na2~ Ni 
NaOH, orKOH 318--380 Au,Ag,Ni 

Ni¼2~ Decomposes Fe,Ni 

300 Pt 

8,03 STl Pt 

CaCO:J+NH4CI Ni 

WEGHING SAMPLES 

Type of substance 
decomposed 

For silicates and siliaH:onlainin 
samples; alurnina-conlai sample; 
insoluble phospates and sl.Mates 

For samples where an oxicflZing agent 
ÎS neede;that is,samples 
containing S, As, Sb, Cr, etc. 

PaNel'ful basK: fluxes for silicat.es, KOH 
silicon carbide,and certain minerals; main 
limitation,purily of reagerts 

Pcwerful basic oxidizing flux for sulfldes; 
acid-insokJble ~ of Fe,Ni,Cr,Mo,W, 
aod li; pla&un alloys; Cr,Sn,l.n minerals K~O-, 
Acid flux for insoluble oxides porcelain 
and oxide-containing samples 

Acid flux for decomposition of silicates 
and oxides where alkali metals are to be 
determined 
Upon heating of the flux,a mixture of CaO 
and CaCb îs produced; used for 
dec:omposing sicates for determination of 

the alkali metals 

Store and dry în weighing bottles which have ground-glass contacting surfaces 

betWeen the cover and the bottle (Fig.K-3). 

Fig. K-3 
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PROCEDURE 
1. Use a clean weighing botHe fitted with a ground-glass cover. 

2. Handle the bottie with suitable tongs or with a strip of fint-free paper ( as illustrated in 

Fig.K4}. 

FIGVRE K-4 
Welghing bottl• end melhod 

of handlinr, li, 

3. Do not touch the weighing bottle wtth your finger. Wetghing data will be significantty 

affected by moisture and grease on your fingers. 

Direct Weighlng 

1. Wetgh a clean receMng vessel or dish or a piece pf glazed paper. 

2. Transfer the desired quan11ty of substance with a clean spatula or by gently tapping 

the titled weighing botlle. 

3. Welgh the substance and the glazed paper or weighing dish. 

4. Calculate the weight of the sample by sustracting the weight of the paper or dish 

frorn the weight of the material and cf,sh found in step 3. The dlfference în these two weights is 

the weight of the substance. 

Weighing by Difference 

1. Weigh the weighing bottte which contains the sample. 

2. Quantitatively remove the desired amount of the substance to the receiving 

container by gentty pouring the material out of the weighing boffle. 

3. Reweigh the weighing bottle. 
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4. Substract the weight found in step 3 from the weigl'lt found in step ·1. The difference 

in these two weigh1s is the amount of material transferred. 

Use direct weighing when an exact quantity of substance is needed. 

Use vi1eighing by difference (Fig.K-5) when severa! samples of the same material are to be 

weighed. This rnethod is preferable when weighing hygroscopic substances. 

FIGURE 1(.5 

T,.. w•lghlng operal/on. 

DRYING SAMPLES 

A convenient mrthod for tran~
fer of a solid for wei1d1ing hy 
differen«. 

Samples may be dried by heating at 105 to 100°C, if the meffing point of the material is 

hlgher and the material wiU nat decompose at that temperature. Thls procedure wll remove the 

rnoisture bound to the surf ace of teh particles. 

METHOD 

1. Labei the breaker and the weighing bottle. 

2. Plac-e the weighing bottte in the breaker, which is covered by a watch glass 

supported on glass hooks (Flg.K-6). 

3. Place in oven for required time at the temperature suggested. 

DESICCATOR 

This is a glass container filled eith a desit::eant which adsorbs water, used to provîde a 

dry atmosphere for objects and substances. 

PROCEDURE 
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1. Rernove the cover by slim:iing sldev-1ays as in Fig.K-7. 

2. Place the object on the porcelain platform plate. 

3. Regrease the ground-glass rim with petroleum jelty if necessary. 

4. Slide4fhe lid back in position. 

F/GURE K-8 

F/GURE K•7 

K„e Arrangernenl lor · 
,,,., drylng of aamp/H. 

K - 1 Remo~lllfl d••lccator cover. 

CLEANING AND RECHARGING DESICCATOR 

1. Remove the cover and the porcelain suppport plate. 

2. Dump the waste desiccant in a refuse pail. 

3. Wash and dry the desiccator. 

4. Refii with fresh desiccant (Fig.K-8). 

5. Regrease the ground-glass fid. 

6. Replace the porcelain support. 

7. Sfide the lid into position on the desiccator. 

FIGURE K-e 
Fl/1/ng d•slccator wltt, fresh 

dealccanl. 

Storage of Samples in Oesiccators 
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Desiccators are vessels which are used to achieve and maintain an atrnosphere of low 

humidity for the storage of samples, precipitates, crucibles, welghing bottles, and other 

equipment 

Vacuum desiccators are equipped with side arms, so that they may t,e connected to a 

vacuum rather than dried air. 

CAUTION 

Hot crucibles should never be inserted immediately in the desiccator. Alow to cool în 

air fer 1 min prior to insertion. lf this caution is not observed, the air wîll be heated în the 

desiccator when it is dosed. On cooling, a partiat vacuum will resuit. When the desiccator is 

opened, a sudden rush of air may sptll the sample. 
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COMMON HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL 
Usual shipping container: 

1. Acetic acid (glaclal) - Glass carboys and barrels 
Expands on solidification and may burst container unless kept at a temperature above 
16°C { 60.8 ° F). 

a) Ufe hazard - may cause painful bums of skin 
b) Fire hazard - Dangerous in contact with chromic acid, sodium peroxide or nitric 

acid; yields modemately flammable vapors above flash point 104°F 

2. Acetone - carboys, steel drums, tank cars. 
a) Life hazard- toxicily of a comparativety low order. 
b) Fire hazard - a volatile liquid. Gives off vapors from with air flammable and 

explosive mixtures. Flash point -16 °c. Explosive range 2.55% to 12.8% {upward 
propagation). The ignition temperature is comparatively high, being within the range 
538°C ( 1000° to 1050°F). 
the vapors are heavier than air ( vapor density 2). Fire hazard slightly less than that of 
gasoline; 

3. Ammonla ( anhydrous) - steel cylinders or steet tank cars. 
a)Life hazard - irritant 

An outstanting serious effect produced by ammonia in concentrations of the order of 1/2 
% by volume for duration of exposure of the order 1 '2 hour is blindness. A concentration 
of 0.03 % of ammonia in air for duration of exposure of the order of 1/2 to 1 hour, 
according to lehmann, does not cause serious effect. 

b) fire hazard - gas density 0.60 ( air = 1 ). 
Not flammable in air except in comparativety high concentration, which is seldom 
encountered under practicai conditions, the low limit of the flammable or explosive range 
being about 155 to 16% and the upper limit about 26% by volume (horizontal 
propagation). The presence of oii will increase the fire hazard. Ammonia aqua does not 
bum. 

4. Bromlne - Glass bottles; earthen jugs. Bottles should be surrounded by 
incombustibile packing. 

a) Life hazard - corrosive; at ordinary temperature gives off poisonous suffocating 
vapors. 

b) Fire hazard - causes oxidjzing effect, resurting in heating and may cause fire 
when in contact with organic material. 

5. Charcoal (wood) - boxes, barrels, bags, or bulk 
a) Ufe hazard - there îs danger from carbon monoxide poisoning during burning 

unless adequate ventllation îs provided. 
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b} Fire hazard - Spontaneoutsy ignitable when freshly calcined and exposed to 
air, or when wet; hazardous when freshly ground and tightly packed. 

6. Chlortne - steet cytinders and tank cars. 
a) Ufe fire - corrosive 

lrritatlng to eyes and mucous membrane. 
Toxic - 0.0045 to 0.006% by volume in air causes dangerous illness in 1/2 to 1 hour. 

b) Fire hazard - ls not combustible in air but reacts chemically with many common 
substances and may cause fire or explosion when in contact with them. See remarks 
under "Storage". 
Dangerous to neutrallse chlorine ln a room with amonia. 

7. Chromlum Trloxlde or Chromlum Anhydrlde CrO~Joften called "Chromlc 
Acid") - tron drums and galss botHes. lt is used in chromium plating , in electric batteries, 
and in photography. 

a) Ufe Hazard - lrritating to skin. Poisonous. 
b) Fire Hazard - Oxidizing material; wiH ignlte in contact with acetic acid and 

alcohol. Chars organic material such as wood, sawdust, paper, or cotton, and may 
cause lgnition. Combustible material ln prezence of chromium trixide when ignited burns 
with great intensity. May cause explosion in fire. 

8. Ethyl Ether - Galss boffles or tin cans în boxes, steel drums. 
a) Ufe Hazard - Anaesthetic. See National Board of Fire Underwriters' 

Recomanded Safeguards for the lnstaHation and Operation of Anaesthetical Apparatus 
Employing Combustible Anaesthetics. 

b) Fire Hazard - A highly volatile Hquid, gMng off even at comparatively tow 
temperatures vapors which form with air or oxygen flammable and explosives mixtures. 
exlosive range ·1.85% to 36.5% (upwardpropagation). The lgnttion temperature is 
comparativety low , being approximatively 180°C.(360°F). Spontaneously explosive 
peroxides sometimes form a long standing or exposure in bottles to sunlight the vapors 
are heavier than air (vapor denslty 2.6) and may travel a considerable distance to a 
source of ignition and flash back. More hazardous than gasoline. 

9. Hydroclorlc Acid (Murtatlc Acid) - Tank cars ( rubber-lined), carboys, and glass 
bottles. 

a) Life Hazard-Aqueous solution is corrosive, irritating, and poisonous. Fumes 
are corrosive and irritating to mucous membranes. 

b) Fire Hazard - Not combustible ( in air ) but if allowed to come in contact with 
common metals hydrogen is evolved, whlch may form explosive mixtures with air. 

10. Hydrogen Peroxlde (27.5 per cent by weight) - Glass corbouys, aluminum drums , 
aluminum tank cars ( aU containers must be vented ). 

a) Ufe Hazard - Prolonged exposure to vapor irritating to eyes and lungs. Causes 
,skin irritation. Use goggles to protect eyesfrom splash. 

b) Fire Hazard - Oxidizlng ffquld. May cause lgnitation of combustible material if 
left standing in contact with it. 

May decompose violently if contaminated with iron , copper, chromium, and most 
metals or thetr salts. 
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11. Hydrogen Sulflde (Sulfuretted Hvdrogen) - Steel cytinders. 
a) Ufe Hazard - Toxic. 0.05 to 0.07 per cent by volume in air ceuses dangerous 

illness in 1/2 to 1 hr. Should be used under hood in chemical laboratories to avoid 
danger of brething dangerous concentrations. 

b) Fire Hazard- Flammable gas. Forms flammable and explosive mixtufe with air 
or oxygen. Explosive range in air ( upward propagation) 4.3 (low Urnit) to 46. Heavier 
than air. Specific gravity 1.19(air=1). lgnition temperature 346°-379°C.(655°-714°F). 
12. Nitric Acid - Carboys and glass bottles. 

a) Ufe Hazard - Corrosive; ceuses severe burns by contact;deadly if inhaled. 
b) Fire Hazard - May ceuse ignition when in contact with combustible materials; 

corrodes iron or steel; may cause explosion when in contact with hydrogen sulfide and 
certain other chemicals. 

13. Phenol 
a) Life Hazard - Poisonous. 
b) Fire Hazard - When heated yields flammable vapors. Flash point 172.4° F. 

14. Phosphorus , Red - Hermetically sealed tin cans inside of wooden boxes. 
a) Life Hazard - Yields toxic fumes when burnlng. 
b) Fire Hazard- Flammable. Explosive when mlxed with oxidizing materlals. 
Not as dangeros to handle as white phosphorus, and when afire, more readly 

extlnguished. 

15. Phosphorus, White (or Yellow) - Under water ussualy in hermetically sealed 
cens enclosed in other hermeticlly sealed cens with outside wooden boxes, or in drums 
or tank cers. 

a) Life Hazard - Poisonous. Serious under fire conditions. Yields highly toxic 
fumes when buming. Contact of phosphorus with the skin ceuses severe bums. 

b) Fire Hazard - Highly flammable. Explosive in contact with oxidizing material. 
lgnites spontaneousty on contact with air. 

18. Potasslum (Metalllc Potasslum) - Hermetically sealed steel drums , tin cans, and 
tank cars. 

a) Life Hazard - strong caustic reaction. Oangerous. 
b) Fire Hazard - Oxidizes rapidly on exposure to atmosphere, igniting 

spontaneusly if warm enough. 
Water is decomposed suddently by contact with postassium, sufftcient heat being 

generated to ignite spontaneously the evolved hydrogen ( in the prezence of air).lts 
reaction with water îs more violent than that of sodium. 

17. Potasslum Hydroxlde - Wooden barrels, glass bottles. 
a) Ufe Hazard -
b) Fire Hazard - ln contact with organic materials causes violent combustion on 

ignition. Classes with sodium nitrate. 

18. Sodlum - Hermeticelty sealed steel drums , tin cans , and tank cars. 
a) Life Hazard - Strong caustic reaction. Oangerous. 
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b) Fire Hazard - Water I suddentty decomposed by contact with sodium with the 
evolution of hydrogen • which may ignite spontaneously (in prezence of air). Casses with 
potassium in respect to fire hazard but its rection with water is less violent than of 
potassium. · 

19. Sodlum Hydroxlde - Bags, tins, and gless bottles. 
a) Ufe Hazard -
b) Fire Hazard - Classes wtth potassium hydroxide and calcium oxide. 

20. Sulfur- Sackes, boxes,barrels, and box cars. 
a) Ufe Hazard - When bumlng form sulfur dioxide, which ln concentration of 

0.2% by volume wtth air may cause serious injury in 1/2 hour or less. 
b) Fire Hazard - Flammable. Dust or vapor forms explosive mixtures wlth air. 

Hazardous in contact with oxidizing material. 

21. Sulfuric Acid - Corboys, irom drums, galss bottles, and tank cars. 
a) Ufe Hazard - Corrosive; dangerous fumes under fire condltion. 
b) Fire Hazard - May cause lgnition by contact with combustible 

materils.Corrodes metal. 
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SECTION VlII 

REACTIONS WITH MODIFICATION OF 

ELEMENTS OXIDATION STATE 

First, oxidation refers to those chemical reactions during which oxygen was catched to 

(o, hydrogen was removed from) an element or a compound. Mer that a nf!N.I conception 

was accepted. This theory considers that the oxidation proces corresponds to a giving of 

electrons by an atom or an ion, and the reduction process means an acception of electrons. 

Thus, during a chemical reaction a substance suffers an oxidation process în the presence of a 

substance which suffers a reduction. The substance which grves electrons is the reducing 

agent and the one which accepts efectrons is the oxidi:zing agent 

For a better understanding of thls problem we must take lnto account the electrode 

potentials. The standard potential of a system may define its oxidizing or reducing properlies in 

presence of another redox system. Thus, a lower electrod potential means a higher reducing 

character and a higher electrod potential involves a higher oxidizjng character. 

Now we al discuss about a few redox systems. 

1. REACTIONS INITIA TED BY REDUCING AGENTS 

1. 1. THE REDUCTION OF CUPRIC OXIDE WITH MOLECULAR 

HYDROGEN 

lnto a porcelain gondola 5,-7 cm in lenght introduce O, 1-0,2 g of cupric oxide (precisely 

weighted at the analytical balance). Put the gondola into a combustion tube macle heavily 

fusible glass, 30cm in lenght and with t-=1,5cm. One end of the tube must be conectet.1 at a 

source of pure hydrogen. At the other end fix a glass tube small in diametef, curved after an 

angJe of 90° and having an hh î. ~ end. Now you have to adjust the hydrogen's debit so 

that the number of hydrogen bubbles can counted into a washig vessel filled 'Mth sulphuric 

acid. This vessel has to be setted between the source of hydrogen and combustion tube. 

14] 
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A TENTION! The c-ombustion tube may be heated only after you have verffied the 

comrAetety eviction of the air from the apparatures (with the detonating test) and you have l!t 

the hydrogen stream at the ~ lh i n . end of the glass tube (by using the test tube from the 

detonating test). The equation of teh reaction îs: 

CuO + Hi = Cu + H20 

After the reaction's end, weight the gondola with copper and using the reaction's 

stoichiometry you can compute the yield (h%). 

1.2. REDUCT/ONS WITH ACTIVE HYDROGEN 

1.2.1. REDUCTION OF KALIUM 

Introduce into a test tube 2~3 ml of KMn04 solution nf200 {violet), the same volume of 

t-nS04 solution 20% and a few granules of zinc. tt is now observable the change of colour from 

violet to pale-pink, \11/hich is characteristic to ion Mn2+_ 1-"½S04 re&.."1s vvith zinc and resuit is active 

hydrogen which is reducing the kalium permanganate: 

2KMn04 + 8H2S04 + 5Zn = 2MnS04 + K2S04 +5ZnS04 + 8H20 

Mno4· + 8H+ + 5e· ~ Mn2+ + 4H20 r2 
Zn ~ 2e· -➔ zn2+ rs 

1.2.2. REDUCI'ION OI<' KAUUM DICHROMATE 

Introduce into a test tube 3-4cm3 of K2Cr20r solution n/100 { orange), the same volume 

of H2S04 (1 :5) and a few granules of zinc. The colour is changing from orange to green 

(characleristic for Cr"\.t ion). The active hydrogen which results, is reducing the kalium 

dichromate as follows: 

K2Cr2Ch + 7~04 + 3Zn = Cr2(S04}J + K~04 + 3ZnS04 + 7H20 

Cr20l + 14H'· + se· -.2cr3+ + 7~0 1*1 
Zn - 2e· ---ti2n2+ p 

1.3. REDUCT/ONS WITH-HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 
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ln the presence of strong oxidizing agents, hydrogen peroxide function as a reducing 

agent both in acid or alkalin medium. As a reducing agent hydrogen peroxide decomposes 

as follo'INS: 

H~-o 
I-+ 2H+02 

H-0 

1.3.1. REDUCl'JON OF SlL VER OXIDE TO METALLIC SIL VER 

AfP.,0 + H20 2 = 2A.g + ~O+ O-;. 

Ag .. + 1e- -. Ag ~ 

ol -2e- ..... 02 •1 

Introduce into a test tube 2-3cm3 of dilute solution of silver nitrate, 4-5cm3 of hydrogen 

peroxide solution 3% and 2-3cm3 of dilute Na0H. A black precipitate of metaBic silver is 

obtained: 

2AgNOJ + 2NaOH + H.20 2 = 2Ag + 2NaN03 + H20 + 02 

Whle the NaOH solution is added, the dark silver oxide precipitates: 

2AgN0~ + 2NaOH ::: A~0"1H20 + 2NaN03 

because of the instabity of sihler hydroxlde which lt is formed in the first step. 

Gradually, the sitver m<ide is reduced by H20 2 to metallic silver. 

1.3.2. REDUCflON OF KALIUM PERMANGANATE INTO ACID, NEUTRAL OR 

BASIC MEDIUM 

Toe reactions are: 

2KMn04 + H--~04 + 5H-i02 = 2MnS04 + K:z$04 + 8~0 +502 

M.no4· + 8H+ + ~ - --.M~2+ + 4H2O f2 

H202 - 2e -➔2H +02 1 

2KMn04 + 3~02 = 2Mn02 + 2KOH + 2~0 + 302 

Mn04- + 4H+ + 3e ---. Mn~ + 2H20 f2 

H202- 2e- ---.2~+~ i 
2KMn04 + 2H0H + H202 = 2K2Mn04 + 2H20 + ~ 
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1e ---• MnO/ 

These reactions are carried aut into test tubes. 

Introduce 2-3 cm3 of H2O2 3%, ~5 cm3 of KMnO4 n/200. and add 2~3 cm2 of natrium (kalium)) 

hydrate or sulphuric acid 200k. 

'I .4. REDUCTIONS WITH HYDRACIDS 

l.4.1. REDUCfION OF KMnO_. WITH HO 

2KMnO4 + 16HCI = 2MnC'2 + 2 KCI + 8H:tO + 5Gb 

Mno4-+ aw + se- -. Mn2
+ + 4HiC I* 2 

2Cr ~ 2e- -. C'2 ts 
An excess of HCI is necessary because besides the fact that HCI is the reducing agent, 

it îs also supplying the hydrogen ions. 

lnstead kafium permanganate can be used natrium permanganat. and H?SO4 20% 

together with HCI. The reaction is: 

2KMnO4 + 3H2SO4 + 1 0HCI = 2MnSO4 + K2SO4 + 8H„O +5Cb 

Mno4- + aH+ + se- -+ Mn2+ + 4H20 J'2 
2cr- 2e· _... Cb 1 

This reaction is canied aut under the niche. 

We need a Wurtz baloon (1), a dripping funnel (2) (with a tap), a washing vessel (3) and a 

vessef (4) for collecting the chlorine. (see figure 1 }. 

Introduce KMnO4 (the oxidizing agent) into the baloon (1). The reducing agent (HCI) îs 

introduced into the funnel (2) and it is dripped into the baloon. The chlorine obtained it is 

passed through the washing vesset (3) Y.Jhere the water washes the HCI gaseous traces, and 

than it is coAected into the vesset (4) where there is water. The resuit is chlorine water which 

has an o)ddizing character. 

l..1.2. RF..DlJ(:'J'ION OF KiCJ'2~ wrn, HO 
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K2Cr2~-+- 14HCI = 2CrCb + 2KCI + 3Cb + 7H7.0 

Cr20 /" + 14Hf + 6e- -➔ 2Cr3"'° + 7H20 1*1 
2cr - 2e· -.cb -a 

The reagents are K2Cr207 and HCI 37%; the reaction occurs an heating. The 

apparatuses are the same as above. (see figure 1 ). 

lt may be used also Hi804 together with HCI: 

K2Cr;i0 7 + 4H2S04 + 6HCI = Cr2(S04}3 + K2S04-+ 3Gb + 7H20 

Cr20l + 14H+ + 6e· -.. 2cf 1*1 
Zn - 2e· --,. zn2<- 1'3 
These reactions are used to obtain chlorine in laboratory. For small amoun1s of 

chlorine the experiences may be carried aut into a test tube closed by a rubber cork and 

equipped 'Mlh a glass tube (see figure 2). 

1.5. REDUCTIONS WITH NITROUS ACID 

The nitrous acid is known onty in diluted and cold aqueous solutions. lts saHs (nitrous 

satts) are stable and toxic, but in aqueous solutions are changlng into nibttes. The nitrous acid 

and it.s sal1s have both reducing and oxidizing properties. 

1.5.1. REDUCTION Oft" KALIUM PERMANGANATE EITH NITROUS ACID OR 

NffROUS SALTS 1N ACID MEDRJM 

2KMn0,, + 5HN02 + 3Hi$04 = 2MnS04 + Ki$04 + 5HN03 + 3Hi0 

Mn04- + 8H .. + 5e --+ Mn2+ + 4H20 I "'2 

NO,,, - 2e· ~N◊.:1 · +2Hi ~5 
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The experience is carlied out into a test tube, adding a solution of nitrous sodium or 

ka!ium over a solution of KMn04 n/200 acidulated with H,zS04 20%. 

1..5.2. RFDUC'ING OF KALIUM DICHROMATE 

K;iCr2O1 + 3HNO2 + 4Hi_so~. = Cr2(S04)3 + K2S04 + 3HNOJ + 4H2O 

Cr20,.;,,. + 14~ + 6e- _..., 2cf1· .._. 7H20 1111 

NOi + H2O - 2~f _. NO3- + 2H+ "3 

lnto a test tube introduce a K2Cr20r solution n/100 (orange) acidulates with HiSO, 

200/4 and add nitrous sodium or kaRum. The colour changes from orange to green 

{characteristics for Cr-3+ ion}. 

1.6. REDUCTION WITH SULPHURETTED HYDROGEN (H2S) 

1.6.1. REDUCTION OF KALIU1v1 PERMANGANATE 

Introduce sulphuretted hydrogen into a KMn04 solution n/200 acidulated vvith HiS04 

20% or add sulphuretted hydrogen water to a ciute solution of KMnO4 acidulated with H2SO4. 

The kaium permanganate is reducing and sulphuretted hydrogen is oxidizing to coloidal 

sulphur. 

2KMn04 + 5HzS + 3H2S0,1 = 2MnS04 + KzS04 + 5S + 8~0 

Mno4· + 8H~ + 5e- __.., Mn2+- + 4H20 

s:.i- - 2e· -+ s 
The sulphuretted hydrogen has acid properties and can react even in absence of 

H,_,S04: 

2KMn04 + 3H2S :::: 2Mn02 + 2KOH + 3S + 21-bO 

Mnod_-+ 4t-t + 3e- --+ Mn02 + 2H20 1 ~ 

s2
·- 2e· ~ S 13 

Katium permanganate can oxidize the sulphuretted hydrogen also in folowing way. 

6KMnO,. + 3H2S; 3K~04 + 8Mn02 + 2KOH + 2~0 
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Mn04- + 4H1
· + 3e· -... Mn02 + 2H20 "8 

s2-- + 4H20 - ae· --+ so/-+ ew ~3 

The experiences are carried out into tes1 tubes, and are accompanied by a colour 

change (from violet to pale-pink-characteristic for Mn2
+ ion,and to black-MnOi) 

1.6.2. REDUCTION OF KALilJM. Dlf1lROM.\TE 

Occurs in acid medium after the equation: 

K„Cr201 + 3H2S + 4H2S04 = Cr2(S04)3 + K2S04 + 3S + 7~0 

Cr;.iO/- + 14~ + 6e" --.2cr3+ + 7H;.O ,~1 

s2- - 2e· -t>S °13 

You have to carry oul the reaction belween a K2Cr20 7 solution n/100 acidulated with 

H2S04 200/4, and sulphuretted hydrogen water or gaseous H:$. The aparition of colloidal 

sulphur as turbulence anct a change of colour from orange to green are observed. 

1. 7. REDUCT!ONS W!TH SULPHUR DIOXIDE 

1.7.1. REDUCTION OF KALRJM DICHROMA TE 1N ACID MEDRJM 

K2Cr20r + 3H2SOs + H2S04 = Cr2(SO~h + K~04 + 41·"'20 

Cr20/- + 14H+ + 6e --+ 2Cr1-t- + 7H20 ½1 

sol + H20 - 2e· -+ sot + 2H+ ½3 

lnto a test tube introduce a solution of K2Cr20, n/100 acidulates with H2SO,,. 2()0/4 and 

add an aqueous solution of sulphur dioxide or sodium sulphite or introduce gaseous sulphur 

dîoxide. The change of colour from orange to green can be observat 
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l..7.2. REDllCTION OF KALIUM PERMANGANATE 

lt is mede in acid medlum, 'Mth sulphur dioxide, sodium sulphite or acide socfium 

sulphite: 

2KMnO,i + 5Hi80z + 3Hi$04 = 2MnS04 + K2S04 + 5Hi$04 + 3~0 

2KMnO" + 5NaHS03 + 3H2S04 = 2MnS04 + Ki$04 + 5NaHS04 + 3H20 

2KMnOa + 5Na.2SO::i + 3H~04 = 2Mn604 + K~04 + 5NaiS04 + 3Hi0 

The electronic balance for each reaction is: 

Mno4- + 8H" + se- ~Mn2+ + 4H20 ~ 

sot + H20 - 2e· - •sol+ 2H+ --s 
Reageots: - gaseous s~. solution of S01J or solution of sulphites 

- solution of KMn04 nf200 

The colour changes from violet to colourtess (Mn2-J ion). 

The kaium permanganate may be reduced tJlj neutral sulphites in acid, neutral or alkalin 

medium, 

2KMnO4 + 3Ki$O3 + H2O::: 3K~O4 + Mn02 + 2KOH 

Mno4- + 2H20 + 3e- ~Mn(h + 4HO- "2 

SO3 
2
- + 2Ho- - 2e- --.sol + H20 ~ 

2KMnO<t + Ki$O3 + 2KOH = K~O4 + K2Mn04 + HiO 

Mno"- + 1e- __. MnOl ~ 

sol + 2Ho- - 2Ef __. so/·+ ~o *1 

or tJ1J sutphur dioxide in alkatin medium: 

2KMnOt1 + 3S0i + 4KOH = 3K~Od + Mn(h + 21-½0 

The experiences must be carried out into test tubes. 

2.REACTIONS INITIA TED BY OXIDIZING AGENTS 

2. 1.OXIDA TIONS WITH HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 

ln presence of reducing agents, hydrogen peroxide ac1s as an oxidizing agent and 

decompose-~ into atomîc oxygen and water. The atomic oxygen turns into the ion 0 2
· • 
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2.1.1. OXlDATION OF F'c{ll)ANI> J.,'e(IIl)SALTS 

Fe2 ... - 1e· --+Fe~ţ+ 

H1.~ + 2H+ + 2e --+ 2H20 

lnto a test tube prepare a solution of ferrous sulphate and add H~04 20% and ~02 

3%. During the adding of hydrogen peroxide a change of colour to yellow occ-urs (because of 

the oxidtzing process of Fe(II) to Fe(III)). The presence of the Fe(III) Ion can be determîned \Nith 

the scN-ion; an intense red colour is obiained. 

Fe:H + 3SCN' = Fe(SCN)3 

Therefore, add a dilute solution of ammonium or kalium sulphocyanate into the tube. 

2.1.2. OXIDA TION OF KAUUM IODIDE 1N ACID Jl.1EDRJM 

2KI + l-½S04 + H2Ch = Iz+ K:,S04 + 2H20 

2r- 2e· ----.i2 Ţ2 

H202 + 2H+ + 2e· ---.2H20 l-..1 
lnto a tube introduce 3-4 cm3 of Kl, 2 cm3 of H2(½ 3% and 2-3 cm3 of H2S04 1 :5. The 

iodide can be emphastze by its characteristic solution's colour (brown-red) or by the blue colour 

in presence of starch. 

For an excess of hydrogen peroxide, the molecular iodine îs oxidizing to iodate: 

12 + 5H202 = 2HIO:, + 4H20 

'2 + 6H20 - 10e· ~103• + 12H' •1 

2.1.J. OXIDATION OF LEAD SULPHIDE 

PbS + 4H202 = PbS04 + 4H20 

s2
• +4H20 - ae- ---R>O/- + BH+ 1 •1 

H202 + 2H+ + 2e· --+2~0 *4 
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Add over an aqueous solution of lead nitrate or acetate an aqeous solution of 

sulphuretted hydrogen {obtained by the introducing of gaseous H~ in water). A black 

precipitated of lead sulphide is obtained. 

Pb(CH3COOh + H:$ = PbS + 2CH3COOH 

Pb(N0"h + H:1S = PbS + 2HN03 

lf over the black precipitate of PbS (washed by decantation with water), a solution of 

H202 3% is added, a whiten of the precipita1e can be observed , since the sulphide is oxidized 

to suiphate. 

2.1.4. OXIDATION OF MANGANOUS SALTS 1N BASIC MEDilJM 

MnS04 + 2NaOH + H20 2 = H2Mn03 + N~04 + H:;,O 

Mnl-¾ + 2HO 2<Y -2e· --+ Mn032- + ~O *1 

O/·+ 2Ef --.2C/" *1 

By treating a colourle-$ solution (or pale pînk) of manganese {li) with a hydrated oxide, 

yields a white precipitate of Mn{OH}2 which is nat stable and it is o><idzing in presence of 

oxygen to manganous acid ( a brown precipitate). ln presence of hydrogen peroxide. the 

reaction occurs taster. 

MnS04 + 2NaOH :::: Mn(Ohh + N~S04 

Mn{OH)i + H2Ci = HiMn0:3 
Mn{OH}.1 in presence of manganous acid leads to manganous manganites. 

On heating, the oxidation of manganous salts with H20 2 yiefds manganese dioxide: 

MnS04 + li?O~! . ._2KOH = Mn0:1. + K2S0,, + 2H20 

This reaction must be carried out into a test tube. 
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2 2. OXIDA TIONS INTO AQEOUS SOLUTIONS WITH 

HALOGENS 

2.2.1. OXIDATION Ol<' Cr(Ill) ION IN ALKALINE MEDIUM WITH CHWRINE 

WATER 

ln test tube introduce a solu1ion of chromic sulphate, add kalium hydrate and an 

excâss of chlorine water and observe the change of colour from green to yelaN ( characterisbc 

for chromate ion)_ 

Cr2(S04}3 + 16KOH + 3Cb = 2K2Cr04 + 6KCI + 3K2S04 + 8H20 

Cr+ + 8HO- - 3e- --+- CrO/- + 4H20 

Cl2 + 2e- ---ecr 

2.2.2. OXJDATION OF CHROME(([)) JON TO CHROMIC ION, 1N ALKALINE 

MEDlUM WITH BROMINE WATER 

lnto a test tube introduce a solution of chromic sufphate, add inexcess of soodium 

hydrate and bromine water, and observe the colour's change froin green to ye'd(HI. 

Cr(S0,1)3 + 16NaOH + 3Br:~ = 2Nc1:2Cr04 = 6Na8r + 3Nai80-1 + 8H20 

cf' + aHo-- 3e· --.ero/-+ 4H20 1 "'2 

Br2+ 2e· ~Br ~ 

2.2.3. OXIDATION Of' MANGANESF.()]) ION TO PERMANGANIC ION, 1N 

ALKALINE MEDIUM WITH BROMINE WATER 
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lnto a iest tube introduce a solution of MnSO, , an excess of kaffum hydrate solutlon. 

and add bromine water and a few drops of cupric sulphate (the catalyst). A change of colour 

from oolourtess-ptnk to violet îs obsefve-d. 

2MnS04 + 16KOH + 5Br7 = 2KMn04 + 10KBr + 2K2SO4 + 8H2O 

Mn2
" + aHo· - se· -.... MnOi + 4H20 

Br2+ 2e· -+2Br 

2.2.4. OXIDATION OF SULPHURETTED HYDROGEN WITH BROMINR WATJ.:R 

Over an aqeous solution of bromine water add-under stirring-sutphuretted-hydrogen 

water (drop by drop}. You can observe the disappearance of brO\Ml colour specific to bromine 

water and appearance of yelow opalescence characteristic for coloidal sufphur. Lise a tube 

test 

l-½S + Br,,_ = 2HBr + S 

s2-- - 2e· -.... s 1*1 
Br2 + 2e· --il-2Br *1 

2.25. OXIDATION OF SULPHOROUSA(.,,0 WITH BROMINE WATER 

lnto two test tube introduce 5ml of sulphurous acid (5ml in each one) just prepared 

(through introducing gaseous sulphur dioxide into water} and than, în the first test tube add 2ml 

of bromine water and shake up the content lnto both test tubes add 2-3ml of baryum chloride 

(BaCb} acidulates with dilute HCI. For the first experience (with bromine water) a while 

precipitate {BaS04) appears, Whle for the second expefience no precipttate is formed. 

The reaction for the first experience are: 

H2SO:s + Br; + H„O ·---IIH2SO,i + 2HBr 

S~:;,. + 1-'2 ~ 2e· -➔ SO./ + 2K" 

Br2 + 2e --+2Br 

H2S04. + BaCh = 2HCI + BaS04 

The sulphur dîoxide required for the sulphurous acid preparation is obtained from the 

reaction of neutral or acid sulphites. carried out into tne installations showed in figure no. ·1 

(chapter 1.4.1) or in figure 2. The \Nurtz baloon contains natrium sulphite and concetrated 
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H.1S04 s diipped by the flmnei in sman amounts, after every emission of gaseous sulphur 

âioxide. 

You may use other reagents, too, acid sodlurn sulphite (solution 40%) and sulphuric 

acid{45%). 

2.2.6. OXIDATION OF' U)DIDES WlTH BRO~llNE WATER 

Add bromine water over a colour!ess sotution of an iodide and obsefve the brown 

colour specific to aqeous solutions of iodine. Cany out 1he reaction into a test tube: 

2KI + Br2 == 2KBr + 12 

2.2.7. OXIDA TION OF' SULPHURETTED-HYDROGEN WITH CHLORINE ANO 

BROMINE WATER AND WITH A SOLUTJON OF IOOINE 1N IODIDE 

H,S+Cl;.,::2HCI+ S 

H2S + Br2 == 2HBr + S 

H~ + '2 :; 2HI + S 

Use test tubes. The resuit is the appearance of colloidaf sulphur. 

3. ANODIC OXIDATIONS 

ANODIC OXIDATION OF CHROME TO CHROMATE ANO OF 

MANGANESETOPREMANGANATE 

Chrome and manganese are transilionaf met.als which may have multiple oxidation 

states. The foUowing experience sh0'NS how c.hrome (o) turn into Cr(VI) and Mn{o) tums into 

Mn(VII). The metafs are functioning as anodes, and in the electric field created by electrodes, 

they will oxidize to their superior states: 
M-ne· --..Mnrr~ 

Ci(VI) stabilves as CrO,t ion (în alkaline meclium) 

Mn(V!l)stabi!izes as Mno4- ion (acid medium) 
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The electrochernida processes f rom the electrods Are: 

- for the efectro!yse of a NaOH solution usingmetallic chrome as an anode: 

NaOH ---Na._ + Ho-dissociation 

2K?O ___,.H;iO t + Ho· ionization 

At the anode in the presence of the hydroxyt ions, the chrome oxidîzes to Cr04 2- and at 

the cathode, the hydronium ions are reducing because of their electrode potential, lower than 

sodium ions; 

anode : Cr' + BHO- --6tf -+CrO/ + 4H,O r1 

cathode : 2H3 •o + 2e- ---i?H2O + H;; r3 
The total reaction is: 

Cr + 2NaOH + 2H2O --tt-JazCr04 + 3H2 

- for the electrolyse of an acid kalium carbonate using manganese as anode: 

KHCOa --+K+ + HCO3- dissociation 

HCO3. T HiO ---+ Ho- + H2CO3 hydrolysis 

ln solution we have: 

KHC03 --+ l<+ + HO- + C02 

Atthe anode, the manganese(o) oxidizes to Mno4-. Atthe cathode, H:30+ which results 

from w-dter's ionization process and from anodic proc-ess, reduces to Hi and H2O. 

anode : Mn° +Ho-+ 10H2O- 7e- ---.Mn04- + 7H30+ 

cathode : 2~0 + 2e- --eH2O + H2 

Taking into account that two Ho- ions came from 2KHC03, the total reaction will be: 

2Mn + 2KHCO3 + 6H2O --+2KMnO4 + 2CO2 + 7Hi 

The chromat and permanganate ions formed at the anode can be recognized after 

their characterlstic colours (yellow for chromate and violet for permanganate). 

The etectrolytic instalation consists of two celis finked parallel on to another. The anods 

are rnade of metals (chrom or manganese) and r.athodes of imn. LJ::;&-10V; I=1-3A. 

Reagents: NaOH solution 10% for ,j)rom and solution of acid katium carbonate 10% (for 

manganese). 

The obtained solution is titrated with the KMnO4 solution O, 1 n {with tîfJe T just 

determined), under stirring and drop by drop, until the pink colour is persistent 

The reaciion is: 

2KMn0-1 + 10FeSO1 + 8H2304 = MnSO,,, + SF~(S0,1}:~ + K~O4 + 8H;,O 

I 5(i 
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îEKl'M.14;;;; 31,606g .. ..... .... .. .. 1E~c = 55,84g 

V.2 cm3 >'T g/cm3 
........ . . .. . ... y g Fe 

where V.2. = volume of KMnO4 O, 1 n used 

T = titre 

V2xTx55,84 
-------the amount of iron from sample = -----

31.606 

4. REDOX TITRA TIONS 

Redox titrations have a lot of practicai applications. KnO'vVing the quantity of standard. 

reagent necessary for the titration of an element (see the chapter "Solutions'1 which is 

changing its oxidation state, the quantity of substance existent into a sample can be 

determined. Such a method of anatyse uses manganic permanganateas oxidizing agent. 

Kalium permanganate acts as an oxidi'zîng agent and suffers a reduction prooess: .. 

Mno4-+ aH• + se- --Mn2+ + 4H20 

Thus, the gram-equivalent of KMnO4 is 31,606 

(E = Molecular weight) number of changed efectrons = 158,03/5 

The end of the titration may be exactty determined because of the colour's change. As 

long as the solution which is subdue to titration, stil contains reducing substances, the solution 

of kalium permanganate added drop by drop VviH be discoloured; when the titration is finished, 

a single drop of KMn04 added in excess changes the colour the colour to pink. 

The solution of KMn04 used has the normality 1/100. 

4. ·1. DETERMINA TION OF TITRE OF KMn04 SOLUTION O, 1 n 

• Preparation of the solution 

Dissolve 3.2-3,3g of KMn011 in 1000cm3 dis1illed water and let the sok.ttion 2-3 days for 

the ~-t.a~liwtlon of its titre 
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• Determination of the titre 

f he me1hod is based on the redudng action of the o,mffc acid 

2Mno.,-+ 16H' +5C2ol· --.2Mn2
• +8H20 + 10CO2 

KMnO4 + 5H2C2O4 + 3~$04 --+2MnSO4 +K2SO4 + 8H2O + 10CO2 

Weight at the analytical balance about 0,22 of oxatic acid and introduce them into a 

wnic glas.s (250crrt); pour 5o-60cnr~ of distilled water. Add 20-:mcm3 of H2S04 solution 20%, 

IAt'aSh the glass'waHs with distilled ¼rater and heat the glass at 60-70°C. Now you can carry out 

the titration with kafium permanganate solution. 

First, 1he reaction occurs. slowly but 1hen taster (because of the product MnSO4 which 

has a catalytic role). To accelerate the oxidation process it îs better to heat at 60-70<>C. 

The titretion has to be made uncier stirring, and drop by drop (so take care of this 

rules!). The temperature may not exceed60-70°C, because up to 70-80°C the oxalic acid 

decomposes: 

H.2¼04 -+C02 + CO+ H20 

The titre is calculated after the folowing reasoning: 

- one gram--equivalent of H~C2Ol2H2O (63,034g) reacts with one gram--equivalent of KMnO4 

(31,606g) 

- "m" grams of oxaHc acid weghted will react wtth "><" grams of KMnO4: 

31,606* m 
X=--------

63,034 

-"'t' grams of KMnO4 are contained into V1 cmzof solution 0.1 nused for titration, so the fitre is: 

. x(g KMn04) 
1 :::.: .. Vi ( cm3) 

4.2. DETERMINATION OF /RON FROM FERROUS SAL TS 
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The experience uses as an· oxodr:dng agenf the solution of kaliurn permanganate O, 1 n 

(with the titre detellnined above). 

The sample of Mhor salt. ( 10ml; 15ml; 20ml) will be dHuted 'Mth 50-6Ocm3 of disliled 

water (washing also the glas.s'wals) and aciduiated with 20-30cm3 of H 

SECTION IX 

The copper(II)aulphate puri.tlcation from an mixture of 

copper(II) sulphate and iron (D) sulphate 

The copper(ll) and iron(ll)sulphates are izomorphous salts and cfy'Staize together, so 

their separation by recristalization it's impossible. Theese salts are separated„ t,; a chemistJy 

method of oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe{III). The Fe(III) iOn is removed as iron(III) hydroxide 

precipitate. 

TI1e chemical reactions are relised in a backer of 150cm3 where are introduced 40-

50cm3 distilled water. 2g mixture of CuSO4 and FeSO4• 0,5g Pb07. or 1,5g P~~ and 2-3cm3 

H2SO420%. 

This mixture is heating and take place the folkM,;ng reactions: 

2FeS0 4 + Pb0:1 + 2~SO,i;;;; Fe,.(S04)a + PbSO.i + 2H20 

respectively 

?FeS04. + P~Oi + 4H2S04 = FajS04}3 + 3PbS04 + 4~0 

The iron{III) is pecipitated V\lith a 5-10cm3 BaC0;1 suspension as Fe(OHh, then Cu2
+ 

~nd Fe2
; rested in the init.ia! solution. The Fe{OHhis remotect by filtration. 
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ln the filtrat Cu~" rested as Cu$O4. 10ml filtrat are treated 'Nith 1cm3 H2S0.i 20% and 

some HNO;~conc, NH1OH conc until CuSO4 is solubilized as [Cu(NH3)l~•-

N~OH conc precipltats Fe~ r~1ed in the filtrat and it rested on the paper test, and 

indicates that the oxidization process of initial Fe2
+ isn't finish and have to be repetd. 

The outline of the CuS04 purification 

mixture 
CuSO/FeSO4 

....---1 
CuSO4; F~(SO4}3 and 

FeS04 no oxidizind 

CuS04 ; Fe(OHh 

· I filtration 

l I 
j CuS04 Fe(OHh 

Hi$04 . NHtOH 

HNO,A 

[Cu{NH:-)~~ Fe(OHh cannot ba 
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DETERMINATION OF SUBSTANCES PURITY DEPENDING ON THE 

VOLUME OF GAS FORMED DURING THE REACTION 

This method employes the following proceeding: the substance is treated with a 

reactive which determines a gas emission; this gas is reaped under the water and his 

volume is measured. The volume is reduced to normal conditions and from the 

equation of reaction, the purity of initial substance is determined. 

DETERMINATION OF ZINC'S PURITY 

For the determination of zinc's purity are employed the · apparatures presented 

in figure 1. lnto the baloon (1 ) are introduced 1 O ml of H2SO4 (30% concentrated 

together with a few drops of dilute solution of CuSO4 0.2 g of zinc (exactly 

weighted) are introduce into the neck of the baloon which is setted in a horizontal 

position (see the dotted part on the figure) . The vessel no.3 and the graduated cylinder 

(2) are filled up with water. The cylinder is coveredby a glass plate and it.. is ov~rturned 

into the vessel. The tightness apparatus must be verified. Then, the baloon is setted 

verticaly, so zinc falls into the baloon, and the hydrogen which yields is reaped into 

the cylinder. 

After the end of the reaction, the tube through which the gas is going out is taken 

from the vessel, the volume of gas, level into the cylinder is writed down and the 

distance from the liquid's level into the vessel, to the liquid's level into the cylinder 

(height no.1 ) is measured. The temperature and the pressure are writen down. 

Using the law of gases : 

(1) 

the hydrogen's volume is reduced to normal conditions. The pressure of hydrogen (p 

) is : 
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(2) 

where h is the vapour pressure o water, and 13.6 represents dHg. 

Values for the vaour pressure of water (h, mm Hg) depending on temperatura (t, 

OC): 

t°C h t°C h t°C h t°C h 

10 9.2 16 13.6 22 19.8 28 28.3 

11 9.8 17 14.5 23 21 .1 29 30.0 

12 10.5 18 15.5 24 22.2 30 31.8 

13 11.2 19 16.5 25 23.8 40 55.3 

14 12.0 20 17.5 26 25.2 50 92.5 

15 12.8 21 18.6 27 26.7 100 760 

Using the equation of the reaction,may be measured the volume of the 

hydrogen resulted from the reaction between H2S04 and pure Zn contained into the 

impure Zn taken for analyse. 

Now, zinc's purity may be calculated. 

THE OBTAINING OF SOME CUPROUS CHLORIDE 

1. THE OBTAIN/NG OF CUPROUS CHLORIDE 

• 'Z • 
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The method is based on the reduction of ,cupre sulphate by the metallic copper, 

in presence of natrium chloride: 

CuSO4 + 2 NaCI + Cu = 2 CuCI + Na2SO4 

A mixtura of 2.5 g of CuSO4 * 5 H2O, 1 g of copper chip and 5 g of NaCI together 

with 25 cm3 of water is heated about 20-30 minutes. The obtained solution is imediately 

filtered or decanted into 20-25 cm3 of acetic acid solution 2-3%. 

The tetraedric cristals of cuprous chloride, which are stable in acetic acid are 

filtered on the Buchner funnel , washed with alcohol and ether, and dried in the oven. 

2. THE PREPARAT/DN OF CUPROUS OXIDE 

The method is based on the reduction of cupric salts by_ organic reducers. • 

A mixture of 25cm3 of solutions I and li (the components of the Fehling solution - see 

below) and 40 cm3 of glucose solution 1% (the reducing agent is builed. Yields a rect 

precipitate (Cu2O). 

The equation of the reaction is: 

CH2OH(CHOH)4CHO + 2 Cu(OHh = CH2OH(CHOH)4COOH + Cu2O + 2 H2O · · · 

The red product is filter on Buchner, it is washed with watert, alcohol and 

ether. 

The solution I contains : 3.46 g of CuSO4 * 5 H2O in 50 cm3 of water. 

The solution li contains : 5.2 g of NaOH and 17.3 g sodium and kalium tartrat in 

50 cm3 of water. 

SOLUTIONS 

Solution are homogenous mixtures formed of two or more substances; their 

properties are varying continuosly with the ratio of componerits. 

The homogenous mixtures may be liquid,solid or gaseous. As regard dispersed 

systems we may distinguis: 
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- soution of gas into a liquid 

- solution of liquid into a liquid 

- solution of solid into a liquid 

Any solution ha two main components; the disslovent substance called solvate and 

the solvent (the mast used solvent is water). The concentration of a solution indicates the 

amount of solvant dissoluted into a certain amount of solvent. 

The solution's concentration may be: 

-percentage concentration(%) - indicates the quatity ingrams of dissoluted 

substance which are contained into 1 OOg of solution 

where md=mass of dossoluted substance 

ms=solution's mass 

• molar concetration (m = molarity) -indicates the number of molecules of solvate 

dissoluted into one liter of solution. 

md 
m= M*V 

where: md =solvate's mass (having the motecular wight M) dissoluted into V liters of 

solution. 

• normal concentration (n = normality) - indicates the number of equivalents of 

dissoluted substance contained into one liter of solution: 

md 
n=--

E*V 

• molal concentration (m = molality) -indicated the number of moles of dissoluted 

substance cantained into 1 OOO g of solvent. 

md *}000 
m= M* ms 
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Besides the concetration presented abmite', there is also another one: the titre of a 

solution, wich represents the amount of subst.ance (in grams) contained in 1 m3 of 

solution. 

1. SOLUTION'S PREPARAT/DN 

Can be carried out in severa! ways: 

- using a wighted sample of substance and water; 

- using a solution of a certain concentration and water; 

- using two solutions of different concentrations. 

The solutions obtained from a weighted smaple of soluid substance are clified in 

standard solutions and approximate solutions. Standard solutions are prepared from very 

pure substance, non-alterable by air (for example the solution of oxalic acid). The titre 

coresponds the theoretical value. 

ln case of approximate solutions, the titre is experimentaly determined using 

standard solutions. The number which indicates how many times a solution is more 

concentrated or diluted thea the solution of precisely concentration is called factor of the 

solution (F). 

F 
Ţexp erimental 

T,heoretical 

Thus, F for standard solutions îs 1. 

The solution's factor can be obtained both from the ratio Texp/Ttheoretic, or from the 

subsequent relation: 

where Va and Fa are volumes and factor for approximate solution and Vb, Fb are the 

corresponding values for standard solution. 

ln case solutions obtained through dilution or through mixing solutions of different 

concentrations, the calculus of required quantities of soution is made by the .rule of 

mixtures. 
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Let's suppose that we have two solutions of different concentrations (C1% and 

C2%). Starting from tt,ese solutions we want to prepare a certain amount of solution 

having an intermediate concentration between C1 and C2(C%). 

C %>C%>C % 1 2 . 

We have to applay the rule of mixtures which may be reduced to a simple scheme: 

C-C2 

C1~ / 
C% 

~/ "C1-C 

Thus, (C-C2) represent weight parts of the C1% solution which must be mixed with 

(C1-C) parts of C2% solution, to yield a solution C%. To obtain the volumes of the two 

solutions (C1% and C2%) we have to divide the .masses (C-C2) and (C1-C) by the 

densities of the solutions. The rule is alsa applied în case of normal and molar 

concentrations. 

1.1 PREPARAT/DN OF CUPRIC SULPHATE SOLUTION 4.1% 

We have to calculate the amount of cupric suphate hydrated by five molecules of 

water (CuSO4*SH2O) necessary for the preparatin of 60 g a solution 4.1%.The solid 

substance (CuSQ4*SH2O)must be weighted at the analytical balance and water measured 

by a graduated cylinder. Are needed a Berzelius glass and a rod. The obtained solution îs 

introduced into a bottle for reagents. 

1.2 PREPARAT/DN OF A NATRIUM HYDRATED SLUTJON O.ln 

We have to compute the quantity of NaOH solution necessary for the preparing of 

200 or 250 cm3 (depending on the quoted balcon) of NaOH solution with norma 

concentration 0.1. The concentration will be approoximately 0.1 n becaouse of the 

hydroscopic properties of the substance. lts precisely normaly will be determined 

afterwards, by the experimental establishing of titre and factor. 
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Sodium hydrate has to be weighted on a glass plate at pharmaceutical balance and 

wil! be introdced into the quoted baloon. 

1.3 PREPARA TION OF S ULPHURIC ACID SOLUTION O.ln 

We need to compute the volume of sulphuric acid 96% (d = 1.84g/cm3
) necessary 

for the preparation of 200 cm3 (250 cm3
) of solution 0.1 n. 

Fili a half of the baloon with distilled water and the add in drops and under 

permanent stiring , the required volume of H2SO4; fiii up the baloon with water until you 

reach the quotation. 

Since the solution has an approximate concentration, the following step îs the 

determination of titre and factor. 

2. DETERMINAT/OH OF SOME AC/DS' AND BASES' 

CONCENTRA TION (TITRE) 

lt is carried out employing the volumetric analyses, wh_ich determines the volume of 

reagent B consumed by the analysed substance B during a certain chemical reaction ( a 

neutralization, oxidation - reduction or precipitation reaction). 

The reagent of precisely known concentration, is added in stoichiometric quantity. 

Using the chemicals equation the amount the substance A may be determined. 

The establishing of the reaction's end ( the points of equivalence) is made by the 

indicators, These are substances which change their colour at every small amount of 

reagent added. 

2.1 DETERMINATJON OF THE CONCENTRATJON (TITRE) OF A 

NATRIUM 
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For this purpose can be used as standard substance oxalic acid. Introduce 0.2 g of 

oxalic acid hydrated by two molecules of water (precisely weighted at the analytical 

balance) into an Erlenmeyer glass of 250 cm3
. Add 40-50 cm3 of distilled water just boiled. 

After the dissolution and 2-3 drops of phenolphtalein and then carry out aut the titration 

with the natrium hydrate solution (prepared at experience 1.3) until a pale pink colour 

apears. This operation must be repeated until the difference beetwen the results is about 

0.05cm3
. 

lt is better to use a biuret with a mohr clamp for measuring the sodium hydrate 

solution's volume. Before its using, the biuret must be washed with water and filnaly with 

the solution. 

The titre T1 of the sodium hydrate solutionmay be computed as follows: 

m1 (grams) = mass of oxalic acid (use faur decimal fractions) 

V1 (cm3
) = volume of NaOH solution 0.1 n used. 

m1 ----------------- T1 V1 

m1 * E (NaOH) 40.005 * m1 

T; = E (H2C2 0 4 *2H 20 )*V1 = 63.034 *VI 

The factor F1 is determined from the ratio: 

T; F; = ---'---
r;heoretical 

where T theoretical = 0.004 g/cm3 

2.2. DETERMINATION OF THE CONCENTRATION (TITRE) OF A 

SULPHURC ACID SOLUTION O.ln 

lt is used the solution of sodium hydrate 0.1 n for wich the titre and factor were 

determined. 

Introduce 20 cm3 of NaOH solution 0.1 n measured by the biuret, into an 

Erlenmeyer glass. Di Iute with destilled water washing the walls of the glass , tao. Add 2-3 

drops of phenolphtalein and carry aut the titration with solution of sulphuric acid 0.1 n until 
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colouress solution. The titration must be repeated until the the difference between the 

results îs about about O.OS cm3 

The titre and factor are calculated as follows: 

E (H2S04) ---------------E (NaOH) 

x g (H2S04) -------------V (NaOH) * T (NaOH) 

20* T. *49 1 x=----
40.005 

where T theoretical=O.OO49 g/cm3 

Another relation may be used for computing the titreand the factor: 
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. THERMIC EFECTS 

The variation of the intemalenergy end of enthalpy which accompany the reversible 

chemical processes (isochoric or isobaric) are taking place accompanied by exchange of 

ener_gy (heat) with the exterior. 

Thus, in case of some chemical processes , the system yields heat to his 

heighbour hood (exodermic processes) and in other case, the system accepts heat from 

his neighbour hood (endodermic processes). The amount of heat which is given off or 

accepted during a process, is called thermic effect. 

Depending on the nature of the process, the thermic effect may be: formation heat, 

reaction heat, hydration heat, evaporation heat. 

The quantity of heat changed during a chemical reaction is called reaction. lt may 

be considered at invariable pressure or volume. 

According to the first principie of thermodynamics: 

8U = Q + L 

For a reaction hich takes place at invariable pressure, the mechanic work (L) 

effectuated by the system is: 

L = -pdV 

therefore: 

8U = Q - pdV 

As regards liquid and solid substances, which have a negligible variation of volume 

(8 V=O), the energy of reaction (8U) is equal to the enthalpy of reaction (8H). 
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lf during the reaction intervene gaseous substances we must consider also the 

possible variation of volume. 

Thus, for system which advances for n1 mole of gaseous reaacting substances to 

n2 mole of gaseous reaction products ( so a variation of moles' number n = n2 - n1 > and for 

the volume V of one mole, we can write: 

AU = AH - ppV An 

For an ideal gas: 

AU= AH - RTAn 

lf the reaction occurs without a variation of volume (An = O) the resuit is AU=AH. 

The reaction heat at invariable pressure (AH) it is measured by an open 

calorimeter. The calorimetric measurements are based on the determination of 

temperature variations of the systems which are investigated into special calorimeters , 

eq ipped with a casing which allowes n change of heat ( adiabatic calorimeters). 

1. THE CONSTANT OF THE CALORIMETER 

When a warm body is introduced into a calorimeter's water, the heat of this bo,dy is 

taken over not only by the water, but also by the calorimeter bomb, by the styrrer and by 

the thermometer. 

therefore, appe?rs the need to determine the caloric capacity, known as the 

constant of the calorimeter (K) or the water equvalent of the calorimeter. This constant 

is experimentaly determinated and coresponds to the sum of the products between 

masses and specific heats of all components of the calorimetric system . 

.I.J.DETERMINATION OF THE CALORIMETER'S CONSTANT 

Introduce into the calorimeter 50 cm3 of distillated water, after 2-3minutes its 

temperature must be measured .. Over the water having the temperatura t1 , suddenly 

introduce 30 cm3 of distilled water temperature h ( about 90°C). Stirr by the thermometer 

and read the temperature ( by the same thermometer) every minute, until you establush 

the highest temperatura reached by the system ( iJ°C). 

The heat given off by 30 cm3 of distillated water, 30( t2-t1) was taken by ·(50 + 

K)g of water ( K is the calorimeter's constant) and results an increasing of the whole 

system's temperatura equal to (trt1)°C. 
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Considering the specific heat and water's density equal to unit , we may write: 

lt is easy now to obtain the value for K. 

1.2. DETERMINATION OF DISSOLUTION AND HYDRATION HEAT 

The dissolution heat is the heat which evolves or is absorbed during the 

dissolution of a substance. 

The dissoltion process is endothermic when the energy consumed for taking out 

the ions or molecules from the network is higher tha the energy setted free as a resuit of 

molecules' or ions' interactions with the dissolvent. The dissolution process îs exotermic 

when the energy absorbed is lower than the energy setted free. 

EXP.1 ln the experimental work we shall determine the molar disolution and hydration 

heats for CuSO4 (the heat during the dissolution of 1 mole of substance). 

For this purpose , we must initially determine the thermic effect of the dissolution 

reaction of the anhydrous CuSO4, wich is given by the sum between the hydration head of 

CuSO4 and the dissolution heat of CuSO4 hydrated by five molecules of water. The 

subsequent determination of the thermic efect for the dissolution reactionof hydrated 

CuSO4, allowes the calculation of the hydration heat. 

lnto the calor~meter, after his constant is determined, introduce 75 cm3 of dstilled 

water. Write down the temperature wich remains invariabile (t1°C). Over the water from 

calorimeter add 2.5 cm3 of anhydrous CuSO4 (precisely measured at the analytical 

balance). Stirr the solution to accelerate the dissolution process , and write down the 

temperatura every 30 seconds untilit remains invariable (t2°C). The specific heat of the 

obtained solution is equal to unit, the solution's mass (m1) consists of sum between 

waters's mass (75 g) and mass of anhydrous CuSO4 introduced, so finaly the quantity of 

heat q1 can be obtained from the calorimeter relation: 
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where q1 is the sum between the hydration and dissolution heats for the anhydrous 

CuSO4 introduced, and K is he constant of the c:alorimeter. 

Dividing the value q1 by mole, you can obtain the sum between the molar 

hydration heat of CuSO4*SH2O. 

EXP.2 Another experoment alowes the determination of thermic effect for the dissolution 

process of CuSO4*5H2O.The resuit is the molar dissolution heat q2. 

q1 - q2 represent "molar hydration heat". 

You have to repeat the experience above , using now 3g of CuSO◄*SH2O. You must 

write down the temperature every 30 seconds until it remains invariabile (ti°C). Taking 

into account the initial temperatura t1 measured for 75 cm3 of dissHled water, the solution's 
,:_ 

mass m2 and the value for calorimetric constant you can obtain the value q2: 

where q2 îs the dissolution heat for CuSO◄*SH2O . Divide q2 by a mole of CuSO◄*5H2O and 

you have the molar dissolution heat. 

1.3. THE DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRALIZATION HEAT 

EXP.3 lnto a calorimetric bomb(having his calorimetric constant already 

determined) introduce 50 cm3 of chloric acid solution (0.5n) and into another calorimetric 

bomb 50 cm3 of sodium hydrate solution (0.Sn). Wr!te down the temprature t1 (for NaOH) 

and h (for HCI). Pour NaOH over HCI. Write down the highest temperature 1J obtained as 

a resuit of the neutralization process. The amount of heat whicg is given off, can be 

calculated in this way: 

The specific heat of the solutions are considered are considered equal to unit. 

Dividing q by a mole of acid(or of base) you obtain the molar neutralization heat. 

COMPLEX COMBINA TIONS 
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Known also as coordination compounds, they generally consist of a central 

metallic ion, surrounded by a great number of ions or molecules, which are called 

ligands. The complex compound may be a cation, an anion or a neutral molecule 

depending on the of the components charges. We can speae about determined 

structures when we know the coordination number of the metallic ion the 

stereochemistry of the complex molecule or ion, its conformation and the nature of the 

metat-ligand bond. 

The complex compounds may be obtained using the following methods: 

-the direct reaction between metallic salt and ligand; 

-the partial or total substitution of the ligands from the coordination sphere; 

-the substitution of the uncoordinated tigands (from the ionization sphere); 

The following experiences wifi show how the first method can be used to obtaine some 

ammine compounds. 

1. HEXAAMMINO COBALT (III) CHLORIDE 

[Co(NHJJC/3 

Over the solution obtained from 2,5 g of CoC'2 * 6H20 dissolved into minimum 

amount of water are added 5. ml of ammonium hydroxide 25% in which are 

dissolved 1.5 g ammonium chloride. Finaty, 0.2 g of active coat dust are added. 

The brown solution has to be cooled on ice and after 15 minutes must be 

treated with 2 ml of hydrogen peroxide and kept on ice for another 15 minutes. The 

excess of hydrogen peroxide is eliminated on steam bath (until îs free of oxygen 

bubbles). The sotution must be now neutralized with HCI (pH = 7). Pay attention to the 

pH, because at a lower vatue the pentaammine forms, as follows : 

After the sotution is cooted, a simple filtration is made, using a filtering paper 

with small pores. The coal together with the hexaammine remain on the paper and the 

filtrate contains the secondary products. 

-14 -
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For the hexaammine separation, the co,al residue is treated with warm water 

acidulated with HCI (small amounts are neededl). The solution is heated on steam bath 

until a turbidity appears. After the soluhon is cooled on ice, the hexaammine 

crystallized and is filtered an a Buchner funnel and washed with alcohol. 

2. HEXAAMMINO Ni(IQ CHLORIDE 

[Ni(NH:,}s C/]2 

1 g of nickel(II) chloride is dissolved into minimum amount of water and an 

excess of ammonium hydroxide is added. Another solution is prepared from 1 g of 

ammonium chloride and 2.5 ml of concentrated ammonium hydroxide and it is added to 

the first solution. The precipitate is washed through decantation and than is filtered 

on Buchner funnel and washed with alcohol. 

3. CHLOROPEMTAAMINO Co(l/Q CHLORIDE 

[Co(NHJ5C/]Cl2 

2.5 g of CoCb * 6H20 are dissolved into minimum amount of water. Another 

solution is prepared from 15 ml of NH40H 25% and 5 g of NH4CI and it is added to the 

first solution. The reaction mixture is cooled on ice for 15 minutes, 2 ml of hydrogen 

peroxide are gradually added and than is kept for another 15 minutes on ice. 

After the oxidizing process is finished (a brown mass is formed), the excess of 

H202 is eliminated on steam bath until the solution is free of oxygen bubbles. The 

solution is now cooled and neutralized with concentrated HCI (pH =7) and than an 

excess of HCI is added (pH = 5). The solution is concentrated on steam bath until 

the first crystals appear and than is cooled on ice for a total crystalization. The filtration 

is made on the Buchner funnel and the the crystals are wased with some cold water. The 

crystals are purple-violet. 

The reaction are supposed to be as follows : 
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CoC'2 + NH4CI + NH3 + 3 H20 ---+[Co(NH3)sOH](OH)2 + 3 HCI 

[Co(NH3)sOH2](0H)2 ---+ [Co(NH3)sOH2](0Hh + H20 

---+ 

---+ 

ELECTROL YTIC CONDUCTIBILITY 

Depending on their behavior to the electric current's passing over, there are 

two kinds of substances: substances having solutions through which, the electric 

current may pass over (the electrolytes and substances having solutions which not 

allow.the passing of the electric current (non-electrolytes). 

The dilute solutions of non-electrolytes demonstrate properties which are 

depending on the number of molecules from the system. This kind of solutions which 
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are respecting the raoult and van't Hoff laws a1recalled ideal solutions and those which 

present deviations from this laws are the real SOllutions. 

ln 1887 Arrhenius elaborated the theory of the electrolytic dissociation. 

ln essence, it is considered that on their dissolution în water, the acids, bases 

and salts dissociate total or partial onto ions with opposite charges, as a resuit of the 

înteraction between the sovent and the dissoluted substance. 

Oepending on the mechanism of the ions formation into the solution, the 

electrolytes are divided into: 

• real electrolytes, having a ionic network; because of the ion-dipole interaction the 

ions from the network pass into the solution, suffer a solvation and a free difusion 

into the solution's mass; 

• potential-electrolytes-substances having polar covalent bonds which aflow the 

ionization on the dissolution process; 

The dissociation of a substance through its dissolution into a solvent or through 

its melting, may be expressed by the dissolution degree, a, which represents the 

fraction of molecules dissociated into ions, reported to the total number of molecules 

from the dissolution or molten: 

monbero _ <f _ dissociated _ miecules N • 
a - ---- -

taal _ number _of_ rm/,ecu/.es _ into _the _ solution N m 
(1) 

a has values from O to 1 . 

Usually a is expressed în percents: 

a 
Nd . 
' lSS * 100 
Ninit 

(2) 

The dissociation degree, a , depends on the electrolyte's and solvent's nature and on 

the concentration of the solution. a îs obtaineed by conductibility measurements. 

Depending on the values for a, the electrolytes were divided into two categories: 

strong electrolytes which dissociate almost total (a îs close to 1 ), and weak electrolytes 
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which show a low dissociation ( a is close to O) . Between these, there are the 

electrolytes with an ·ntermediate behaviour. 

1. THE IONS' MOBILITY 

Under the action of an electric field, created by application of a potential 

difference between two electrodes, the ions migrate to these etectrodes, depending on 

their charge.The rate of migration for different ions is not the same. Because of this, 

different concentration of electrolyte appear near the electrodes. 

The distance (in cm ) by the ions during a second, represents the rate of 

migration, which depends for a certain temperatura, on the distance between the 

electrodes and on the potential difference. For this reason, the ionic mobility (u ) is 

used instead of the rate of migration. 

The ionic mobility represents the rate of the ions displacement because 

of an electric field (1 V/cm). Thus, the mobility u is given by the ratio between the 

rate of migration V (cm/sec) and the intensity of the field E(V/cm): 

V em is 
U= 

EV/cm 
(3) 

The mobility for one ion is equal to the rate of this ion, for a potential difference 

of 1 V, applied between two electrodes placed at 1 cm one from another. 

The electricity amount transported by each ion is proportional to the mobility 

u+ and u- of the ion. 

J.W.Hittorf has introduced the transport number t, which is the ratio between the 

electricity amount transported by an ion and the electricity amount transported by all 

ions from the solution: 

1 
= /ost_ equivalents _ from _catodic_ space = ( uJ 

+ /ost _equivalents_in_both_spaces (uJ +(u_) 
(4) 

The transport number of the anion is: 

(5) 
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lt is obvious that (t+)+(t-) = 1 

2. SPECIFIC ELECTRIC CONDUCTIBIL/TY OF THE ELECTROL YTES 

The specific resistance or the resistivity p is the resistance of a column of 

substance (I= 1 cm, S = 1 cm\ The resistance R of a substance is: 

I 
R = p 

S 

where I is the lenght of the conductor and S is its section. 

(6) 

For the electrolytes solutions, the rezistivity p is the resistance of the solution 

content betw een two electrodes having a surfaco of 1 cm2 and placed at 1 cm one from 

another. 

ln electrochemistry, instead of resistivity is used specific electric conductibility or the 

conductivity y , which is the reverse of the resistivity: 

1 r = - n-1 * Cm- I (7) 
p 

3. EQIVALENT CONDUCTIBILITY OFTHE ELECTROL YTES Ac 

The specific electric conductibilities of the electrolytes solutions depends 

on the concentration. Thus, the values for the specific electric conductibility are 

diminishing along to the diminishing of the concentration since the dilute solution 

contain a lower number of ions able to transporte the electric current, than 

concentrated solutions. 
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The comparision of the conductibilities of different electrolytes solutions has has 

determined the introduction of a new parameter, which refers to a certain amount 

of electrolyte. This parameteris the equivalent conductibility: 

. r 
A =y*V= -

c C 
(8) 

where V îs the volume, in cm3
, which contains one equivalent of electrolyte and c îs the 

concentration of the solution expressed in number of equivalents into 1 cm3 of solution. 

The equivalent conductibility Ac represents the conductibility of a solution which 

co.ntains an equivalent-gram of dissoluted substance contained between two plane 

electrodes, with a surface of 1cm2
, placed at 1cm one from another. ln other terms, 

Ac îs the ratio between the specific conductibility and the concentration of the solution ( 

val./ml ). 

4. EQIVALENT CONDUCTIBILITY AT INFINITE DILUTION, /\oo 

The equivalent conductibility, Ac, shows an increase along with the 

diminishing of the solution's concentration. tending to a maximum value at 

infinite dilution, which îs a constant for each electrolyte, called equivalent 

conductibility at infinite dilution Aoo. 

To determine this parameter, the equivalent conductibilities at lowerer concentration 

are measured and the value is extrapolated for concentration zero. 

The ratio between the equivalent conductibility and the equivalent conductibility at 

infinite dilution, allows the calculation of the dissociation degree: 

A 
C a - --

A «) (9) 

Ac,;, is given by the summ of the equivalent conductibilities at infinite dilution for 

each ion: 
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A oo (10) 

At infinite dilution, the ionic conductibilit~es are direct proportional with the ions 

mobilities: 

k * u + ; ),_<X) = k * u (11) 

(12) 

where k is Faraday constant. 

EXPERIMENTAL PART 

The resistance R of a conductibility cell is: 

1 ' R = r s I 

(13) 

The ratio 1/s = k îs the constant of the cell. 

k is determined at the begining through the introduction into the cellof an electrolyte's 

solution of known concentration and specific conductibility (at work temperatura). A 

solution of KCI is used. 

The conductometer is an OK -102/1 type. The function principie is based on 

measurement of the voltage fall which appears into the solution between two 

electrodes geometrically well defined. 

1. DETERMINATION OF CELL S CONSTANT 

A solution of KCI 0.1 n is used. 

c/T°C o 18 20 25 

0.1 n 0.00715 0.01119 0.01167 0.01288 
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The electrode, washed with distilled water and alcohol , and than perfectly drie 

(using an air trend is introduced into the vessel which contains the solution of KCI 0.1 n. 

The botton S5 is fixed at 500 mS and than is tumed round to higher values until on th 

scale a value easy to be readed is obtained. The calibration is than controled once agai 

by pressing the button S3. lf the pointer is not perfectly overlapped over the red sign, 

button S4 is used to fix it. Only after the button S3 is free, the conductibility value may b 

readed. 

There are two scales: one from O to 5 , and another from O to 15 divisions. 

After the value for specific conductibility of KCI solution is readed, the cell's 

constant can be determined as follows: 

1 l 1 1 1 
y =- *- o- cm- =-* k 

R S R 

where : R = cell's resistance 

1/R = conductance - the value which is readed on the scale 

I= distance between the electrodes 

y = specific electric conductibility for KCI sol. 0.1 n 

I/S = constant (k) 

(14) 

2. DETERMINAT/OH OF SPECIFIC CONDUCTIBILITY(r), EQUIVALENT 

CONDUCTIBILITY(Ac), EQUIVALENT CONDUCTIBILITYAT INFINITE D/LUTION(Ac), 

DISSOCIATION DEGREE (a) AND ACIDITY CONSTANT(Ka) FOR AN ACETIC ACID 

SOLUTION 

Starting from a solution of pure acetic acid (p =1 .055 g/cm\ 200 cm3 of 

solution 0.1 n; 0.01 n and 0.001 n will be prepared by dilution. 

For these solutions, specific conductibility y will be established. By an extrapolation 

for concentration zero, the equivalent conductibility at infinite dilution, Aoo, is obtained. 
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Knowing Aoo for acetic acid and the equivalent conductibility at infinit6 

dilution for a protone (3'15 0 -1 cm2/vol) , the equivalent conductibility at infinite 

dilution for acetate ion may be obta1ined (with the relation no.1 O). 

Talking into account the equivalent conductibility Ac and also the value for Aer, 

previously determined, the dissociation degree a. for acetic acid solution 1 n îs 

determined (with 9). 

ln case of a weak acid as acetic is, its ionization process may be expressed 

depending on the dissociation degree a.. 

CH3COOH 

(1-a)*c 

CH3COO- + H+ 

a.*c a.*c 

where c is the initial concentration of the acid (mole/I) 

The acidity constant is: 

[ H + J [ CH3coo-1 
Ka = [CH

3
COOH] (15) 

The concentraion on equilibrium, depending on the dissociation degree are: 

[CH3COOHJ = (1 - a.)*c 

The Oswald law may be now obtained: 

a 2 
Ka = (1 - a)* C 

Using a.= AJA«, , the dilution law becomes: 

- (AJz *c K = (AJ2 *c 
Ka - A (A - A ) a A (A - A ) 

«> oo c 00 00 C 

(15) 

(16) 

Using this relation for the experimental dates obtained of the previously, results the 

value for the acidity constant of the acetic acid. 
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THE ACTIVITY EXPONENT, THE pH 

Water behaves both as a base or as an acid, so is an amphoteric substance. 

Thus, it suffers an autoionization: 

(1) 

K 
* an o + ano -

3 

(2) 

For pure water, the activities of the ions may be considered practically equal te 

their molar concentrations: 

(3) 

Since the equilibrium (1) is strongly displaced to the left, the term [H20]2 is almos1 

constant, so the equation (3) becomes: 

(4) 

k(H20) = the ionic product of water 

At 25°C, K(H20) = 1*10-14 
, SO: 

[H30•1 = [HOl = 10-7 ions*g/I (5) 

For the determination of these parameters the conductometrie method is used. 

The specific conductibility y of pure water at 25°C is 5.54*1 o-a . Since for the 

autoionization reaction [H3Q+] and [HOl are very low, the equivalent conductibilities (Ac ] 

can be assimilated to equivalent conductibilities at infinite dilution (A«i ). 

25 
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A
00 

= ~ + ~ = 350 -t- l 985 == 548.5Q-1 cn?- (6) 

where /\.00 is the conductibility at infinite dilution of H3Q+ ion. 

Aoois the same parameter for the [HO-] ion. lt is obvious that into 1 OOO cm3 of water (at 

25°C the concentrated of [H3OJ ion is: 

1000 6.54 * 10-5 ~ 
[HO+]=-- = - - - =I *10-' mol *ions /l 

3 A
00 

548.5 
(7) 

When an acid is added to water, the activity (concentration of the hydronium ion 

is decreasing because the ionic product of water is constant. The solution has an acid 

character. ln their dilute solution, strong acids and bases are completely ionizated. 

When a strong electrl ite (inert ), which not gives the hydrolysis, such as NaCI, the 

concentration of hydronium ions is the same as in pure water. 

ln 1909, S.Sorensen has proposed an expression which uses a logaritmic scale. 

The pH was defined as the logaritm of hydronium ions concentration into the solution, 

taken w ith changed sign. 

For concentrated solutions, the concentration was replaced with the Nactivity": of 

the ions. As a resuit: 

(9) 

(10) 

A similar parameter can be defined for hydroxyl ions: 

(11) 

pH + pOH = 14 or pH = 14 - pOH (12) 

An aquous solution is neutral when [H3O+]=[HO-]=10 -7 ion g/1 (pH=7). A solution with 

pH lower than 7 has an acid character, one with pH higher than 7 has a basic character. 
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METHODS FOR THE pH DETERMINAT/DN 

1. THE CALORIMETRIC METHOD . 

This method is used in case of indicators. The indicators colour depends on 

the pH of the liquid in which they are dissolved. 

2. THE POTENTIOMETRIC METHOD 

This method consists of the determination of the potential for an electrode in case 

that this potential is depending on the pH value of the studied solution. The 

compensation method is used: the potential of the electrode is measured in comparision 

with a reference electrode, which is usually the hydrogen or calomel electrode. lt is 

prefered the saturated calomel electrode, which is made of a mercury layer covered by 

a calomel paste ( Hg2Cl2) mixed with a little mercury, in contact to a saturated solution of 

KCI, 1 n. The potential of the calomel electrode in comparision with normal hydrogen 

electrode, at 20°C, is 0.2471 V. 

As a measurement electrode a glass electrode is used. lt is made of thin glass 

and it is filled with a buffer solution having a well determined pH value. Before the 

measurements, the glass electrode has tobe etalonat with buffer solution of known pH. 

EXPERIMENTAL PART 

The unknown pH values for several solutions will be determined, and than 

the molar concentrations of the hydronium ions is calculated. 

The pH-meter has to be etalonat and than the pH will be measured. 

Before of their introduction into the solution, the electrodes will be washed with 

distilled water. At the end of the experiment, the electrodes willbe washed again and 

will be introduced into initial solutions. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

For the measurements, the electrodes has to be maintained for an hour into a 

solution of HCI 1 N or for 24 hours into a solution of HCI 0.1 n, followed by keeping în 

distilled water. 

Be sure that there is solution into the eletrode. 
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